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ABSTRACT

The profile of students attending third level education in Ireland has changed over the
past number of years. More non-traditional students have entered mainstream
education. These non-traditional students may be mature students, students whose first
language is not English and students with disabilities.
In the 2010-2011 academic session 6,932 students with disabilities were enrolled in
third level education. This represent 3.9%(AHEAD 2011) of all students enrolled in
third level education, which constitutes a 10% increase on 2009-2010. This increase is
putting pressure on an already strained system.
Efforts have been made to educate and inform lecturers and teaching staff on their role
and responsibility in the student journey. The responsibility of students with
disabilities lies with each third level institutes disability or access service.
This research investigated the role of eLearning resources in providing support for
disability services in third level education. The individual resources were evaluated
and issues with their usage and deployment arose. This led to an evaluation into the
role they play in disability service training strategies. From this evaluation a set of
policy suggestion were created which will improve interactions between the
stakeholders and support future eLearning resource development and deployment.

Key words: eLearning Tools, Disability Awareness, Disability Training, Lecturer
Engagement, Student Accommodations, Staff Training, Training Policy, Teaching
and Learning
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction to the project
The Irish educational landscape is changing. There are additional pressures on the
educational system as a result of an increasing workload and shrinking resources.
Within this context, there is a rise in the participation of non-traditional students in
third level education. In the last five years there has been a 92% increase in the total
number of students with disabilities in third level education (AHEAD 2011). These
non-traditional students bring diversity to the educational landscape, yet they can place
additional pressure on academic and non-academic staff.
Each educational institutes in Ireland has a legal responsibility to provide reasonable
accommodation for all students (Oireachtas 2005). In order to achieve this goal
educational institutes rely on guidance from academic and non-academic staff, with
knowledge of disability issues in the form of disability and access offices.
To ensure each student has access to all educational programmes, academic staff must
be able to accommodate these non-traditional students. In order to accomplish this
goal, disability services often provide training on academic responsibility and
recommendations on how to accommodate these students.
This paper seeks to identify the role that technology plays in disability service training
and interactions, highlight any deficiency and suggest improvements based on original
research.
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1.2 Background
There has been a noted increase in the number of students with disabilities
participating in third level education. 6328 undergraduate students and 604
postgraduate students with disabilities were registered with a disability service in the
academic session 2010/2011 (AHEAD 2011). The nature of their disabilities varies,
with 60% of these students having a specific learning difficulty. Asperger’s and
Attention Deficit Disorder make up a further 2% each.
If a student were a wheelchair user, the responsibility on an institute would be clear.
They would have to ensure that the wheelchair user could access all of the facilities
that non-wheel chair users are expected to use to complete their chosen educational
programme.
The accommodations for students with specific learning difficulties are clear, however
these accommodations rarely refer to the teaching and learning of a programme. Often
academics are unclear on how to implement accommodations in their teaching
practice. At present it is not a requirement for a lecturer in a third level institute in
Ireland to have a teaching or educational qualification. They may therefor be
uninformed on how to alter their teaching methodology or pedagogy to accommodate
students with disabilities.
As the institutes themselves have ultimate responsibility for ensuring that students with
disabilities have been accommodated, third level institutes frequently have a disability
office, which manages both students and informs lecturers about their responsibility.
These offices also provide support to academics in the form of providing training and
information.

2

1.3 Research problem

Commonly lecturers are confused on how to accommodated students with a Specific
Learning Difficulty (Hornstra et al. 2010). Or they are aware of one type of
accommodation which they believe is sufficient.
“It is common for lecturers to believe that mathematics in electronic formats was
already accessible” (Cliffe 2009).
There are numerous accommodations which are organised at an institute level such as;
extra time in exams, use of a scribe or additional loan time from the library. Often
lecturers do not provide additional supports for students with SPLD (Cliffe 2009).This
is not because they are unwilling but because they are lacking the knowledge to do so.
If students who need accomodations are not facilitaed they often have retention issues
(Cleary-Holdforth

2007),

which

can

lead

to

them

eventually

leaving

a

programme(Murray et al. 2000).
The disability office staff training events are one method to educate academics on how
to accommodate students. These events though useful are infrequent and require a lot
of staffing resources, which are coming under increasing pressure. In order to bridge
this gap in training, disability offices are looking more towards online training
resources to help with their ultimate goal of accommodating students (Seale 2006).
This goal raises some questions such as; Are disability related eLearning resources
being used by lecturers and disability services? Are eLearning tools more successful at
educating academic staff on how to accommodate students with disabilities then
training sessions? Can communication between the disability and academic staff be
improved upon through the use of technology? Are lecturers engaging with the
disability service? Do they know how to implement accommodations? As academic
staff are frequently involved in creating eLearning tools, are they considering disability
issues during their development?
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1.4 Intellectual challenge
The intellectual challenges of this project span several areas.
•

Disability Legislation and Institute policy

•

Identifying and evaluating existing eLearning resources

•

Completing comprehensive sets of interviews

•

Understanding the roles and responsibilities of the stakeholders

•

Evaluating the role and scope of technology in disability services

•

Investigation of guidelines on stakeholder interaction

•

Examining the proliferation of eLearning resources amongst academic staff

1.5 Research objectives
The aim of this project is to examine the use of eLearning resources in raising
disability awareness amongst lecturers and how it can assist them to improve the
academic experience for students with disabilities. In order to understand how these
resources are used, the framework were they operate must be evaluated. A set of policy
recommendation will be created to offer formal guidance to the stakeholders.
The following objectives were the research objectives for this project:
1. An investigation into the obligations of higher educational institutes and their
lecturers in accommodating students with disabilities.
2. An investigation into the role of the disability service in the greater Dublin
area.
3. An evaluation of current technologies used to assist lecturers to create more
inclusive modules and programs.
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4. An evaluation of the scope of the use of disability related eLearning tools in
third level education.
5. The creation of a policy document to be used for future creation and
implementation of disability training resources.
6. To make recommendations for future research.

1.6 Research methodology
Both primary and secondary research was performed for this project.
The primary research involved evaluating current resources and technologies, which
can be used both to support lecturers in their teaching and to assist lecturers in the
creation of more inclusive programmes and modules. Well established as well as
current resources were evaluated. A pilot evaluation was carried out to establish the
usefulness and penetration of such resources.
The secondary research involved two sets of semi-structured interviews with disability
officers and lecturers in higher education in the greater Dublin area. These interviews
were cross-coded in order to evaluate the two sides of the interaction. The objective of
this research was to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the current model of
interaction between the stakeholders and analyse the role that technology plays in this
interaction and training. A parallel component of this research was to establish the
level of awareness of resources amongst the lecturers and disability officers, as well as
identifying degree of consideration that resource creators give to these interactions.

5

1.7 Scope and limitations
The scope of this project will be specifically focused on the implications “reasonable
accommodations” as described by the Employment and Equality Act 1998 and 2004
and the Equal Status Act 2000 and 2004 on the higher education landscape in the
greater Dublin area.
While each of the stakeholder play an important part in the framework, the role of the
student was not evaluated. This was because students register anonymously with
disability services. These students are free to disclose their status to their lecturers but
this information is confidential and not freely available. It is therefore not possible to
approach these students directly. Interviews with students were pursued through
institute disability services, this however proved fruitless.
This research is limited to third level educational institutes in the greater Dublin area.
Several of these institutes do not currently have a disability officers or staff member
with responsibility for disability issues, as a result of the recent public sector
retirement scheme.
Presently there is very little legislation that outlines exactly how the responsibility
between disability and lecturers is divided. This makes it difficult to define the exact
rolls of these stakeholders and correspondingly what tasks each of them need to fulfil.
The role of the disability service and officer is often combined with that of an access
office in smaller institutes, as a result institutes with varying disability resources may
provide different levels of support to students and lecturers.

6

1.8 Organisation of the dissertation
Chapter two introduces the reader to the current legislation and its implications. This
chapter also discusses the current best practice, guidelines and recommendations from
third party non-government organisations and bodies.
This chapter provides the legal and best practice basis for institutes, disability services
and lecturers.
Chapter three examines the current state of the art in regards to the resources and
technologies that can be used to implement the legal and best practice basis established
in chapter two. As part of this examination a set of interviews with resource creators
was held and the pilot evaluation was carried out.
Chapter four consists of an examination of the current use of the resources and
technologies, outlined in chapter three, in third level institutes in the greater Dublin
area. The method of this examination will be two sets of cross-coded semi-structured
interviews. The results of which are examined in this chapter.
Chapter five draws conclusions and finding. Chapter five also outlines a policy
document to be used by all of the stakeholders to improve the current status quo.
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2

LEGISLATION AND BEST PRACTICE

2.1 Introduction
The focus of this chapter will be identifying the legal requirements of third level
institutes in relation to disability. It will also introduce the stakeholders and discuss
their roles and responsibilities. This chapter will also examine the current state of
disability access and participation in third level education. Finally this chapter will
examine best practice suggestion from disability organisations and bodies.

2.2 Legislation
There are several pieces of key legislation that impact on student participation in
education. Each piece of legislation has a different remit but all have an influence on
third level education.
2.2.1 The Employment Equality Act 1998
The Employment Equality Act (Oireachtas 1998) is a significant piece of legislation.
The purpose of the act is to prevent discrimination and promote equality. It cites nine
distinct grounds in its remit. Its primary function is to protect employees from unfair
treatment. This act applies to education, as educational institutes are described as
employers within the act. The act cites an employer as ‘a person offering vocational
training’. This indicates that educational institutes cannot discriminate against students
with disabilities.
2.2.2 Equal Status Act 2000 to 2004
The Equal Status Act 2000 (Oireachtas 2000), which was later amended in 2004,
focused on the provision of goods and services being offered by business, public
authorises and educational establishments. The implications of this act are that any
organisation providing goods or service must now make every reasonable effort to
accommodate the needs of people with disabilities. Within the act education is
described as a service and therefor encompasses the educational sector.
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The act states that all educational institutes are not able to discriminate of the basis of:
•

Gender

•

Material Status

•

Family Status

•

Sexual Orientation

•

Religion

•

Age

•

Disability Race

•

Membership of the Traveller community

The Equality Authority has responsibility for the Equal Status Acts.
2.2.3 Disability Act 2005
The Disability Act (Oireachtas 2005) was designed to improve participation of people
with disabilities. A feature of the act is to ensure that services are both integrated and
accessible this includes educational establishments. The implication of this act is that
educational establishment must now make relevant information accessible in a range of
formats, this include lecture materials, assessments and exams. The legislation places a
responsibility on all public bodies to make their buildings and services accessible to
people with disabilities by the year 2015.
2.2.4 The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
2007
The Untied Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (Assembly
2007) is an international human rights instrument intended to protect the rights and
dignity of persons with disabilities. The convention contains provisions for disabled
persons in a wide variety of fields. In the provision for the Right to Education, article
24, within the convention there are several sections, which have relevance to a states
responsibility to provide education to students with disabilities.
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Article 24 section 2 parts C to E highlights the issues relating to higher education.
c. Reasonable accommodation of the individual’s requirements is provided;
d. Persons with disabilities receive the support required, within the general
education system, to facilitate their effective education;
e. Effective individualized support measures are provided in environments that
maximize academic and social development, consistent with the goal of full
inclusion.
The convention puts the burden on the state to ensure that the convention is not
breached and is implemented correctly. Third level institutes are therefor legal bound
to comply with the convention.
2.2.5 The Reasonable Accommodation
The Equal Status act makes particular reference to ‘Reasonable Accommodation’. In
an educational context the purpose of an accommodation is to minimise the impact a
disability on academic performance. The purpose of reasonable accommodations is to
address the barriers that disabilities present.
The term reasonable accommodation is defined in the UN convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities to be:
“Necessary and appropriate modification and adjustments not imposing a
disproportionate or undue burden, where needed in a particular case, to
ensure to persons with disabilities the enjoyment or exercise on an equal basis
with others of all human rights and fundamental freedoms” (Assembly 2007).
This definition helps to describe the level of effort or modification that is to be
undertaken in order to reasonably accommodate a person with a disability.
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2.2.6 Institute Responsibilities
“Access into higher education should be widened by fostering the potential of students
from underrepresented groups and by providing adequate conditions for the
completion of their studies” (Bologna 2009)
If an educational institute does not provide reasonable accommodation for a student
with disabilities then they are deemed to be discriminating and are in breach of the
legislation.
The types of accommodations offered to a student with a disability could include:
•

The provision of course materials in alternative formats

•

Time extensions for assignments or examinations

•

Training in the use of assistive technology

•

Tutorial Support

These acts apply to all employees of the bodies. In the case of a lecturer their actions
can be deemed to be the actions of their employers. This means that an institute is
responsible if a lecturer refuses to provide the required support. The Association for
Higher Education Access and Disability or AHEAD offer some guidelines for
educational institutions.

•

Equality polices and procedures which ensure that the institution promotes
equality and is compliant with the law

•

The inclusion of the disability agenda as part of the strategic planning

•

The provision of training for all staff in disability awareness

•

The adoption of a quality focused approach to the delivery of services to
students

•

Regular evaluation of services to monitor legal compliance and ensure the
maintenance of standards of delivery
(AHEAD 2008)
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It is clear from examining the legislation and guidelines that both institutes and
lecturers have a responsibility in accommodating students with disabilities. Two of the
guidelines suggested by AHEAD would place responsibility on the institute to promote
disability issues and provide training on disability issues.
“The provision of training for all staff in disability awareness” and “Equality polices
and procedures which ensure that the institution promotes equality and is compliant
with the law”. (AHEAD 2008)

2.3 Participation
2.3.1 AHEAD Participation Survey
A recent AHEAD survey (AHEAD 2011) on students participating in education in 1011 in Ireland found that there had been a 10% increase on the 09-10 participation rate.
From the 23 higher education institutions surveyed, 6,932 students with disabilities
enrolled were identified. This represented 3.9% of the total student population. Of
which 6328 were studying undergraduate and 604 were studying postgraduate courses.
A key trend that was identified in the report was that:
The number of students with disabilities participating in Third Level Education has
increased seven fold in the last 17 years and has almost doubled in the last 5 years.
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Figure 1: The increase in the numbers of students with disabilities from AHEAD's first
survey in 1993/94 through to 2010/11

The participation rate between Institutes of Technology and the University sector is
comparable. The average rate of participation for the Institutes of Technology was 4%
compared with the University sector at 3.8%. This is the closet the two sectors have
been in years. Within the Institutes of technology sector there is the greatest variance.
Tipperary Institute had the highest rates of participation at 9.8%. The Tipperary
Institute has since merged with Limerick Institute of Technology for the academic
session 11-12. Dun Laoghaire Institute of Art, Design and Technology had a
participation rate of 8.9% followed by Tralee Institute at 7.8%.
The general student population decreased for the academic session 10-11, while the
disability participation rate increased. In the UK the average participation for full time
undergraduates in receipt of disability allowance is 4.7%(HEA 2009). This rate rises to
7.2% for first year students declaring themselves as having a disability on registration.
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2.3.2 Specific Learning Difficulty
The AHEAD survey also lists the disability profile of the undergraduate and
postgraduate students enrolled in third level education in 10-11:
Of the 6932 students represented in the disability profile, 4192 (60%) have a specific
learning difficulty, 485 (7%) have a physical or mobility related disability, 172 (2%)
are blind or visually impaired, 235 (3%) are deaf or hard of hearing, 615 (9%) have a
mental health difficulty, 160 (2%) have Asperger’s Syndrome, 145 (2%) have ADHD
or ADD, 687 (10%) have a significant on going illness and 241 (3%) were placed in
the “other” category.(AHEAD 2011)

Figure 2: Disability profile of total, undergraduate and postgraduate students with
disabilities, AHEAD 2011

From this survey its clear that students with Specific Learning Difficulties represent
the largest proportion of students with disabilities in third level education. In Ireland
the term Specific Learning Difficulties is often referred to as SpLDs. The special
education support service defines specific learning difficulties as:
A student’s learning difficulties, such as those arising from dyslexia, are specific to a
particular area (or areas) of the curriculum such as reading. Such difficulties are
unexpected in relation to the student’s other abilities.(SESS 2010)
14

Amanda Kirby, in her book ”Specific Learning Difficulties”(Kirby & Kaplan 2003),
points out that the term specific learning difficulties is not universally excepted. Kirby
points out that SpLD commonly refer to three problems: Dyslexia, Developmental
Coordination Disorder (DCD) and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).
Kirby also points out that SpLD do often overlap with Oppositional Defiant Disorder
(ODD), Conduct Disorder (CD), Asperger’s Syndrome and Obsessive-Compulsive
Disorder (OCD.)

2.4 Disability Support Offices
2.4.1 Role
The aims of disability support services are:

•

To embed disability issues into the culture of the institution, thereby influencing
the development of inclusive polices and practices.

•

To address the delivery of specific services to students, prospective students
and staff.
(Kennedy et al. 2008)

Disability services have many responsibilities such as arranging educational supports
by liaising with different departments within their institute. The responsibility of the
educational experience of students who have registered with the disability service
varies significantly between each of the third level institutes and universities in the
greater Dublin area.
In smaller institutes the disability office can often be combined with the access office.
The resources that are available to the disability support service vary greatly depending
on whether the disability office is part of an institute of technology or part of a
university. Their main role evolves assisting students with disabilities in all area of
educational and non-educational.
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2.4.2 Needs Assessment
Once a student has registered with the disability service, it is then the disability offices
responsibility to create an assessment of needs. This is a document, which outlines the
nature of the disability, a list of supports, difficulties that the student may have with
their course, appropriate supports for exams and a list of assistive technology the
student may require.
2.4.3 Communication
The communication of these needs to academic and non-academic staff is not formally
outlined in any piece of legislation. There are some recommendations on how this
process should occur.
The process as recommended by the Disability Advisors Working Network in their
publication, (Kennedy et al. 2008), is as follows.
“Student who have a recognized learning difficulty or disability and are transitioning
from second level to third level are expected to register with the institutes or
universities disability service or access office. If the student has under gone an
appropriate needs assessment, then the appropriate member of the disability service
reviews this assessment. If the student has not had a needs assessment then a member
of the disability service or an appropriate third party preforms it. “
Once this needs assessment has been completed a statement of needs report is often
prepared. A statement of needs report is a document that will be forwarded to the
appropriate member of the teaching staff.
If a student’s disability or learning difficulty only becomes apparent after the
beginning of the academic session, the appropriate professional then assesses that
student. In the case of a suspected case of dyslexia this would be an educational
psychologist.
After the needs assessment has been generated by the disability office or access office
its route to the teaching staff varies between the various institutes.
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This process can only occur if the student wishes to disclose their disability to the
academic staff. The student has complete control over their information as all
information is treated confidentially.

Figure 3: Flow of information between stakeholder

Figure 3 illustrates the flow of information between all of the stakeholders. There is
both formal and informal communication occurring. This diagram is not representative
of all institutes.
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2.4.4 Training

To promote awareness and provide information in order to educate the higher
education sector on the rights and values of students and staff with all disabilities,
both those that are visible and those that are not. (Kennedy et al. 2008)
An additional role of the disability support service is training. As outlined in the
AHEAD guidelines disability services are responsible for “the provision of training
for all staff in disability awareness”(AHEAD 2008).
Training is facilitated in several ways. The disability service can run it themselves or
hire in a training professional, such as a member of staff from AHEAD or Enable
Ireland. Training is frequently run in face-to-face group sessions and can often form
part of a larger training remit.
Disability offices also use online eLearning tools to help educate staff on disability
issues. These types of tools allow staff to research or study the materials in their own
time. At present there is no guidelines or recommendations on how to best use these
tools and what part they should play in an institutes training program.

2.5 Inclusive Curriculum
As the student population becomes more diverse it is increasingly likely to contain
students with disabilities. This becomes challenging for academics, as they must
provide support for a range of teaching styles and abilities. One possible solution is to
aim for an inclusive curriculum.
The term inclusive curriculum is derived from the principals of Universal Design for
Instruction. The goal of an inclusive curriculum is to break down barriers to learning
by providing a range of teaching and assessment methods. This then allows all students
to work to their strengths.
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2.5.1 Universal Design

Universal Design is the design and composition of an environment so that it can be
accessed, understood and used to the greatest extent possible by all people regardless
of their age, size, ability or disability.(Oireachtas 2005)
Universal Design began as a set of principles for the built environment. Since its
original inception Universal Design has been tailored to fit different disciplines. While
the original principals are often not altered there explanation varies depending on the
field.
By taking these principles into account during the design phase or by using them to
evaluate a design, the product, building or environment will become more accessible.
The principals of Universal Design have been applied to a wide variety of fields,
including education (Bowe 2000).
1. Equitable use: Accessing course information, such as syllabi, in a variety
formats, including print, disk, and online.
2. Flexibility

in

use: Varying

instructional

methods,

including

lecture,

discussion, and individual and group activities.
3. Simple and intuitive: Clearly describing course expectations for grading, in
different formats, for example narrative and rubrics.
4. Perceptible information: Using videos that include subtitles, or captioning,
for those who may not hear, for whom English is not a first language, or for
those who have trouble processing verbal information.
5. Tolerance for error: Providing on going and continual feedback on
coursework rather than at specified interim periods, such as mid-term or final
exams.
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6. Low physical effort: Providing lecture notes, so students who have difficulty
taking notes do not need to take notes.
7. Size and space for approach and use: Making seating easily accessible, if
possible, so everyone can see each other and communicate with one another
directly. Circular seating may address this principle.
8. Community of learners: Creating a variety of learning settings, for example,
use of e-mail groups, social networking sites, or chat rooms.
9. Instructional climate: Including a statement in the syllabus indicating the
desire to meet the instructional needs of all students and for students to convey
their needs to the instructor.
The key goal of inclusive curriculum is that a link is formed between planned
educational intentions, course content, teaching, learning and assessment. While at the
same time taking into account the student populations diversity. Inclusive curriculum
is considered a proactive method of ensuring equal treatment for all in education.

2.6 Conclusion
This chapter discussed the legal requirements of institutes and academics to
accommodation students with disabilities. In light of this the participation of the
students with disabilities in third level education in Ireland was assessed. This led to a
discussion on the roles of disability support staff. It was highlighted that one of its
requirements is to provide training on disability issue to academic staff. The types of
training that are available to disability officers were listed. One of the tools that are at
their

disposal

are

online

training

resources.
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3

TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS

3.1 Introduction
As stated in chapter 2 online resources can play an important role in an institutes
training strategy. This chapter will evaluate current research into technological
solutions that are designing to assists lectures both in raising awareness of disability
issues and preparing course materials and improving the accessibility of their modules
and programmes.

3.2 Technology review
In order to gain an insight into the usefulness of technologies that are available to
disability officer to improve educational accessibility, research was carried out on two
commonly recommended resources.
3.2.1 Checklists
A checklist is a type of job aid, which is used to reduce the likelihood of failure. It
helps to ensure consistency and completeness when performing a task. Checklists are
commonplace in education ensuring that users have completed all of the required tasks.
They frequently feature in primary and secondary education, but are less common in
higher education. An exception to this statement would be the use of checklist in staff
training and disability issues.
An example of a checklist for higher education would be Dr. Simon Ball’s “A
Checklist for Inclusive Assessment: Getting Started with Accessibility”(Ball 2005).
This checklist and accompanying paper was issued by JISC TechDis, a UK based
advisory service on technologies for inclusion and accessibility.
The paper discussed a twenty five-point checklist, which is designed to be used by
academics to assess the level of inclusiveness of their computer-assisted assessments.
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The motivation for creating a more inclusive education system in the UK stem from
the Special Education and Disability Act (Department of Education 2001). This act
states that educational institutes are obliged by law not to treat a disabled person “less
favourably” in terms of assessment, admission and any service which it provides
‘wholly or mainly for students’. Institutions, therefore, have to make ‘reasonable
adjustment’. The term reasonable adjustment was introduced in the 1995 disability act
(National Disability Council 1995). The term reasonable accommodation in Irish
legislation would be similar though not equivocal to reasonable adjustment.
In order to go some way to meeting their requirement to create an inclusive assessment
and make a reasonable adjustment academics should be able to use the Dr. Ball’s
checklist and alter or modify their assessment appropriately.
The paper is a guide to aid user of the checklists understand their responsibilities and
the technologies they have available to their students and themselves. The approach of
this document is that of an entry level or ‘getting started’ nature. The goal of the
checklist is not to tell the academics these are things you must look at. It is more aimed
at getting teaching professionals to reflect on their own practice and also their use of
computer-aided assessment.
The checklist consists of a twenty five-point list of action words followed by an
explanation of how they can be acted on.
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Forewarning

Links

Equivalence

Layout

Alternatives

Tables

Clarity

Images

Language

Colour

Guidelines

Text

Navigation

Text

Checkboxes

Confusion

Dexterity

Tolerance

Error Tolerance

User-Testing

Audio

Policy

Pixelation

Advice

Screen-Reader
Table 1: Dr Simon Ball's "A Checklist for Inclusive Assessment"

The paper highlights the importance of the last three points and notes that if a user is
able to implement these last three checklist points the user will be “well on the way to
achieving a more inclusive computer assisted assessment process”. These three points
will be examined in more detail.
User-Testing
In creating a computer-based assessment the checklist is underling the importance of
user testing and the role is it plays in inclusive design.
Policy
By seeking out the members of the educational team in their institute that have
responsibility for inclusive policy either at an institute or departmentally level, the user
can get advice and become part of a community of practice.
Advice
The checklist highlights the importance of knowing where and how to find further
advice on inclusion in computer assisted assessment. This would imply that there are
limits to the usefulness of this and other checklist.
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These last two checkpoints on policy and advice highlight some of the limitations of
checklists. Firstly, that there are often outside factors that will influence how you can
use the checklist. Secondly that there is a limited amount of information that can be
conveyed through a checklist and that an expert opinion will supersede it.
3.2.2 Teachability
Attempts have previously been made to create a tool to raise awareness of inclusive
practices. One such project is the Teachability project (University of Strathclyde
Special Needs 2000). The teachability website was developed by the University of
Strathclyde and funded by the Scottish Higher Education Funding Council.
In 2002 the extension of the Scottish Disability Discrimination Act (National
Disability Council 1995) raise significant challenges for teaching staff in higher
education. Disability issues in relation to education had been considered in the past,
but the Disability Discrimination Act Part IV emphasised anticipation and criticised
reactive provisions of high education institutes. This legislation provoked the provision
of a resource to assist teaching staff to assess the accessibility and inclusive nature of
their modules or programmes.
This resource takes the form of a website which contains eight booklets, located at
teachability.strath.ac.uk. Each of the booklets is relate to a particular topic. The user
can navigate into each of the booklets and review the material. The website contains a
comprehensive navigation system which allows access to the material. There are a
series of links provided at the end of each booklet allowing the user to further research
relevant topics.
Apart from the already discussed navigation there is no other user interaction with the
website. The user can if they so wish print off an evaluation at the end of each booklet
and review it themselves upon completion. No feedback is provided for the answers
the user may provide. In effect the site is an information portal. As part of the project
teachability workshops were facilitated by Strathclyde University to help encourage
academics to engage with the project.
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The goal of the website is to get the user to reflect on the inclusive nature of their
programme or course by considering the perspective of a student with a disability
undertaking standard student activities.
The eight booklets which are available online are:
1. Creating accessible information about courses or programmes of study for
disabled students and applicants.
2. Creating accessible course or programme design and structure for disabled
students.
3. Creating accessible lectures for disabled students.
4. Creating accessible seminars and tutorials for disabled students.
5. Creating accessible placements, study abroad and field trips for disabled
students.
6. Creating accessible practical classes for disabled students.
7. Creating accessible e-learning resources for disabled students.
8. Creating accessible examinations and assessments for disabled students.
The aims Teachability are outlined on their website (University of Strathclyde Special
Needs 2006):
It aims to be informative, grounded as it is in the real experiences of disabled students
trying to access courses of study, and of academic staff devising often innovative ways
of enhancing that access. It aims to be persuasive, and not prescriptive. Academic staff
are responsible for designing and delivering courses of study. But certain features of
design and delivery can support, or unintentionally inhibit, the participation of
disabled students. It is hoped that the presentations of arguments and ideas about
practices will persuade of the need to consider changes to practices.
An estimated 1,100 academic staff from 18 different institutes have taken part in
Teachability workshops between 1999 and 2006(Williams 2007). The teachability
project team facilitated an average of 25 workshops a year. The original remit of the
teachability project was for five institutes in West Scotland. Due to its success it has
proliferated though to 18 institutes and is now widespread within Scottish HEI. It is
difficult to ascertain how successful it has been since the funding and workshops
ceased on the project as the most recent reports are from 2008.
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3.3 Resource Evaluation
3.3.1 Introduction
In order to gain an insight into the current state of eLearning resources, an
investigation was carried out on the most recent research.
3.3.2 The Maths Room
The Maths Room is a resource designed and run by Blathnaid Sheridan who is a maths
lecturer and researcher from DIT Kevin Street. In 2010 Blathnaid Sheridan won the
DIT Presidents Awards for Teaching Excellence for her Maths Room project (DIT
2010).

Figure 4: Maths Room Learning Module

The Maths Room is hosted as a module on the DIT Web CT virtual learning
environment and was originally release on September 2009 to first year physics
students in DIT Kevin St. The objective of the Maths room was to provide additional
support for students who were struggling with mathematics. This support could be
provided away from the traditional classroom environment. The maths rooms intended
users are 1st year students transitioning from Leaving Cert to degree level mathematics
and mature students who are returning to education.
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The Maths Room provides support by utilising four different online resources.
•

Additional notes and examples on basic mathematics that contribute to the
learning in the class room and are release after the appropriate lectures.

•

Self Study quizzes are provided through the Maths Room. These quizzes
provide users with detailed answers and feedback so that they can assess their
progress and proficiency.

•

Videos examples of mathematics are distributed through the maths room and
can be downloaded and viewed on smart phones or tablet devices (Croft 2011).

•

Maths Room Live is a live virtual classroom environment, which allows
students to communicate with each other and also with their lecturer. This
feature enables students to share their issues with mathematics and discuss
them with other students. This feature also allows lecturers to run online
tutorials.

An interview was carried out with Miss.Sheridan to ascertain the motivations and the
design considerations of the Maths Room. See Appendix A for the full transcript of the
Blathnaid Sheridan interview.
Reasons/ Motivations
Important to the creation of all learning and eLearning materials are the motivations or
reasons that drove their creation.
“I think this is the only way to be fair to everyone and saying that for the weak
students I can only go to this level, you know I go as slow as I can but I am not going
to lose the good students”
Miss Sheridan notes that with class sizes of over seventy students, limited contact time
and an increasingly diverse student population is a challenge. The main reason for the
creation of the math’s room is that Ms. Sheridan is dealing with a mixed level class
and it is hoped that her resource will bridge the gap in knowledge between the various
levels of students.
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Successes with the Math’s Room
As this is a project to add to the student learning experience in order to improve their
performance the components that were successful were investigated to establish the
best practice to creating similar resources in the future.
“What they said about it is that the videos were good, the videos were excellent
because you can download them on to your iPad and look them on the train or
whatever on the way home.
Miss Sheridan also noted that the role of eLearning tools like the math’s room was
likely to grow in the coming years. As lecturers are given an increased workload with
larger classes and in many cases lower contact hours Miss Sheridan suggests that
eLearning recourse will form a larger part of the education landscape.
“We are completely cut down to 12 weeks and the modules or the syllabus is the
same.”
“I think it’s the only way we can deal with it now is things like online tools, because
we can't take time and especially (since) we are modularized now.”
The role of online resources in the global educational landscape is clearly evident.
North America Universities have recently been offering undergraduate programs, such
as MITx and the newly created edX (Chandler 2012). The Irish higher educational
institutes are also recognizing the growing role of online training resources. Dublin
City University announced its intention to make 80 per cent of its programmes
available online by 2015 (NIHILL 2011).
Issues with Math’s Room
To contrast the successes of the math’s room Ms. Sheridan was asked to comment on
issues that she had when developing and deploying the resource.
“Independent learning is something that they just absolutely hate, absolutely hate.”
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Ms. Sheridan initial found it difficult to engage her students with the math’s room. It
was only after she assigned a percentage value to the quizzes within it that she noted
that there was an increase in usage, both for the quizzes and the over all resource.
“(Students) don’t seem to mind the quizzes and they actually really don’t seem to mind
if there is a percentage for it”
Design Issues
As well as discussing the student experience the issues that relate to the design and
deployment were investigated to establish the limits of the project and best practice for
future projects.
“If I was doing this again, I would probably use the videos from Kahn Academy they
just said that it’s a little bit more of up-to-date.”
Ms. Sheridan was highlighting comments from some of her students who noted that
the videos used in the maths room were a little out of date, both in terms of
compression and style.
Ms. Sheridan intended to roll out her resource from the first week of the first academic
session however she pointed out that there were a few issues.
“We just didn’t have the capacity for labs here, and students might have come to
induction and students might not have been registered who hadn’t paid their fees so we
had to loads of missing students.”
Lecturer Use
Learning resources and more specifically online learning resources gather momentum
when there is a group of users engaging and contributing to them. The level of use of
the maths room outside of the developers was assessed.
Miss. Sheridan was asked if other lecturers had begun to use her resources.
“The Maths Room…No. Just because I suppose again it’s the whole idea of a maths
Ed, hasn’t really being developing here just yet.”
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Ms. Sheridan’s statement highlights the need to make prospective users aware of the
available resources and how they could benefit them.
Disability Considerations
While this resource is not created specifically for students with disability it is fair to
assume that a portion of the students that will use it will have a disability. It is
therefore prudent to assess the level of consideration the resource creator gave to
disability issues. Miss Sheridan was asked if she considered disability issues when
creating her resource.
“Not that I, I didn’t factored that in”
Interaction with the Disability Service
Knowledge of disability and access issues is important for all academics. The need for
this knowledge increases when these academics then create and develop online
resources, which can be used without their participation. Ms. Sheridan referenced a
recent case involving a student she was teaching who was diagnosed with Asperger.
“We are not really informed on how to deal with them, I don’t know how to deal with
them.” “Again the tutors don’t know how to deal with them either, you know. I would
often find myself kind of getting mad at them and that’s not the way to handle them
correctly”
Ms. Sheridan was asked about her interactions with the disability service and how she
is informed about students with additional needs.
“The year coordinator just this year sent me (information) on Asperger’s and I
presume it came from Disability Service. As far as I know it, it was not sent out to all
of the lecturers who would have this student,”
This situation will be investigated in more detail to see if it is representative of other
lecturer’s experiences.
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Future of the Maths Room
Ms. Sheridan was asked to comment on the future of the math’s room and how she
might encourage more students and lecturers to use it in the future.
“So that was one thing that I thought might be useful in that a way that we could
apply it, for everyone. As apposed to at the minute it’s probably very tailor driven for
the physics students because they are who are using it.”
Ms. Sheridan also discussed the possibility of including problem-based learning into
the math’s room in the future.
3.3.3 Findings from Maths Room Evaluation
The demand for online training resources is growing as a result of increasing pressures
on the educational sector. This is supported by the increased role of online resources
are playing in international educational institutes.
Engaging users is essential for a resource to be successful. This can be a difficult task
to archive. One approach is to offer an incentive or requirement to engage with online
resources. As part of this it is important to put in place supports and infrastructure to
allow user engagement as early as possible in the deployment. Presently no other
lecturer is using the maths room. While incentivising lecturers would improve the
lecturer engagement, Ms. Sheridan also pointed to a lack of awareness of such
resources amongst staff.
The maths room was aimed at facilitating non-traditional students, these would include
student with disabilities. Disability issues were not considered during the creation of
maths room. Ms. Sheridan also highlighted that there is an issue with the
communication between lecturers and the disability service. While the communication
of student accommodations was clear, little or no information about how to facilitate
disabled students was communicated to lecturers.
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3.3.4 TIC Tool, Michelle Garvey & Brian Foley

Access to education has become a national priority in Ireland over the last decade
(HEA 2004; HEA 2008). The Higher Education Authority has set targets for access to
education in the National Plan for Equity of Access to Higher Education (HEA 2008).

•

All socio-economic groups will have entry rates of at least 54% by 2020

•

Mature students will be at least 20% of total full-time entrants by 2013

•

Non-standard entry routes to higher education will account for 30% of all
entrants by 2013

•

The number of students with sensory, physical and multiple disabilities in
higher education will double.

In response to the national trend the TCD Disability Service conducted a quality
review highlighting the need to move toward an inclusive student experience and
recommended a review to the extent to which disability is considered in each of the
programmes, specifically teaching and assessment (TCD 2006). As a result of this
review the TCD disability service and Centre of Academic Practice and Student
Learning conceived the Trinity Inclusive Curriculum strategy.
The Trinity Inclusive Curriculum or TIC was devised to enable the increased number
of non-traditional students enrolled in third level education to participate fully.
Within mainstream education there are barriers to allow non-traditional students to
fully participate in education. The goal of the TIC project is to remove these barriers.
The TIC project initially consisted of three strategies:
•

Training and awareness raising activities

•

The introduction of online guidelines and resources to help staff create a more
inclusive environment.

•

The introduction of a self-evaluation tool for the design and review of curriculum.
(Garvey 2011)
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The TIC strategy began its three-year cycle on the October 1st 2008. It has since
progressed and continues to run and is now centrally funded. The TIC strategy was
made possible trough a Strategic Innovation Funding scheme (SIF 2) via the DRHEA
Enhancement of Learning strand. As part of the project Micelle Garvey was employed
on a full time basis for three years. For the Trinity Inclusive Curriculum project the
principals of Universal Design for Instruction (Shaw et al. 2001) were used.
The development of the TIC strategy was broken into three phases.
Phase 1: Research Phase
The first stage in the development was to research and gather information. This
entailed creating a series of reports on non-traditional students, student’s academic
experiences survey and an audit of handbooks and reading lists.
This created an understanding of the perspective of non-traditional students, the
perspective of teaching staff and an outline of best practice both nationally and
internationally.
Phase 2: Pilot phase
During this phase the pilot self-evaluation tool was designed. The pilot tool was a
paper-based tool consisting of a set of questions and materials. This pilot tool was
applied to a series of programmes.
The first programme to be evaluated was Analogue Electronics in the school of
Engineering. This evaluation involved the TIC project officer attending lectures, labs,
and tutorials. The module coordinator was also obliged complete the draft TIC
inclusive teaching and learning self-evaluation tool. These actions then fed into phase
3 for the next iteration of the tool.
Phase 3: Implementation phase
After refinement of the TIC strategy was completed, an online version of the selfevaluation was created.
www.tictool.ie
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The tool was then rolled out and appropriate training sessions were provided. The TIC
tool was designed to be used in other institutes and universities across Ireland. To this
end the TIC officer ran training session in several institutes and universities across the
greater Dublin area.
Attempts were made to tie the TIC tool into TCDs procedures and systems. This would
have included making the TIC being a necessary step in the process of creating a new
programme or module. This stage was never completed.
The TIC tool website is a self-evaluation tool which is designed to be used by staff in
higher education. It offers several types of evaluation:
•

Module and programme evaluation

•

Teaching self evaluation for individual lecturers and teaching assistants

•

Library evaluations for library staff

Within the TIC tool modules or entire programmes can be evaluated.
After an educator has registered they must provide information on the level of the
programme and the discipline that the module and programme is at. The user is then
presented a series of questions, which are grouped thematically.

•

Module Design

•

Module Environment

•

Module Information

•

Information Technology

•

Module Teaching

•

Field Trips

•

Problem Based Learning

•

Group Work

•

Assessment: Modules

•

Course Feedback
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In total the user is asked 49 questions. They are also provided with a multimedia
content for the questions. This multimedia content is in the form of a video or audio
file helps to inform the user of the context of the question and the issues that they
should consider. This multimedia content also informs users of definition of term that
they may not be familiar with. The videos are hosted on youtube.com and embedded
directly in to the TIC webpage. Each of the videos in subtitle using YouTube’s closed
captioning. There is also a text description of the salient points to consider. Within
several of the questions are links to resources, which are intended to help the user
make an informed decision.
After reviewing all of the content the user then answers the question using a multiplechoice selector, see figure 5.

Figure 5: TIC Tool Evaluation Question 1

There is also a text box to elaborate the answer or make notes.
As a result of the answer that the user inputs a report is generated. This report will
provide the user with a list of suggested actions, which are dependant on the answer
provided. If the suggestions are followed the goal is the resulting module would be
both more accessible and inclusive. Suggested actions may conflict with a core
element of programme, making it difficult or impossible to implement the suggested
actions.
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The TIC tool website suggests that the length of time to complete the evaluation will
be between 25 and 45 minutes. The TIC tool has the capability to save entered
answers, thereby enabling the user to return to the tool at a later stage to complete the
evaluation. The TIC tool also sends reminders to the email account that was used to
register reminding the user that they have not completed to their evaluation.
As the user progresses through the categories they are confronted with questions and
scenarios, which they may not have otherwise considered while preparing lecturer and
assessments.
TIC Report
An evaluation report was produced in July 2011(Garvey 2011) . This document
discusses the development of the tool and an evaluation of the TIC strategy.
Within the document it is noted that one year after the TIC tools launch 110 users had
registered and there were 96 open evaluations. The report notes that users can delete
their accounts. This number appears to the author to be low. While the goal of the TIC
strategy was not so have a website which was heavily used, a high amount of users
would reflect a heavy use of the TIC tool.
Interviews with two of the members of the TIC tool team were conducted to evaluate
the success of the TIC tool.
Michelle Garvey was the principal officer in the development of the TIC strategy.
Dr. Brian Foley was the head of the teaching and learning council at the time of the
development of the TIC strategy. Dr. Foleys second year module analogue electronics
was used in the pilot evaluation.
These two interviews were carried out at separate times and locations. The questions
that were posed to each interviewee were different however the themes that were
discussed were the same. A transcript of the Michelle Garvey interview is available in
appendix B and a transcript of the Dr. Brian Foley interview is available in appendix
C.
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The Success of the TIC tool
The evaluation document makes no reference to the success of the project. It does
discuss several of the wins to date. Both in interviewees were asked to comment on the
success of the TIC tool.
MC: “It hasn’t been as successful as we hoped.
I do kind of worry about how it’s going to you know kind of as I move away from it I
won’t be working on it now kind of moving into the future as I move away from it, I am
not quite sure, how much people will actually get like actually sit down and do it, I
think you need somebody to kind of sit down with you to complete it.”
The TIC officer highlighted the need for assistance in completing the evaluation. This
would seem to conflict with the initial premise to creating a website, so that it could
become autonomous and automatic. An attempt was made to embed the TIC
evaluation into the TCD program development strategy.
“We weren’t as successful as we thought as we hoped we would be on that and I think
part of the reason was people were worried about this kind of administrative overload.
So it wasn’t academics who were, you know who went against their us it was at the
administrative level, so yeah the academics never had a chance to resist. “
If the TIC strategy had been embedded into the program strategy it would have had to
be preformed as part of programmatic review. This was an additional step that the
administrative staff rejected. The TIC officer cited this as one of the challenges that
they
Use
When the TIC tool was launched in June 2010, the TIC officer provided training
session. This involved a visiting several of the institutes and universities in the greater
Dublin area. These sessions we designed to encourage teaching and admin staff to use
the TIC tool to evaluate their programmes or processes.
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The TIC evaluation document from July 2011 noted that, “By mid June 2011 there
were 110 registered users and 96 open evaluations”.
As of the 30/04/12 the TIC officer informed the author that there were now:
“169 users. People can delete accounts. I think it was lower this year than last year
because I was really pushing it last year.”
Between mid-June 2011 and the end of April 2012 only an additional 59 users had
created an account with the TIC tool. This statement does not take into account that
users can delete accounts, as there is not way to calculated the amount of deleted
accounts, as the TIC tool is anonymous. As suggested by the TIC officer without
running training sessions in conjunction with the TIC tool there was a noticeable drop
in the TIC tools usage. This points to the need to include a continued training program
with eLearning tools. This also highlights the importance of human factors.
Interaction
The TIC tool is a substantial evaluation tool consisting of 49 questions. The TIC
website states that the TIC tool will take between “20-45 minutes”. Users have the
options of logging into the website completing a portion of the evaluation and saving
their progress which they can then return to at a later date. The TIC tool then emails
the user regularly informing them that they have not completed the evaluation.
When asked about the completion time and rate the TIC officer offered the following
explanation.
MC: “I think they look and they go, god there’s so many sections and they don’t
complete but they do when I am there, when I am there as well it doesn’t take as long I
suppose because they can go with this you know before they even say what does that
mean you are not going to jump in and explain it”
It is the author’s experience that the TIC tool takes longer then 45 minutes to complete.
This extended interaction time may be related to the limited completion rate from users
as noted in the evaluation report (Garvey 2011).
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The TIC officer highlights in the above extract that with the support offered with
training the TIC tool evaluation can be completed in a much shorter period then
without.
BF: “My one criticism of it would be…..if it could be simplified down.”
Brian Foley makes the point that the TIC tool is too complicated and should be
simplified down.
Website
There are several other resources that can be used to evaluation a programme and
thereby make it more inclusive. The teachability website is a well-known popular tool.
This resources is a website which serves as an information point and does not provide
the user with the ability to evaluate a programme online.
With similar project using either checklist or guidelines or websites as an information
point. The motivations for creating an online self-evaluation tool were examined.
MC: “What we were really thinking of from the very beginning of the project was that,
it was going to be basically 3 years funding and that was it and there was kind of a big
question mark what’s going to happen afterwards, we couldn’t put anything in place
that was going to be very personnel heavy. “
The autonomous and automatic characteristics of a website appear to be the
motivations for creating a TIC tool. BF offers a different reason for the website
structure of the tool. The TIC officer also highlight that the use of a website enables
the TIC tool to include web link and multimedia material which have proved popular
with the users.
BF: “Nowadays it’s the best way to allow academics to engage with something on
their own terms. You know when its convenient for them.”
The convince of using a website is highlighted by Brian Foley, as academics can
engage with the TIC tool on their own terms.
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The pilot studies that were undertaken during the first and second phase of the project
were largely paper based with teaching staff asked to fill out a questionnaire that was
sent to them.
MC: “Some people who printed it off and did it that way and they had a much more
negative experience…… the others had hyperlinks to click on and they could ask me
questions and they kind of had more of an educational experience filling it out.”
The TIC officer here highlights that the paper-based version received more negative
feedback than the later developed online tool. The developers put this down to the
“educational experience” that the online tool user had.
Lecturer Engagement
Anecdotal evidence suggests that lecturers are resistant to the disability issues. This is
proposed as a reason for the limited success of the TIC tool. A point made by Brian
Foley.
BF: “Often for anything associated with disability there certainly is an attitude still
that, you know people throw up their eyes to heaven.”
BF: “So there still is this big cultural difficulty about engaging with anybody, when
they have this kind of preconceived idea that this is an extra inconvenience.”
The MC offers an alternative viewpoint of lecturer engagement and attitudes towards
disability issues.
“No there actually wasn’t, I kind of expected when I started on this to be a lot of
resistance, I found apathy was more a problem than resistance. You are more likely
just to get when you go into meet with people, you say have you looked at this and they
just say, I was busy, I haven’t looked at it. So that’s much more, I think yeah that’s so
apathy for me is even the right word, just people being busy and you know even when
you kind of talk to people, they say yeah they just don’t have enough time, we never
have time.”
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These two points of view appear to be contradictory. It is difficult to ascertain the
landscape. BF opinion is anecdotal and difficult to prove or disprove.
Motivation
The TIC evaluation document (Garvey 2011 p11) notes that :
There is no specific policy at either national or institute level stating explicitly the
responsibilities of individual instructors to engage in inclusive practices. In a climate
where cuts to staff numbers and funding is leading to an increase in the workload and
responsibilities of all, the likelihood that many individuals will willingly engage in an
additional voluntary quality enhancement process is unlikely.
At present within TCD there is no process or obligation for teaching staff to engage
with inclusive practices. This statement therefore infers that teaching staff would have
to be self-motivated to use the TIC tool. The motivation for using a tool such as the
TIC tool, are to evaluate a current module or programme and the teaching techniques
that are associated with it.
The interviewees were asked to comment on the motivations of lecturers who have
used the TIC tool.
MC: Yeah, I mean I suppose one thing is you know often when you go and you are
looking for volunteers and so on and I suppose you are going to get people like you
know, yeah so I mean I haven’t really, I haven’t found negativity among staff but I am
sure if you were to really get done and if you were to grab every single staff member
you would probably find that there is a few there that are actively resistant but they
are probably been able to dodge us to date.
BF: For me the benefits are a much shaper awareness of the diversity I would have in
that group.
These MC responses indicate that the teaching staff that she interacted with were
volunteers and as such had a predisposition to engage with inclusive issues and
practices.
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MC also notes that fear was a motivating factor for lecturers to engage with the TIC
tool evaluation. This could also be considered a demotivating factor for teaching staff
not to engage with the TIC strategy.
Commenting as a lecturer BF notes that the advantage of the TIC tool is about
informing the lecturer of diversity. BF is not an impartial lecturer as he was involved
in the development of the tool. His response indicates an engagement with inclusive
issues as a result of working on the Tic project.
Education or Evaluation
The author asked the interviewees if resources like the TIC tool were more useful as an
evaluation tool or an educational tool.
MC: I would say to people now even if they never looked at the actual suggestions just
simply by completing it, you know they should have learned about inclusivity and you
know I think that’s so yeah that’s a big part of it.
MC: I think the most valuable part I think is the completion of it, not the suggestions at
the end.
BF: Yeah its trick stuff, but I do firmly believe that one of its main benefit, is as an
educational tool. And sometimes they don’t even know it, but actually just going
through it….and I must say it was partly my own experience to. Was, god thats one
way of looking at it.
Both of these quotations reinforce the statement that the TIC tool has been more useful
as an educational tool as opposed to an evaluation tool. If this is considered a goal or
benefit of an online resource the structure of the TIC tool must be examined and
conversely alternative methods of conveying similar information must also be
examined.
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3.3.5 Pilot Evaluation
In order to ascertain the value and the usefulness of online evaluation tools such as the
TIC tool a pilot evaluation was undertaken.
The pilot evaluation was an online survey hosted through Google forms. Michelle
Garvey the TIC tool officer then agreed to forward the survey to users of the TIC tool
website. The evaluation was limited as the TIC tool users register to join the site using
an email address. When users register they are assured that their participation will be
anonymous. Therefore no email list of all the users has been collected. The TIC tool
officer agreed to forward the survey to all users whom she was aware of. This set of
users would include people who had attended training session, which she had run.
The survey was designed to be short in order to elicit the maximum response. Users
were asked seven questions.
Q1. How did you hear about the TIC tool?
Q.2 What are the advantages of using the TIC tool?
Q.3 What are the disadvantages of using the TIC tool?
Q.4 Anecdotal evidence suggests that the TIC tool is useful both for rising
awareness of the range of issues students face as well as evaluating modules
and programmes.
Q.5 What motivated you to use the TIC tool?
Q.6 Have you any suggestion on how the online eLearning resources could be
improved upon?
Q.7 As a lecturer what is the greatest difficulty in accommodating a student
with additional needs?
The TIC tool officer reviewed the question before they were released and she agreed to
all of them. There were no responses to the survey. One reason for this is that the
users who had attended training had done so more then a year ago and as such did not
have resent exposure to the TIC tool website. The pilot evaluation is available in
appendix F.
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3.4 Conclusion
This chapter examine the technological tools that are available to academics to
improve their awareness of disability issues and their teaching learning and
assessment. From this research it is clear that there are several issues with the tools.
Clearly they are not being used to their full potential. There appears to be several
reasons for this. One such reason is that often developers do not consider human
factors important. This has proved costly for the proliferation of tools.
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4

EXPERIMENTATION AND EVALUATION

4.1 Introduction
In order to identify if and how these tools are being used and motivation for
stakeholder use an investigation was carried out. The investigation for this project was
broken into two parts. Firstly disability officers were interviewed to identify the role of
eLearning tools in the provision of disability training. The second part involved
interviewing lecturer to determine their engagement with the disability service and
eLearning tools, as well as their knowledge of student accommodations.
Interviews were conducted with disability officers from a variety of institutes, using a
semi-structured interview based on research conducted in chapters 2 and 3. The second
step involved interviewing lecturers from the same institutes. These two steps were
then compared and cross-matched to identify themes and knowledge gaps.

4.2 Experimentation
4.2.1 Experiment Overview
To this end qualitative research was carried out in a number of institutes with the
appropriate research methodology.
4.2.2 Research Methodology
The qualitative research methodology used was two sets of cross-matched semistructured interviews applied to relevant stakeholders in higher education in the greater
Dublin area. A fixed set and sequence of predetermined questions was posed to the
respondents. The respondents were divided into disability officers and lecturers and
interviewed with the appropriate set of questions. Several of the respondents requested
to view the questions in advance of the interview these requests were facilitated. The
same set of disability officer’s questions was administered to all disability officers.
The same set of lecturer questions was administered to all lecturers.
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4.2.3 Research Methodology Justification
It was not expected that access to a large sample of disability officers would be
possible in order to administer a wide-ranging survey. Within the greater Dublin area
there are four universities, four institutes of technology, the national college of Ireland
and the national college of art and design. This creates a possible maximum sample of
ten higher education institutes. It was assumed that there would not be one hundred
percept participation, thus the option to carry out interviews in order to obtain detailed
information from the surveyed higher education institutes was chosen. Choosing this
methodology would allow for the questioning to be more detailed and also allow the
researcher to gain a clearer understanding of the actually interaction between the
stakeholders.
A semi-structured interview methodology was also required due to the large amount of
detailed information as well as allowing the respondents to elaborate their work
practices and opinions.
Consideration was given to the structure and design of the interviews, which involved
nine iterations of the each set of interviews. The ordering of the questions within the
interviews was scrutinised to ensure that responses were elicited on the themes, which
had emerged as a result of the initial set of interviews, the literature review and the
pilot evaluation.
Notes were taken of each interview and recordings were made of all the interviewees
where possible. One of the disability officers was not able to meet in person and
responded to a limited number of the interview questions through email.
The interviews were recorded in with a Zoom H1 handy recorder. These recordings
were then transcribed manually using Audacity, Adobe Soundbooth and Microsoft
Word. The interviews took place on site in each of the respective Institutes and
Universities. Each interviewee was briefed as to the nature of the research. Each
interviewee was also informed that if they agreed to be interviewed their responses
would be anonymous and would be referred to as a disability or access officer working
in a third level higher education institute in the greater Dublin area.
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4.2.4 Interview Design
Great care was taken in preparing the questions that were posed to the interviewees in
order to ensure that all of the relevant topics and the issues that arose as a result of the
earlier research were also discussed. The interviews went through a thorough drafting
process involving nine drafts before a satisfactory set of questions was arrived upon.
The disability officer questions are available in appendix D and the lecturer interviews
are available in appendix E.
Structured interviews are rigid and are difficult to diverge from as new topics arise.
Semi-structured interviews are a method of research, which allow for flexibility within
an interview. A semi-structured style was selected for these interviews, as they allow
for an in-depth investigation of the interviewees responses without being constrained
by a structured interview. This allows the interviewer to tailor the question to a
particular context or situation, and also the interviewee. There is structure within a
semi-structured interview, which helps to elicit a response on similar topics.
In order to compare the results of both surveys a cross coding exercise was undertaken,
the results of which can be seen in figure 6. The cross coding was completed in order
to identify the questions, within the interview, were the two groups of interviewees
would discuss similar themes. A single theme may be covered in several questions in
one group and only a single question the other. This crosschecking exercise was also
carried out to ensure that all of the theme and topics would be posed to each interview
group, where appropriate.
For example question three in the disability officer interview is crosscheck with
question one of the lecturer interview, see figure 6. This is the question that is posed to
the disability of officers is:
“How do you inform lecturers of the needs of the students registered with the
disability service?”
The question that is posed to the lecturers is:
“How are you informed about the needs of a student that has registered with
the disability service?”
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Comparing these two responses would give a clear idea of both interview groups
opinion on the particular theme.

Figure 6: Cross checking of disability officer and lecturer questions

4.2.5 Questioning During Interview
The questions for the interviews were structured in a logical order. During the course
of the interviews several of the interviewees responses prompted a question in an
alternative order. Please see the appendix for the order questions were posed in.
4.2.6 Stakeholders
As discussed in section chapter 2 the individual institutes have responsibility to
providing reasonable accommodation and access to education for students with
disabilities. The organisation of this responsibility varies in each of the institutes.
Several of the institutes would have a dedicated disability office with specialist
disability, assistive technology and learning support officers within it. Frequently
disability officers are part of a larger access office which also provides support for
none traditional students, such as mature students or students from a disadvantaged
background. In some of the institutes the disability officer and the access officer can be
the same person.
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There is a variance in the amount of support that is available to students even amongst
institutes of a comparable size. Educational disability services are funded by a
European Science Foundation (ESF) grant and through the disability fund.
Disability officer is a role and job title within the educational system in Ireland.
Frequenting smaller institutes do not have a dedicated disability officer. In such cases
the person with responsibility for disability issues was interviewed.
Lecturers as part of the third level education system are bound by the same legislation
as the institutes and disability offices, namely to provide reasonable accommodations
for their students. It is not currently a requirement to have a qualification in education
to be a third level lecturer. As result frequently lecturers may only come across
disability issues are a result of attending staff training or interacting with the disability
service as a result of having to accommodate a student.
4.2.7 Limitations of Research Methodology
Attempts were made to secure interviews with a representative member of each of the
disability services in the greater Dublin area. Each disability service was contacted
through email and then followed up with a phone call. From the initial contact five
interviews with disability services were conducted. As a result of an interview held in
an institute, a second member of the disability service agreed to be interviewed.
Resulting in a total of six interviews from five different institutes. In addition one of
the institutes does not currently have a member of staff that has responsibility for
disability issues as the previous holder of the post retired and has not yet been
replaced.
Interviews with lecturers were difficult to arrange. Contact was made through the
interviewed disability officers to approach lecturers who would be willing to be
interviewed. No lecturer interview was arranged in this manner. Attempts were then
made to arrange interviews through alternative channels by contacting lecturers known
to the researcher. The researcher noted that teaching staff were reluctant to agree to
interviews on issues, which related to disability. As a result the teaching staff 4
lecturers were interviewed. Three of who were from the same institute.
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4.2.8 Details of Disability Officer Interviewees
A total of six individuals working in the disability service in five higher educational
institutes contributed to the research for this project. Identifiable details of these
individuals cannot be provided in order to preserve their anonymity. This was agreed
with each individual prior to each interview. A brief description of their exact role and
the nature of their higher educational institutes is appropriate. All of the institutes are
based in the greater Dublin area.
Within several of the smaller institutes there are propositionally less personnel
employed by the disability service. Correspondingly the role of disability officer is
combined with that of an access officer and assistive technology officer. The exact title
and role of each of the respondents will be outlined.
1. Disability Officer A is employed by a University and has responsibility for
students with Specific Learning Difficulties. Disability officer A’s title is
Disability Service Officer. Disability officer A also has qualifications in
inclusive education and special education. Disability officer A’s institute will
be referred to as institute 1.
2. Disability Officer B is employed by an institute of technology and their title is
Learning Support Officer and Disability Officer. Disability officer B also
works in the careers office of their institute. Disability officer B’s qualifications
are unknown. Disability officer B’s institute will be referred to as institute 2.
3. Disability Officer C is employed by an institute of technology and their title is
Disability Officer. Disability officer C is the sole member of the disability
service in their institute and is contracted to work for three days a week.
Disability officer C’s qualifications are unknown. Disability officer C’s
institute will be referred to as institute 3.
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4. Disability Officer D is employed by an institute of technology and their title is
Assistive Technology Officer. Disability Officer D has responsibility for all of
the assistive technology within their institute and contributes to institute policy.
Disability officer D’s qualifications are unknown. Disability officers D is
employed by institute 2, which is the same institute as disability officer B.
5. Disability Officer E is employed by an institute of education and their title is
Learner Support and Disability Officer. Disability Officer E has qualifications
in education and psychology. Disability Officer E has responsibility for all
disability matters within their institute. Disability officer E’s institute will be
referred to as institute 4.
6. Disability Officer F is employed by an institute of technology and their title is
Access Officer and Educational Support Manager. This institute does not have
an employee with the job title disability officer, however the interviewee has
responsibility for disability issues within the institute. Disability officer F’s
qualifications are unknown. Disability officer F’s institute will be referred to
as institute 5.

The letters A to F will be used to identify the individual Disability Officers. Disability
officer is abbreviated to the letters DO plus the corresponding identifier letter, for
example disability officer A will become DOA. The numbers 1 to 5 will be used to
identify institutes, for example institute 1.
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4.2.9 Details of Lecturer Interviewees
The Lecturers who were also assessed are described below.
1. Lecturer A is employed by an institute of technology and has expertise’s in
physiology and has previously worked in the institute’s admission department.
Lecturer A is involved in the education of both postgraduate and undergraduate
students and is employed in institute 5.
2. Lecturer B is employed by an institute of technology and has expertise in
engineering and has previously been involved with a national access initiative.
Lecturer B is primarily involved in the education of undergraduate students and
is employed in institute 5.
3. Lecturer C is employed by an institute of technology and has expertise in
accounting and is also a programme coordinator. Lecturer C is primarily
involved in the education of undergraduate students and is employed in
institute 5.
4. Lecturer D is employed by a university and has expertise in education and has
qualifications in educations and linguistics. Lecturer D is primarily involved in
the education of postgraduate students and is employed in institute 1.
The letters A to D will be used to identify the individual Lecturers. Lecturer is
abbreviated to the letter L plus the corresponding letter, for example lecturer A will
become LA.
All of the disability officer interviews are available in appendix D. All of the lecturer
interviews are available in appendix E.
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4.3 Findings
4.3.1 Communication/Feedback
Clear communication between the stakeholders is critical to ensure that students with
disabilities are not excluded from participating in higher-level education. All higher
level educational institutes have a responsibility to ensure that students with
disabilities have the same educational opportunities as a non-disabled student by
providing reasonable accommodations. The legal requirements are outlined in chapter
2. Often the first and possible only communication that a lecturer receives from the
disability office is the announcement of student accommodations.
4.3.2 Accommodations Notification
The method of communication between the stakeholders varies between institutes with
no set recommendations. One example of the communications landscape can be seen
in figure 3.
The disability officers pointed out that they follow best practice and also admitted that
there were some issues with the process.
DOD: Realistically speaking we don’t expect any of our lecturers to fit in one
particular model. So it’s always negotiation when it comes to the lecturers. And we
do notice that there is very, very different approach based on individuals but also
based on disciplines in terms of what they are prepared to do.
The model in figure 3 was then crosschecked with the lecturers to ensure that they
knew their role within the landscape. All of the lecturers surveyed knew how they
receive information about student accommodations. All but one lecturer reflects the
model in figure 3. The exception receives their notice of accommodations directly
from the disability service.
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As part of an educational institute, lecturers have responsibilities to accommodated
student. One of the tasks of the disability service is to inform lecturers of their
responsibilities and assist them in implementing accommodations. Disability officers
were asked to comment on the success of this role. In view of the fact that there is no
cross checking the disability officer’s information is largely based on negative
feedback from a student, which has been received as a result of a problem or failure.
DOC: Yes and no. I have maybe found over the past few years that younger lecturers,
say maybe in their 30s or what ever seem to be more willing to except or try and do
their best. I had difficulties with some older lecturers, who were very set in their way
and just thought that, they just didn’t quite grasp how difficult it was for a student with
dyslexia.
Similarly half of the lecturers indicated that they were unlikely to contact the disability
office for clarification or advice on accommodation information that had been past on
to them.
LD: Not frequently, but I have actually spoken to the disability officer. Not formally.
The lecturers noted that the accommodations notification only includes information on
the assessment accommodations and that this was very limited and did not assist them
with their role as educators.
LC: “Accommodation listing is simply assessment which isn’t getting near the issue of
teaching & learning”
If there are issues with the communication of lecturer responsibilities then there is
likely to be a gap in lecturer knowledge with regards to their responsibilities. From the
disability officers who were interviewed the communication of lecturer responsibility
is a passive process with the information being pushed out without confirmation that it
has reached the appropriate lecturer or tutor. There is also no confirmation or cross
checking that they relevant academic knows what to do with this information when
they have received it.
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Disability officer do receive feedback from students regularly about student matters.
DOE points out that their institute has a disability service quality assurance
questionnaire and that this information is passed onto the relevant lecturers. DOC runs
a similar survey but this has a limited student response and timing mean that it has
limited use. This appears to be the exception as routinely the only feedback that the
disability service receives is negative.
DOB: I mean the only accommodations that we would really hear back, well sorry,
maybe that’s unfair, is when there is a problem.
Both the lecturer and disability officer agree that if resources were not a concern then a
formal feedback mechanism would benefit the students.
DOD: Oh definitely, definitely and I do think feedback is vital, it’s a two way street,
you know it really is a two way street.
Proposal: When disability officers are sending out the student accommodation
notifications that they ensure that the information has reached the correct lecturer and
that the lecturer acknowledges this notice.
4.3.3 Lecturer Engagement
Lecturers and disability officers were asked to comment on lecturer engagement with
student notification process and how it could be improved. All of the disability officers
agreed that there could be more engagement with lecturers.
DOE: Getting buy in as early as possible. Making them feel part of the process rather
then the last piece in the process, so its going be over and beyond just emailing of
educational assessment and getting involved in faculty awareness training, motivating
their actually faculty members.
Several of the lecturers felt that the disability service could be more visible and
highlighted the start of the year as a good time to engage with lecturers.
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LA: I think they could probably be more visible, I know they’re very busy as we all are.
But we – there should be a concerted effort made maybe at the beginning of the year
so that we all know the faces behind the doors. And we know who to refer our people
to. It was general stuff, communication of visibility.
4.3.4 Implementation of Accommodations
Once the accommodations have been past onto the lecturer it is the responsibility of
the lecturer to implement them within their module assessment and exams. As already
stated lecturer are frequently not informed about how they can improve their teaching
to disabled students. There is awareness amongst lecturers that they may need to
change their teaching or assessment for students with disabilities. All of the lecturers
pointed out that there was no formal feedback system but that they had previously
received informal feedback. LC noted that the only time they had received feedback
was when there was an issue.
LC: Only if it goes wrong.
Lecturers felt that feedback either positive would be of benefit to their teaching
practice.
LA: It would also to be nice to know what worked well, so that you could use it again
in the future. Or to amend if it didn't work well.
Proposal: Collect information from students at appropriate times of the year and pass it
on to lecturer.
4.3.5 Training
Training if often one of the methods used by disability office’s to convey the important
information to lecturers. This training frequently takes the form presentations or
workshops where disability issues are discussed. Often the training is given by the
institutes disability officers or provided by a third party organization such as AHEAD.
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The lecturers pointed out that one of the ways in which they can be informed on how
to accommodate students is by attending staff training events. With this in mind both
groups were asked to comment on the staff training program that is currently run in
their institute.
4.3.6 Attendance at Training
The group of disability officer was happy with the quality of the training that they
provided. Although several noted that attendance was problem or the same cohort of
lecturers attending all of the training sessions.
DOD: The staff training program is very good for those who attend, attendance can be
very poor.
DOC: its just very, very difficult to get lecturers to attend events. We tried times, we
tried absolutely everything, we send emails. The last training day there was something
like four people turned up so it just like really, really difficult.
LC: I don’t think the issue is with the quality of the programs. I think the issue is with
the participation.
Of the lecturers who were interviewed only one had not attended a disability training
session. As it has been identified that there is an issue with training attendance. An
investigation into the possible reasons was carried out.
4.3.7 Training Notification
The method of notification was investigated to determine if the poor attendance was
due to lack of awareness of training sessions.
DOE pointed out that for all staff in their institute, institute 4, training is mandatory.
This is run as two full day session at different times of the year. If a lecturer misses
either of the session additional sessions or one to one workshops are run a different
time of the year.
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DOA informed the researcher that institute 1 only run a training programme for new
staff or teaching assistants. This training is part of a mandatory teaching qualification
that all new academic staff must have. Presently there is no training offered to an
existing staff members on issues of disabilities but they do facilitate one to one
meetings.
Of the institutes that run volunteer training programmes there are several methods of
communicating the availability of training to staff. Institutes 2, 3 and 5 all inform
there staff by email. Institutes 2 and 3 also inform staff through their staff-training
portal.
Disability officer D from institute 2 believes that this method of communication does
have an effect on attendance at training.
DOD: It’s very simple, it’s not because they are not interested, in this institute
training, teaching staff and all staff are bombarded with the emails from above on
various training every day of the week. A lot of is doesn’t pertain to what they are
doing, whatsoever, it goes to general staff list and it’s not focused.
This is in contrasts to the lecturers who all indicated that email was the best method of
communication.
Proposal: Disability services realize that they need to send succinct focused emails to
lecturers so that they can have the greatest penetration.
4.3.8 Availability
Both the disability officers and the lecturers cited their increase workload as a result of
increased teaching load, larger class sizes and the increase in non-traditional students
as a possible reason for not attending a training session. All of the lecturers have
missed a training session because of time constraints.
LC: Yeah, well, I automatically prioritize. You balance kind of beneficial from each of
these process staying at your desk and working on the teaching and learning.
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DOB: I would say the timing of it, I would say the level of importance that a staff
member puts to it, the level of their busyness and being able to attend a session, the
level of how much work they believe are perceived that it will add to their busy
workload as it is.
Disability officer B suggested that they are competing for lecturer’s time and that
training sessions could be moved to quieter time of the year.
DOB: I think it’s time, I think it’s wrong, I think it could be a question of the wrong
time of the year that it’s scheduled, very busy workload as it is, you know.
Proposal: Priority needs to be giving to staff training by institutes so that it can be
delivered at the appropriate times of the year.
4.3.9 Timing of Training
As a result of these time constraints often staff training is not available until several
weeks or months after lecturers have been informed about student accommodations.
DOB: “they (lecturers) are informed in September, October that time, but the training
may not be until it could be in the you know November, December time so there could
be a mismatch.”
All of the lecturers recognized the difficultly in scheduling training close to the
announcement of accommodations. But no training is available for any of the lecturers
at the time the accommodations are announced.
Proposal: Training or training resources need to be offered in close proximity to the
announcement of accommodations.
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4.3.10 Cross Institute Training
In light of this possible miss match in the timing of the training, lecturers and disability
officers were asked if they would consider the possibility of lecturers attending a
training session in another institute. This would allow disability office to share strained
resources at busy times of the year.
Several of the disability officers suggested that it lecturers would not attend a training
session in another institute.
DOC: Unfortunately to be honest with you if they don’t go to their own place their
hardly going to go somewhere else.
DOD: I would be concerned about the take up and that’s the perennial problem.
The lecturer’s responses were in contrast to the disability officers as all of the lecturers
said that they would attend a training session in another institute, but highlighted that
this would be the exception and not the norm.
LC: Yeah, but there would have to be a very good reason.
Proposal: Consider organising cross institute training through DAWN or asking
AHEAD to facilitate it.
4.3.11 Success of Training
In light of the attendance issues, the lecturers that do attend training were asked about
their motivation for attending training. With all of them citing examples of selfmotivations as a result of interacting with a student with a disability.
LB: In recent years it's mainly because of students we have had with particular
conditions and I want to know, have more information about them and their needs.
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Lecturers were asked to comment on how useful the training that disability office had
offered them was. Lecturers A and B both felt that the training was useful but too
generalist and more focused and specific training was required to encourage them to
attend more training sessions.
LA: So sometimes you’re going to feel a little bit frustrated that they’re not quite at a
high enough level and they’re at starter level and you’d like to go a little bit further
with them.
Proposal: Create a training program that has stages built in to it in order to allow more
in depth training for those that want it.
4.3.12 Methods of Improving Training Attendance
It is clear that there is an issue with attendance at disability training event. Both the
lecturers and disability officers were asked to suggest ways in which participation at
these training events could be improved upon.
DOB: I would feel that if we ran it more regularly, so we ran it a number of times over
the course of the year, because we only, at the moment, we only do it once a year, I
think if it could be rolled out on a school-by-school basis as opposed to so in
collaboration with head of school that we could monitor staff of that particular school,
I think would make a very big difference.
Lecturer C suggested that perhaps the best way to motivate lecturers to attend training
sessions was to negatively incentivise them.
LC: In my observation of the system of academic world, if you were to publish the
number of sessions of people have attended even by individual or by department, I
think the natural competitiveness, I'm using the nice word. Might kick-in
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As the institutes that employ the lecturers ultimately have the responsibility to ensure
that students with disabilities are been accommodated, their role in encouraging
lecturers to attend training sessions was investigated. There are no institute run
incentives for any of the lecturers to attend disability training.
LC: Other then the intrinsic motivation. No. Other than the team thing and just doing
your job well. That’s no extrinsic rewards, just a no.
Several of the lecturers felt that incentives would encourage them to attend training
sessions.
LA: If it was included in a CPD (Continuing Professional Development) program
where you could add credits, build-up credits towards maybe a certificate, maybe
diploma that might work for some people, but you can’t force people to go along to
those type of sessions unless they are generally interested.
Proposal: There may also be a minimum requirement to attend an individual session a
year.
Proposal: Introduce an incentive program for lecturers to engage in training. This
program could be run as part of a CPD or as a credited cert.
4.3.13 TIC TOOL Evaluation
From this research it is clear that there are several contributing factors to poor lecturer
attendance at training sessions. One of these issues is the timing and availability of the
training. If training is not available when it is needed and not attended due to time
constraints, it is reasonable to assess the usefulness of online tools to supplement or
substitute for training sessions.
As discuss in section 3.1.6 the Trinity inclusive curriculum tool is aimed at trying to
make programmes and modules more inclusive by getting lecturers to evaluate them.
This could be used as an alternative to attending a training session on inclusive
education.
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The disability officers and lectures were all asked if they had heard or previously used
the TIC tool. Half of the disability officers had never heard of the TIC and of the three
that had two, were involved in consolation in some way with its development. Only
one of the lecturers had heard of the TIC tool. This lecturer became aware of the TIC
tool through an e-learning course they are currently undertaking, but they have never
used it before.
4.3.14 Online Tools for Training
The disability officers were then asked to comment on the role of online resources as
part of their training strategy. Half of the disability officers interviewed do not use
online recourses as part of their training strategy. Disability officer B sited the DAWN
handbook as the main online resources that they use.
DOB: We have a booklet, which we would give out to people who are for educational
support workers for people who would be like academic tutors. For people who work
with students on a one-to-one basis and that’s the DAWN booklet.
All of the disability officers were aware of templates and guidelines and use them as
part of their online training strategy. The disability officers referenced some the tools,
which they would recommend. Interesting, no two disability officers listed the same
resource. This would suggest that staff in different institutes are receiving different
information. Some of the resources that they have recommended include: Skills for
Study (Palgrave 2012) and SCIPs (Tessa 2012).
All of the disability officers that use online resources as part of their training strategy
recommend the resource to lecturers. However only two lecturers had been forwarded
online resources, both noted that this was rare occurrence. Lecturers are not asked to
provide feedback on the resources that have been recommended to them. However
there is an informal feedback mechanism in the case of two of the disability officers.
None of the lecturers have ever been sent on information about training resources,
online or otherwise, when they are informed about the needs of a student.
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Proposal: Feedback on the usefulness of the resources that are used as part of the
training mechanism would allow disability officers to prompt the better resources and
disregard the poorer ones.
4.3.15 Targeted Training Times
As highlighted in section 4.1.11 announcement of accommodations and training do not
occur in close proximity to each other. Online training tools may be able to bridge this
gap. Disability officers were asked if they inform lecturers about online training
resources at the same time as they inform them about student needs.
Most of the disability officers do not send lecturers online training resources at the
same time as informing them about accommodations. However disability officer E
stated that they do pass on additional information to lectures.
DOE: Yes and the way we do that is we always provide links to the most commonly
used learning technologies and assistive technologies as well as templates.
DOE is the only disability officer to send on additional resources when they are
informing lecturers about accommodations. None of the lecturers have ever been sent
on information about training resources when they are informed about the needs of a
student.
Proposal: Training should occur in proximity to the announcement of accommodation.
4.3.16 Lack of Usage
From previous interviews it is noted that the usage of the TIC tool and Maths room
was lower than expected. The disability officer proposed two reasons for this situation.
Firstly lecturers do not have time to use complicated resources.
Secondly the disability officer A suggested that they might be issues identifying the
correct resource for a particular task.
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DOA: As you imagine, possibly it’s difficult for them to find the time to fit in with what
they’re doing.
In addition to this several of the disability officer suggested that they find it difficult to
evaluate the tools themselves.
DOF: There is so much out there I would need to have some recommended and then
only evaluate those that came with that recommendation or some established
resources.
A similar theme emerged from the lecturers who felt that frequently it was difficult to
find the tools and that often the tools that they found were not of a high enough
quality.
LA: It would be nice to have a point where we could find out where the resources
were, to explore it if we need them so to pick at – so you’ll be able to pick out the ones
that you need, like a recipe. I need something on ADHD, I need something on dyslexia
or whatever.
LC: I would say, less is better than more, is just have a very small number of approved
resources and keep it at that rather than number of ones
Disability officer F does not presently send lecturers resources but would consider
doing so.
DOF: Not at present but if I was aware of focused resources that would be helpful to
lecturer’s I would consider doing so.
Proposal: The creation of a centralized training resource catalogue, which allows users
to indorse resources, which they find useful. This catalogue would sort the training
tools by category of disability as well as also be able to sort by educational discipline.
This catalogue would then be promoted at certain times of the academic year and
forwarded to lecturers when they are notified about an accommodation.
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4.3.17 External Issues
All of the disability officers cited limited resources and increasing pressure on those
resources as the biggest issue they are facing at present.
DOD: Realistically speaking it’s resources, you know resources are very limited,
funding is much more limited than it ever was before.
Two of the lecturers interviewed cited the mixed ability of their classes and the
pressure that place on their teaching and time.
LC: If say you've got a wide ability class, and you have half the class get it and a
quarter or a half don’t and just trying to – just trying to help the people who are
struggling while keeping the people who are get it engaged.
This problem is likely to escalate as more non-traditional students enter education.
4.3.18 Communication
Communication between all of the stakeholders is vital to ensure that all students are
accommodated successfully. All of the disability officers believe that their
communication with students is effective but that there may be some additional work
to be done with regards to lecturers.
DOE: I would personally like to meet every lecturer about an individual student.
That’s would be ideal.
Lecturers feel that one of the biggest communication barriers is with students who
have not disclosed so they are therefore not permitted to discuss the students needs
with that student.
LA: Some students are unwilling to disclose and you may know that they have a
disability, but they don’t want to disclose and that’s entirely up to them for fear of
being labelled possibly.
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All of the lecturers agree that there needs to be more feedback between all of the
stakeholders and that, the feedback needs to be more formal. This is similarly reflected
with the disability officers.
DOD: I think there needs to be more formal approach in terms of channelling the
feedback to who needs to hear it and I think that’s the issue.
Proposal: The formalisation of feedback from student and disability officers to
lecturers and from lecturers to disability officer. Human factors are important
4.3.19 Information Source
If a lecturer had a disability issue that they had never encountered before their first port
of call would be the disability service, rather then the Internet or another lecturer. This
is unusual as half of the lecturers were aware of another lecturer who was advocate or
champion of disability matters in their school.
Placed in a similar situation it is fair less likely that a disability officer would contact
another disability officer in another institute directly. However they may pose a
question through DAWN.
DOA: Would I email another disability officer? Probably not.
The DAWN network is a resource that is used by all of the disability officers
interviewed. Ahead is also an organization, which is used by most but not all of the
disability officer’s use.
There are other bodies, which the disability officers would reference such as DARE or
ACTION or NADPs
Proposal: DAWN appear to be the best method for contacting disability officers.
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4.4 Policy suggestion
1. When disability officers are sending out the student accommodation
notifications, they must ensure that the information has reached the correct
lecturer and that the lecturer acknowledges this notice.
2. Disability officer should collect feedback from students at appropriate times of
the year and pass it on to lecturer. This would increase the buy in from
lecturers.
3. Disability services realise that they need to send succinct focused emails to
lecturers so that they can have the greatest penetration.
4. Priority needs to be giving to staff training by institutes so that it can be
delivered at the appropriate times of the year.
5. Training or training resources need to be offered in close proximity to the
announcement of accommodations.
6. Consider organising cross institute training through DAWN or AHEAD.
7. Create a training program that has stages built in it to in order to allow more in
depth training for those that want it.
8. There may also be a minimum requirement to attend an individual session a
year.
9. Introduce an incentive program for lecturers to engage in training. This
program could be run as part of a CPD or as a credited cert.
10. Feedback on the usefulness of the resources that are used as part of the training
mechanism would allow disability officers to prompt the better resources and
disregard the poorer ones.
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11. The creation of a centralized training resource catalogue, which allows users to
indorse resources, which they find useful. This catalogue would sort the
training tools by category of disability as well as also be able to sort by
educational discipline. This catalogue would then be promoted at certain times
of the academic year and forwarded to lecturers when they are notified about an
accommodation.
12. The formalisation of feedback from student and disability officers to lecturers
and from lecturers to disability officer.
13. Allow lecturer access to the DAWN network.

4.4.1 Policy Discussion
These policy suggestions are for the benefit of all of the stakeholders not least the
student. If they could be implemented successful they would improve the interactions
as well as increasing the use of the tools, which already exist.
These policy suggestions take place in an increasingly strained educational system.
Some of these suggestion may not place additional strain on the current system, several
would. However if educational institutes are to meet there legal requirement to
accommodate student these policy suggestions would go a long way to repairing a
damaged system.
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4.5 Conclusion
This chapter investigated the role technology plays in disability services in providing
training and increase disability awareness amongst institute staff. Following this
discussion a set of policy suggestion were created which address the issues that are
highlighted in the research.
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5

CONCLUSION

5.1 Introduction
The aim of this project was to examine the use of eLearning resources in raising
disability awareness amongst lecturers and how they can assist them with improving
the academic experience for students with disabilities. The findings were that in
general eLearning resources are being developed to assist all of the stakeholders, but
that these resources are underutilised. As a result of this examination it was revelled
that the interactions and communications between lecturers and disability officers is
often poor between the majority of academics. It is hoped that the policy proposal will
aid the interaction and communication between all of the stakeholders.

5.2 Research Definition & Research Overview
The area of interest for the research in this project was the use of eLearning resources
to improve academics awareness of disability issues and also assist academics
reasonably accommodate students with disabilities witin their programmes. The
literature at hand, in an Irish context was not found to be wholly adequate. Very little
research is available on the failures of both eLearning resources and disability services.

5.3 Contributions to the Body of Knowledge
This project aims to contribute several elements to the body of knowledge.
Disability eLearning developers need to consider human factors when they create and
deploy their resources. If they are not considered then the resources is likely to fail
because of lack of user ownership.
Human factors are also important for disability services, which are often overlooked
when interacting with academics. Disability services must consider approaching
lecturer interaction in a similar manner they approach student interactions by
attempting to engaging with them actively in an appropriate manner.
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This issue prompted the creation of a set of policy proposals for disability services to
guide their training strategy and improve lecturer engagement with their service.
Lecturer engagement with disability services is paramount to ensuring that reasonable
accommodations are achieved beyond assessments.

5.4 Experimentation, Evaluation and Limitation
The primary research identified that all eLearning resources need to be promoted
actively to ensure they engage their target audience and that this promotion needs to be
considered when planning a project life cycle. In conjunction with promotion,
eLearning resources need to actively consider their target audience.
The secondary research identified several issues with the interactions between lecturers
and disability officers. While these deficits may appear minor to the stakeholders, there
is a real risk that the interaction issues may affect students with disabilities. The
research also points out that disability services and lecturers tend to be reactive when
dealing with disability issues. This is emphasises by the fact that feedback is only
provided by both parties when there is a problem. The promotion of an inclusive
curriculum would help to create a more proactive environment, however this is not a
strategy that is being actively pursued by the majority of the institutes.
An evaluation survey of the TIC tool was created and passed on to several TIC tool
users. Unfortunately this survey received no responses despite several attempts to
prompt TIC tool users. As a result the only evaluation that could be carried out was
based on the literature and interviews. The lecturer and disability officer surveys were
used to assess awareness of the TIC but not direct interactions.
Attempts were made to get lecturers from each of the interviewed disability officers
institutes. This did not prove successful as the lecturer’s interviewed only represent
two of the five institutes where research was conducted. Only one university
participated in this research. A second university interview was not secured. This
would have been of benefit for comparison, as universities generally have more
resources to devote to disability services.
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5.5 Future Work & Research
In the future work the policy suggestion could be tested and refined based on
stakeholder’s usage and recommendations. It is also possible a portion of the policy
proposals could be implemented using a knowledge management system to attempt to
reduce the current situation of disability officers managing lecturers on an individual
basis.
Further research could be carried out from a larger interview sample of disability
officers and significant cohort of lecturers from a variety of different disciplines within
each of the institutes. This sample would be more random to ensure that the lecturers
interviewed were not all known to the disability service or were disability advocates.
It may also be useful to split the research into universities and the rest of the third level
system. This would make comparison between institute policy and procedure easier.
Further work is also need into identifying a group of useful eLearning resources, which
could be used within the entire sector. This group of resources might resemble the
eLearning catalogue that is suggested in the policy suggestions. This resource would
need to be promoted to achieve by in from all of the target institutes.
This research will be presented to the community of practice through the interviewees
within the research. It is hoped that this research will contribute to a large project being
undertaken across several of the institutes of education on the role of disability officers
in education.
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5.6 Reflections
If the findings of this research are a reflection of the state of disability issues in third
level in the whole of Ireland, then there are implications for students with disabilities
attempting to progress or enter into third level. Most notably that their support system
may not be a solid as they believe.
There are also implications for institutes who have a responsibility to ensure that
students with disabilities can have equal access to education. This is provided through
the granting of accommodations, where non-academic staff handles the majority of
these accommodations. The issues arise when these accommodation are applied to
teaching and learning. This is when they become the responsibility of the academic
staff. Irish third level academics do not need to have an educational qualification to
teach. They therefore frequently do not know how to implement accommodations, as
they have never received any training on the matter, unless it is provided by the
disability service through online resources or training sessions. It is clear that there are
some fundamental issues with the current training strategy being pursed by third level
institutes, where limited training is taking place with low participation.
There is a potential to use eLearning tools to fill this knowledge gap in academic
education. At present the eLearning tools that have being developed to educate staff on
disability issues are unfocused or under promoted. Both disability officer and lecturers
require guidance in identifying the correct tools and the resource developers need to
consider human factor as part of their project life cycle.
In addition to the above points institute need to prioritise staff training by ensuring that
value is put on it. This might have resource and staffing implications but would be of
great benefit to all of the stakeholders including students, lecturers and disability
officers.
If all of these issues are resolved the student experience would be greatly improved
upon and this would no doubt be reflected in their performance.
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APPENDIX A: BLATHNAID SHERIDAN INTERVIEW

Q1:

What prompted the creation of the diagnostic test?

And just what we are, well for starters we were probably one of the only institutions
you would be shocked by that that we -- like UL, UCG, I am not too sure even I went
to UCD I am not sure they even do it fully, most of the other institutions have been
testing their incoming students Maths wise for 10 or 15 years, like so regardless of
what program they are, they all get tested. And that was kind of first realizing which is
we should be doing this, like we should have some records of that, that was the first
thing, but as well I teach mainly 90% of my teaching is to 1st years, they are mainly
Science students and some Engineering students. And they are just some of them are
very, very weak. I suppose with wider participation in the last couple of years like
there is more mature students, there is more international students, although in fairness
the international students are not a problem, maybe the language barrier slight of
problem but their Maths is excellent, I have never, I have a very few internationals
students who have not got through first year Maths, but then I know Mark Russell,
Retention Officer here did a paper couple of years ago on first year Engineers and he
said that the biggest predictor of drop out was Maths. So that, it’s Mark Russell in
2005 was when the paper was produced and it was he worked with the Faculty of
Engineer here.
Yeah, so Maths definitely because I have been talking to him a couple of times, Maths
is the biggest predictor of first year drop out, just he did it on Engineer but I would
presume it would be so for a program that would have a high proportion of Maths, a
Engineer will do. And then I suppose then their other problem is that they are accepted
in I suppose just the diversity of first year students like we can’t say that they all got
leaving cert they don’t, we can’t say that they are all living there since 1992 when I
came in, you know and the new syllabus, some of them would have it before that,
someone might have done Maths in 20 or 30 years and going back. So there is, like
there is all that kind of stuff. And so that was very, I supposed the idea that had started
and then because like the year before last so this is what 2010, so 2009 and 2010 I
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setup an online resources just for the students that I teach. I didn’t test them for
anything but I said that is putting and it was kind of an online resource for students
who were weak. So if we are doing something differentiation they would have their
class notes and class problem sheets and then I had this extra place use of Moodle or
Web Course. So on that they just sit at another place and said, it was called Maths
Room, so they went in there and there was they had extra notes and broke down okay
the note might have been much longer, but they were just spelt out, step 1 for every
questions and answers.
I implemented it and then I compared results of students who had so from two
different years, one year they didn’t have the resource and one year they did have the
resource now I only did it for one year on one cohort. So and I didn’t actually find
great results, but if I tested it again over that couple of years, I probably would find,
it’s always the same students, the weak students don’t like the weak students who are
the norm of what we call, normal students they are just very hard to motivate or I don’t
know what it is about them, they are just, they are really scared, I think it’s more fear
this whole math phobia, they don’t, I don’t even want to and pick themselves out just
being weak. And what they and they are the ones that are less likely to get involved,
whereas the mature students and the international students who are weak, will come
along to everything, everything going on even the mature students who are not weak
will come along that and go. The mature students were getting 99 and still come along
to like the support and stuff like that and so.
Interviewee demonstrates tool
Alright so they have it here and I got put on these different time of year say the
diagnosis of this is hidden there, I didn’t gave them this year and this numerously
refresher for was in each section here. In each section right here, they have notes,
examples with answers and then they have some video links so the video links are
from the ones that I thought are from a place called Math Center which is in
Loughborough which is like --.
There would be this thing called Sigma which is linked to UL so and it’s S-I-G-M-A is
like the Center for and all these kind of Math Support and all of that kind of stuff. So
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the video links so like for example, this and so the examples like that I gave them here
was just basic fractions I think, I am just understanding it quite better and obviously
Quadratic Equations, which is one that they always hate. So for most, oh yeah there is,
so there, this is very obviously I know, they have got notes which is pretty excited and
basic factor, Quadratic Equation had a quiz, quiz was produced by a respondus who
were brought into Web Courses. So respondus are just another program that you will
get here so it’s just, you can do the quiz on Web Courses straight off, most quizzes
both when you are trying to put in the Maths editor to put in X² you can’t do that and
in the video so that like the notes, this is an example of them here…. so just
factorizing, just basic notes nothing hugely but they were more spelled out every
examples that are on some examples and solutions.
So you tend to read these other tutorials they take a jump every now and then.
Yes, they just say right I’ve done one you should be able to do anyone of them. And
then the quiz, it looks like this here, so you click into the quiz and then so those were,
when I was covering this in class, I would say, Quadratic Equations, I would say there
is a quiz up in Maths Room, go and try them and like most of them would be fine with
it. So find the average of these numbers and there is only eight question so it could
take someone 6 minutes, do you know what I mean some of them could be fine and
other ones just wouldn’t get at really at all so they can go through the questions and
then video link.
Interviewee demonstrates video tutorials
What I tried to do was… when you go looking through Loughborough… this is your
man he’s called Tony Croft, and they only thing is these look old and when I was
talking to my students after this I haven’t change any of this because there wasn’t
much time to change it this year. What I did last year was, these topics that I put up
here, Numeracy, Logs and Quadratic Equations, the Surds and these Limits and all
that. Any topic that and trigonometry, any of those topics that I put up and kind of
followed there syllabus.
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I see if some of them hidden there, some of you maybe only reveal after they have
attended the class?
Yeah, so I didn’t really see or well, sometimes maybe slightly before like I would say
these are up there, if you want to go and have a look, some of them would only need a
quick revision.
And did you track the usages of this?
You can, I didn’t, bar some of the quizzes, I have a look to the quizzes because you
can see if most of them, just most of them where happy enough to do the quiz and if
they got on alright on quizzes, they just say I am okay with this. And you contract it
again, it’s just bloody time.
I was just curious because I use a similar thing, blackboard, I use it all the time
and I put up a lot of resources but it’s amazing that the main thing people just use
it for getting notes they don’t interact with it at all.
No, not really and I suppose now what I do with the same group this year is.. it just
seem this group are very good this year.

So like the Maths Room was nearly

redundant, they didn’t really, their diagnostic test results were very good and their
module one marks were excellent, I didn’t nearly have one fail.
There was one or two and the one that particular is mature student, and she went to
everything. And she still failed, but I think that just says is that for some students they
are taking in, to bump up their numbers there is nothing we can do with them, they just
don’t have they just don’t have background. And as it happens when I talk to the
school she came from, just as, I was just having a conversation one day at lunch and
they said they think she got in it before, what happens was then mature students they
get interviews, they don’t have CAO points so they get interviewed and they said that
she, they think she actually got when they were taking them in they have of questions
and if passed these question then their on the course or whatever, but I think after a
while that they realized that they do need some level of maths, they started to give
them 3 Maths, basic Maths questions like here is a graph what’s X equal to or
something like that . So do you think she might has got in before this like she has no
concept of factorizing or even subbing in X=2 to get an answer, she wouldn’t know
what that meant. So you can’t just say so sub in X=2 to get your answer.
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Then you have a other people with Honors A1s coming and going this is, Jesus I’m
back in -- first year and secondary school like and so it’s very hard in that regard to try
and meet and this is the only way I think without losing the good students which is
what we don’t want to do. And I think this is the only way to be fair to everyone and
saying that for the weak students I can only go with the level, you know I go as slow as
I can but I am not going to lose the good students, like otherwise it would be teaching
every class as at a ridiculous level.
And are there any of these resources that were particularly used a lot by your
students?
What they said about it is that the videos were good, the videos were excellent because
you can download them on to your iPad and look them on the train or whatever on the
way home. They also said that the Kahn Academy, lot of them used Kahn Academy,
they look at these videos, Kahn is K-A-H-N Academy and it’s a huge database of
videos which I, if I was doing this again, I would probably use the videos from Kahn
Academy they just said that it’s a little bit more of up-to-date.
They don’t seem as old. Even I was saying jesus they look very outdated, just the
people -- the Maths is excellent and their pace is, like with this is just huge and they
do, like they can just go in and pick the topic here and then watch the videos, videos
are ….they look a little bit boring there but you can put in quadratic. And then you
find like all of these, loads and then you’ve got exercises stuff so. Like and
they’re…they just said… so that was what came back to me when I did a questionnaire
at the end. But again I, the problem with my thing was I was comparing, I had to drop
a lot of people out of my sample, because unless you get them to use the resource you
can’t use them in the samples or you can’t use the results. So I was comparing end of
module results for people that had use resources and people that hadn’t use resource.
So one year I took the whole cohort because it was about 70 or 80 of them who hadn’t
used it because it wasn’t available to them. So they have their results and then the
cohort that I taught that had maths room available to them, only maybe 20% to 30%
interacted with it. So you can only use 20% of that, so you can not only compare like
you are better off, so what came about of it was that I would, this year I would have
done on and I probably start using semester 1 next year as well. And with this group
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as opposed to Maths Room you are saying that they won’t interact, they will interact if
it’s percentage, if they get something out of it.
So what I’ve done this year with this group for this module I know in the semester one
but for this module we cover four main topics, Limits, Differentiation, Integration and
then Majors Algebra. So for the four huge topics I have given them a quiz and I just
put it into their old module here, well they get 2.5% for each quiz. The quiz is up for
week to get two shots at it and they have to do it very soon after we have covered the
topic. So they have to revise it as we go along. So I was hoping that ……continuous
assessment is the next weeks so I am hoping up the results, I want to compare last year
results, this year and see have they come up a lot, so there is like the, I have given to
two, next was integration and the last one was liner algebra like. Of the attendants or
the participation in this is nearly 99%, they will all do it and they just harp on at them
in the class they have got at least 2.5 percent and some of them would say, I forgot to
do it and I’d tell them, you just lost 2.5%. Nothing I can do, I just, you just kind of say
that you can, you can put it up again. The only thing is, I was, I know what I was
talking about these and I loved to give them quizzes and they seemed, they don’t seem
to mind and they actually really don’t seem to mind if there is a percentage for it but I
suppose then as well the lecture definitely would be able to break up as continues
assessment component and give them that but and they can copy. But so to combat that
I gave them 12 questions out of a bank of 50 that’s a small work for me, but it’s just it
lowers the chance of them sitting beside someone and get the same question. Now of
course if they run it twice and you know the chances that they will get some questions
same but they still have to do some work and the questions are hard enough they
actually have to sit and just do it on their own.
These ones can be timed but these ones that I gave them are unlimited, because I just
some of them wouldn’t have seen differentiation in a long time, so like some of them
are fine and like even straightaway this one girl picked out as she must have copied or
I think she got someone to do it for her, I’ve pulled her out. She said she didn’t, there
isn’t that much that I can do about it this stage, but I pulled her out she said, she did it
herself, she got cheated in 26 minutes whereas the best students in the class did it in an
hour and 42. So I would be kind of worried with that kind of thing but I know Alice
Luby the over in Aungier St, she has done work or done statistics on her quizzes and
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she would give the students a quiz and record their mark, she would give the same
students the same questions but in a written quiz and they would get same marks, she
was able to show that they weren’t just sticking down answers for the sake of it, you
know I coping them.
How was she able to tell that they were not just learning from cheating once?
Yeah possibly, was she, that’s I am not too sure that that’s kind of the gist of it. I am
not 100% sure with her take on it is that they are not, when they do this quizzes that
they are doing them on their own, they are not copying off the people beside them.
But if you make the bank big enough, it’s more likely.
You don’t demonstrate any topics like in an abstract way. Rather than showing
just the pure numbers?
Application? This is now my next hobby that I am going to do, the problem is logistics
with this, at the minute, problem based approach. These are Physics students that I am
thinking of introducing like a tutorial that they get a problem as opposed to a problem
sheets. So yeah I am hoping to do that next year I don’t know how I can, because the
group is huge.
And I think one tutor wouldn’t be able to handle on their own nor would I in a lecture,
the lecture tutors are not designed for this type of role like put them in groups and stuff
like that.
How many students do you have in your lectures?
Well, the ones that I usually compare all of the results are these four groups, the
Physics, there is about 80, but like one part of the diagnostic test this year like I had, I
think like test is something like, what did I say it was. You know nearly 500 or 600
students of which I computing and have 250 students. And there is no way I could
ever run a PBL unless I got rid of some of my lecturers, which I can’t do. And even
then they need a tutorial so it would have to be extra and then unless I gave them a
percentage for the assessments, finding rooms and all that so it’s bit a disaster, I don’t
know how I’m going to do it, but I would like to look at it for next year.
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What is the topic that your students find the most difficult?
In first year? Algebra.
Oh god yeah, the diagnosis test most, the test was 20 questions I think it of a bank of a
150 and it was timed I think, I think I can’t remember now it was the time I put it. The
arithmetic answers were fine. They had some very basic and trigonometric questions
which they were okay because they had a calculator, they could kind of work through
it, but the Algebra ones like solving a Quadratic Equation or this is a root, what’s the
Quadratic Equation, that was very few to pass, and it was the worst, definitely Algebra,
it was the worst answer of question.
Interviewee demonstrates the test.

So this is the test here. So they had an hour and a half, 22 questions but the first
couple of them were just done so things like, there is stuff here, like rearrangement
formula. That wasn’t so bad and this stuff here that was okay because it was the
phrased, I wasn’t, I didn’t say the roots were -6 and 1 .I think most of them were able
to say right so I can sub in -6 and then get 0 so I think they were able to work like
some way.
So you think you might have suggested the answer?
No, not necessarily, but and just that I think they might know enough so things like
that were okay. Mean all that kind of stuff they were all actually okay with that. And
even this you know they didn’t, they could they won’t be able to cancel say that X on
the bottom. They’d get it all mixed up and they wouldn’t really, they might cancel bits
of it and then not cancel a little bit to this, but definitely the Algebra. For the very
beginner first years, but those that are weak they are going to be weak at Algebra.
And do you find that you have to give extra support for that?
I would spend a little bit more time in class like usually like they start like their
syllabus in first year is…. Starts of with basic math’s, so fractions, decimals like that,
but they are okay with that, I find that majority of them and one other thing I would
actually go into is adding and subtracting two fractions because we come to do
Algebraic fractions or Partial fractions they haven't a clue and you do that all in the
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first year. Algebraic Fractions which they hate and Partial fraction which you use we
cover in Semester 1 to show them what Partial fraction is and then in Semester 2 they
have integration of Partial fractions. But even by Semester 2 they’ll have forgotten it
and the weaker students would not have gotten in Semester 1, so we wouldn’t be able
to do integration in Semester 2 and the weaker students would not have, none of them
would have done integration before, at all.
Do any of the staff members use the Maths Room?
The Maths Room…No. Just because I suppose again it’s the whole ideas was a maths
Ed isn’t really, hasn’t really being developing here, it just yet. I presume this time goes
on, this diagnostic testing and I was actually develop by Mike Carr down in Bolton
Street, he is in engineering, and he had actually great for you because he would know,
he is specifically engineering. What he has done, he developed this thing called core
and he has a Teacher Fellowship…Last year. If you go online you will find all of his
stuff up there, he developed the diagnostic test as he come in first year and then if they
failed the diagnostic test they were given… They have online resources. So saying and
you know they would be in, after the diagnostic test, I can’t remember which way he
set it up, they were told, your weak at Algebra, your weak at arithmetic. Here’s notes
and here’s quizzes and here is questions, study them for two weeks and back in two
weeks and redo the diagnostic test and if they pass it, then your fine. They can’t
progress on to module until they pass the diagnostic test. I don’t know how he sets it
up or anything.
Does that mean that maths doesn’t come in until the second semester?
Let me see, they must……maybe it’s part of their continuous assessment. Have a read
of his paper I don’t know which way he has done it but anyway there is thing called
Core Competence is kind of…. He has developed this online thing that they can redo it
every two weeks and that they have support in between.
Do you offer any sort of accommodations for some students with learning
difficulties?
Oh yeah, first would be extra time I suppose and second would be separate room.
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So these are for assessment.
Oh yeah this is the first year ever actually next week. I just call for exams that all goes
to the disability. So like we have one student who has a reader and even for assessment
she is getting a spare room, she is getting a room of her own.
Is there a specific technology or you do you alter your notes?
No, nothing like that. I suppose that would be a bit unfair I think. I don’t know I
suppose that depends on what way your thinking of altering them.
Male: We have a blind student. We give her different printouts I guess she gets black
and white she gets all of her notes electronically. She has a machine it’s like a laptop
with a viewer built on to it, and she puts notes in there, she looks and she can zoom in.
And she types her notes up or something.
Male lecturer who shares the office enters conversation.
Male: She has a scribe as well. She goes to everyone of her lecturers. She got a grant
from the NCBI. I mean the school was looking at buying one and then she got the
information that we were, we were going to pay for half and the student union or
something were going to pay for half of it.
We just have this special, they are all locked down pretty much all the PCs are locked
in so that the student can’t mess with them but this one is locked for her apparently and
then she can run that the way she does, everything has changed, she has a magnifier
built into it again and she has everything changed to black and white rather than the
other way around. She is the only one in the lab that can be adjusted by a student and it
was just her.
Is this one of the first times you have had these sort of issues?
Yeah I think it’s the first time.
Male: It’s the first time we have had a blind student. I’ve had deaf students before.
Actually I’ve got a deaf student at the moment.
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In Math?
Male: She is in Science.
Actually because John was telling me, it must be Niamh that he is talking about, would
John Gillian would have those second years. He was talking about her yesterday, its
like presume it was Niamh at that time, just talking about that, that has, it’s impaired
vision she is not blind?
Male: But she can barely make out blurs.
One of the things I am looking at is a resource for lecturers and not for students.
So for lectures preparing their notes and what sort of things that they could do to
improve their notes. There are various different sorts of technologies. I that when
you putting in your equations they look like they were images as opposed to
actual text so they can’t be read by screen reader or anything like that.
I think it’s just the technology that doesn’t allow you to do that. Yeah so that’s why I
said I use respondus and then carry it into web courses. There is no….. such I would
not …… until now I have never had someone that would need …..well I suppose, it’s
depends who your aiming the assistant technology at. Like the worst situations we
would have would be Asperger students. So maybe dyslexic, which doesn’t really
affect them so much in Maths, maybe just a bit dyspraxic would be more I suppose.
But again, often times we get told from the, actually most time…… and I did this is
the first year ever we have Asperger’s as well and one very badly Asperger’s kid. And
there is actually one and second year and first year and we are not really informed on
how to deal with them, like I don’t know how to deal with, as in like they don’t look at
you, they don’t, they are very…..
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So you didn’t get any sort of training or any sort of information about how to
accommodate them?
Oh no. The year coordinator just this year sent me an Asperger’s and so I presume it
came from Disability Service. As far as I know it, it was not sent out to all of the
lecturers who would have this student, just even you know how to….
I just happen to meet her in the corridor…I said about him and she said I will send you
that booklet but as far as you know it’s not a general thing resources or anything like
that.
So they just get put into the mainstream education?
Yeah as far as I can see they just get put in mainstream education, yes but then at the
same time like I don’t think….. from what I have seen like not that many of them will,
like their Maths ability seems okay. The ones that are their. And the resource that I had
that and extra tutorials, those students were more likely to turn up and go to one on one
and stuff like that. Again the tutors don’t know how to deal with them either, you
know. I would often find myself kind of getting mad at them, do you know and that’s
not the way to handle them right, I know it’s not but it’s just you have 150 and 1 is
just… You know and there is only so much you can do like as it happened in that year
it was a 50% failure rate, which is huge.
Yeah, well thank god I got a bit of backup saying it wasn’t me, you know what I mean.
A lot of the students who had done very well came back and said no it’s not, it’s just a
group I think this year and they moved,… they changed the syllabus and they changed
the Semester 1. Which I think was a big thing it was very immature in that program.
Now they’re not engineers but they are computer science students.
Interviewee the adds interviewer to Maths Diagnostic test on web courses.
Michael Carr developed in… so Michael Carr is the fella down in Bolton Street, he
developed it for his students initially. Now when I was developing mine, he said it
will probably a good idea for DIT as a whole to have one diagnostic test because when
students come in they have to have a level of Maths. I think the lowest anywhere
across any of these is an ordinary C3 or something or it would be B something
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depends. Engineer, I think slightly higher and science probably about the same, do you
know what I mean, some problems like Arts or Drama mightn’t need Maths you know
what I mean so they might have maths entry requirement, they are not going to need to
use the diagnostic test. So we kind of talked about it and we came up with the idea
that this is developed and I think it would be better instead of me have one and him
have one and DIT have 10 that we have 1 for DIT which I thought was a fairly good
thing. So developed by him in association with and she is called Eabhnat Ni Fhloinn
you will read about her if you have read any Irish articles on Math Support, she is there
and support, Math Support Officer in DCU.
She is very big into all of this kind of stuff and she is actually married to Michael Carr.
She was also the Math Support Officer in DIT for 5 years. She is also the Secretary of
the Committee for the MLSN, Math Support Learning Center.
Irish Maths Learning Support Network, IMSLN I think what it is called and it’s third
level. Now what you will find is like a lot of, and if you even Goggle conferences for
math support like you will see, and the big one that I went to this one always every
year in St. Patricks and there is a primary, and there is secondary, and their third level
at it.
There seems to be so much research into the second level support, compared to
the third level.
Yes I wouldn’t really look into, I did a little bit of ….I am doing a doctorate at the
minute education, in math education. And like I did a little bit of research about the
whole policy and project math, like I don’t know if it’s going to help, I don’t know but
I just looked at the whole, how it came in and who is pushing it. I agree something has
to be done and the problem I suppose to here for all is that we can't start blaming
second level students or second level teachers because they are just doing what --.
Somebody at third level probably told them when they came in for the research
paper.
Yes, so well they have their syllabus, they are told what to do as well, we can only deal
with the problems when they come here, like there is no point in us saying, look it’s
second level because they just going to blame primary and it just maybe blame game
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so, I think trying to fix it is probably the best way to go. And you are partly right there
are much, probably much, but I think is probably because the size as well.
Q1a: How have lecturing staff responded to the use of the diagnostic test?
Q1b: Do you provide any training for the lecturing?
Q2:

In the maths diagnostic test do you test for specific learning difficulties?

Not that I, I didn’t factored that in, I factored in the fact that anyone with a fairly
descent level of math should be able to get over, I think I get 50% of mine because I
wanted to get students who are very weak, I also wanted to get students who were not
maybe terribly weak but just partly a little bit lazy and say to them at the beginning of
the year look you have done great, this is basic and you are probably going to struggle
if you don’t do work on your module.
Are the common problems that emerge from your diagnostic test are they the
same ones that you found in the math room?
It’s always Algebra, always, always Algebra and I’d safely say, ma and Michael have
yet to compare our results but I would presume that his are going to be the same. They
seem to be able to do trigonometry, I don’t know whether because it is more applied or
the differentiation again they might know how basically differentiate but if you get
them passed the basic derivative they can't,… they wouldn’t be able to apply it or
anything like that definitely not in first year. But you know the better ones will try
something and the test it was negatively marked so they couldn’t just guess.
So what's the biggest challenge in creating resources like the diagnostic test?
Implementing them. I mean that, I want the test and maybe 400 students during the
induction week. And I wanted to run it on web courses and I want to start tutorials at
week one. They are enrolled from the day of induction.
Like they have a student number and they logon, and even if they don’t we can setup
temporary accounts, like quiz and we can setup temporary accounts and log them in
the web course that way. But we just didn’t have the capacity for labs here, and
students might have come to induction and students might not have been registered
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who hadn’t paid their fees so we had to loads of missing students. So I ended up
happening is, one group were done during the induction they were fine, not fine as
anyone of those failing was told what to do. During week one then and we had student
just do it and we brought physically some students who have a lab, they are actually
were math students. We brought them and their first lab was this test because they
wouldn’t have done any work to do a lab so we brought them to the lab, this is your lab
slot. Here today you can pick up this quiz. So they had a full response rate those
groups and then the other group I was saying to them in lectures, this is resource is
there go in and do this quiz and see how you get on but it wasn’t…. they didn’t have
to, so a lot of them didn’t. So the response rate I think I got was I kind of remembered
I think it’s on that presentation, I had quite low, because….. The initial response
wasn’t great, the retest was even worse because it’s week 12. They are coming to the
end of the semester they have enough work on their own, it’s not attend it’s not a
compulsory they are not getting anything for it. So that was the main thing, and that’s
the huge problem and if they don’t have to do it, they won’t do it.
But again if you put 1% or 2%. You’ll always get the good students doing it
regardless, a lot of them said they didn’t retest because they have already got 100%.
So what I wanted to do 100% on to retest and get 100% but they just said she is not
going to get 100% the last time.
Was that more for your statistics as opposed to for their learning?
Yes exactly so that was the reason for that because again, you find it hard to, like if
you keep going doing these things and you are not getting the results back you are just
sort of like what are you doing really? Banging your head on the brick wall, but again
there is that whole question I know Ciarán Mac an Bhaird, he is another math
supporter and he was like I want to support, there is too much support. Like you know
like when are we going to stop supporting? When are they going…… you know we
have so many supports and are the supports we have are they the right supports? Or
should we just look completely new way of thinking but, it’s working for some
students and I think the students that it’s not working for but if you change this type of
support we give them I don’t even know if they would interacted with anyway.
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I think it’s the only way we can deal with it…things like these online things, because
we can't take time and especially we are modularized now. We are completely cut. 12
weeks and the modules or the syllabus is the same. So you don’t you literary don’t get
any time, and you can see them looking at the blank in class and the only thing you can
do is come down to me if you have specific question at the end of the class, or bring it
to your tutor like so and again yeah there is very little like for the students that are
struggling though the good students that struggle will work. They will come into you
at the end of the class or might come to your office, they will email to you and say can
I come and chat to you, and they will bring new question, but the weak ones will just
get lost in week one and just --.
Do you think that maybe the good ones are recognized that they have a problem
and the other ones don’t?
There must be a whole lot of factors that play here’s a whole, they don’t want to
standout, they don’t want, like their friends are probably just as weak as them. But they
don’t want to be the first to be looking for help or saying that I am poor or maths or
something that’s definitely one bit of it, but then the other thing is there is just this and
it’s definitely come from second level where they have come through leaving cert and
they are told question one is this and this is all you have to do for question one and
learn that off and it’s just they come in here and they are spoon feed. Rote learning is
killing us in here and they do not want to do any independent learning, if you get them
in problem and sent them the way it and said, look up the books, they will not do it. Or
they will give out, they will say we never covered this in class what we do now they
won't…. Independent learning is something that they just absolutely hate, absolutely
hate.
Discussion
The math education community I suppose in Ireland isn’t that big, so very soon when
you see the papers, it’s the same people UL and Maynooth are the biggest writers or
suppliers of research for math education in Ireland.
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But to be honest I hadn't really focus so much on the Irish landscape and I have
been really looking for lot of stuff from Loughborough University at the moment.
Yes. And we are couple of years behind them. So you are right in what you are doing,
they are ahead and their technology is much ahead of us. Like what happens is they
seem to implement it and then we follow on and maybe not that far behind maybe next
year I suppose to this year, but they are definitely would be there.
Because I think they have qualification in masters in math support I think or
something along those sort of lines.
It’s pretty much math support, then that might be a way to go. Do you know what
there is conference in, just when you are saying that and I think there is someone from
Loughborough in it. There is a conference in Maynooth at the end in May.
And it’s Math Support Services in Teaching and Learning Math Science, MSSTL.
Yeah MSSTL, Math and Science Support and Teaching and Learning, that’s it.
And its in Maynooth I think its 10 euros. It’s probably the cheapest conference and I
will be going to as well but I am nearly 100% sure someone from Loughborough is
talking.
Also Olivia Gill in UL the one I was talking about. She is linked she did a huge big
things with…with Loughborough, this is what tutorials….. when the students failed
that diagnostic test, they got these they got these do extra tutorials. And then these
things were produced by the Sigma place, so they are just like lots of questions
answered booklets and they actually kind of like them and they said if they bring home
and we are doing factorize in class, and go through this again and see where I’d done
it. So there are 10 of those booklets and they are online. So this type of thing, so this
is all compared.
So she is from Limerick but that’s from the Sigma in Loughborough?
Well it is Sigma, she was sacondid for a year I think, she is now, she Olivia Gill, she
actually got married, so now she is Olivia Fitzmorris but most of her papers when you
look them up will say Olivia Gill.
So she might be more info on Loughborough as a person from Ireland do you know
what I mean looking to do something but I remember those videos I got permission
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from Tony Croft to use them and he was lovely, he said let me know how it goes and
so they are very approachable.
A lot of the math education stuff you will see written up by will be people like me
doing these little things and it is little do you know what I mean, and the ground
scheme of things. Some of the resources like math room might be something that with
a lot more work that could be generic across all of DIT. We could use it in and like
specifically I use it in physics and one of the other things that I didn’t get around to do
and again it’s tied to the bloody time because I have no time to do it was to tailor PBL,
like problem based question in there and say look physics students, go in and have
look at those. Here is worked examples of where you would use a quadratic equations
in physics. And I know that will be something that they would use. We could do that
in engineering and we can do………. so they have the math room resource and then
they would have these specific math or physics questions or specific engineering
question. So that was one thing that I thought might be useful in that a way that we
could apply it, for everyone. As apposed to at the minute it’s probably very tailor
driven for the physics students because they are who are using it. But the quadratic
equations would be used to everywhere like surds and limits and all that kind of stuff,
differentiation, integration, that would be used everywhere and then if you can tailor it
slightly for each root it might be more likely to be used by different places you know
bigger U.S.P.
I think it’s interesting you are saying giving the mark for it and that’s something
I’d consider doing. But I did an assessment on blackboard of how students use it
and 89% of people only just download the notes and never looked at the links and
never mind doing the quizzes or the discussion boards.
I think its over now they just think this is what I need to know, this is all I need to
know and if I can know this, this is okay with exam. It is very much exam driven and I
think that’s probably coming from second level which maybe Project Maths will help
in that they are going to be more open to try and solve problems themselves or looking
at how the maths working in society or things like that.
Yeah, more of them will pass, but if you look at their lead table, the math like the
number of students getting less than C is huge.
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APPENDIX B: MICHELLE GARVEY INTERVIEW
Q.1

What prompted the creation of the TIC tool?

Well, I suppose originally going back to about 2005, well I suppose there are two
questions what prompted kind of TIC strategy and what prompted the TIC tool. So
what prompted the TIC strategy originally was there was a kind of quality audit of the
Disability Service and out of it there rose a concern about, there was kind of
development culture in college whereby we were kind of looking at it like you know
accommodation students with disabilities was basically the job of a Disability Service.
Lecturers go on and do what they were supposed to that kind of thing. And so this was
kind of seen as worrying, you know it was a worrying trend, particularly as the amount
of students with disabilities arose. So we were suggested that strategies be put in place
to kind of take what the Disability Service, does out of the disability service Disability
Service and give it back to the lecturers as well as far as they you know as far as it
could be, so there was going to be some specialist support but anything that could be
done in house by lecturers just kind of showing, to let them know what we else they
could do, basically to accommodate students. And so that was kind of how the TIC
strategy arose. And yeah if you want me to go into any kind of details -- and because I
am not quite sure you know I am not 100% sure, what angle you want.
The TIC tool that, I suppose what that had all been done before I came on board, and
basically I responded to a job you know a job advertisement you know they mentioned
a very big thing like TIC, you know putting in place some sort of a tool. It didn’t
really say what the tool was going to be though. So I suppose what I basically did was
I had to look what else was right there over the first year and I met with like staff and
students to kind of get an idea of what was going on here in college, but also kind of
looked at what else was right here, have you looked at things like teachability by any
chance.
Q

No, I haven’t seen that one yet, no.

Yeah it’s probably quite old at this point, but there were different strategies, taking
place in England mainly like there was teachability. And teachability had, it basically
had that set of questions but kind of supposed more in a word format where you could
kind of go away yourself and complete them and kind of look over them but it was
basically the same kind of ideas/questions when it came to inclusivity, but I suppose
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what we were really thinking of from the very beginning of the project was that, it was
going to be -- basically 3 years funding and that was it and there was kind of a big
question mark what’s going to happen afterwards, we couldn’t put anything in place
that was going to be very personnel heavy. So it had to be something that you know
could kind of roll-on with kind of minimal input. So we decided to go for this online
electronic thing which would give you triggerents like trigger questions which would
then be prompt to kind of recommendations.

So basically even if there wasn’t

somebody working on this fulltime, after the 3 years we would still be able to provide
kind of information and so on, on inclusivity.
Q

Yeah you were saying and like part of it was to do with the funding at the

time that you had available to yourself?
Yeah, I suppose it was born out of practicality --.
Q.2

Each discipline has its own set of questions. How did you devise these
questions?

Well, it isn’t actually discipline based, it’s based on whether you go into review or to
design and whether it’s a module or a program. So that’s kind of what decides how
many questions are in it. Yeah so it isn’t actually discipline based at all, yeah it’s
basically program or module. I suppose I can tell you a bit about how we actually
arrived at the questions that might be useful. So basically, again as I said the first year
we just really looked at what was right there when we talked to staff and students
within Trinity to get an idea of kind of what were the issues that were arising for
students and you know what could be done. And at the end of the first year, we
basically put together a very draft form of the tool that’s now online. So you know
kind of put together some questions that we thought would be useful and beneficial
and so you know would be good to get, to trigger with stuff. And then I went out to I
think was 12 different programs, 12 programs and modules. And basically looked for
volunteers who would get involved in a very in-depth kind of pilot where we would
look at these questions, I wanted to get with some across different disciplines and
different levels so that basically would kind of get an idea of kind of breadth of kind of
teaching an assessment and so on that goes on in trinity and the variety of different
issues that can arise. So for those different programs I kind of went into a larger detail
I suppose I got all their resources like Handbooks, Reading Lists and so on and I look
at those, I met up with student reps, did class surveys, met with individual lecturers on
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the course, some of them I sat in on a committee like program committee meetings and
things as well, I sat in on lectures and labs and met with placement officers you know
basically went in and kind of looked at the programs from all different angles.
Q

So you were pretty familiar with all the learning outcomes and the

teaching strategies of everything for the time you finished this?
Yeah, well it was anyway 12 programs but yeah.
Q

Still a lot like that, I only teach them 2 and I find it difficult you know to

keep track of all the assessment and assessment methodologies?
Yeah it was basically a fulltime job for a year going around and it was quite good
actually in some ways it was kind of interesting to sit in on lectures you know, but
yeah so I went in and did all that and kind of got to really know those different courses
and kind of the issues that were arising in those courses and kind of hide the questions
that were originally put together maybe where they were too narrow or they might not
be that helpful where they might only apply to say some things, you know I kind of
came from an Arts/Humanities, Social Science background so I might have kind of
originally done the questions from that point of view and then when you go into a
Science program you realize actually you know we are using the wrong language, this
makes no sense. So as well by making things more general.
So after that year, well for each of those courses that we kind of did, a word version of
the draft tool and with each different program, after each different program I suppose
the tool kind of changed a bit the questions kind of changed, the advice changed a bit.
And then at the end of the year, we basically took all the questions as they now stood
after going through all those programs and all the advice that had been given to the
various different programs and we tried to kind of come up with generalizable
recommendations that would work across the different programs so that would be there
for everybody.
So that’s kind of how we came to our questions and even then I suppose it’s still
constantly changing because there is certain things that might have made sense couple
of years ago into the academic environments even changed in few years or you know
you might kind of something might come to light that you think, well we got to have a
question on this, it hasn’t been there before.
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Q.3

Was there any discipline that was more challenging to create a review for?
I think there was at that time but like what were they, I suppose even just the

way things are taught can be different between subjects. So one thing might be, let’s
see you know you just come up with different like just say, like for example in
Arts/Humanities, and Social Science as you might talk about reading list a lot, you
know you might just assume like you know and you might have question like, do you
have or you know do you put your reading list online or something like that. And then
when you get into some of the designs as we don’t you know they don’t have reading
list, they don’t need reading list and maybe even if they do, you know they call it
recommended reading, you know so you come across things like that that are slightly
you know kind of different between programs.
Yeah, I think then there is I suppose what you might recommend just say for a 1st year
course might be different to a 4th year post-grad program you know there is a lot more
hand-holding that you would be recommending in for in 1st year and you know even
again just to go back to the reading list, you might want to say have annotative reading
list and every for each modular or something in 1st year but by 4th year you know
maybe for some things you want to ensure that students are able to you know they are
developing their own research skills. You know so those kind of things, so often you
have got to kind of leave the -- its kind of hard because you know on the one hand, you
don’t want to kind of say to because if there is you know if there is lectures of no
interest just say and being inclusive you don’t give too much leeway, well I don’t want
to do that, I don’t want to do this, but on the other hand, you don’t want to be too
prescriptive on what people have to do either because you have got to allow for the
fact that every course is different and their aims are different, you know.
Q

So you never considered creating very bespoke, recommendations for a

discipline would you just think that was too difficult of a task?
Yeah, it would probably be too difficult of a task, I mean if you had the time, but there
is so many different programs and you probably wouldn’t even want to do just for a
disciplines maybe you want to do for the different levels, within discipline and you
know so yeah I think that would probably be a huge help, but you could probably do
something, I mean there might be a case made for doing something like having like
kind of groups of disciplines together, maybe one for your Humanities and Social
Sciences and one for your Engineering and Science that kind of thing.
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Q.4

Was there any particular challenges for creating a review for Maths,

Science or Engineering disciplines?
Well, one thing when it came to Science but this might be particular to Trinity, I am
not quite sure exactly how it works in IADT, but one thing with Science is that in
Trinity, it’s common entry Science course which means that it’s across a whole load of
different disciplines. And that creates problems so that’s not so much because it’s a
discipline itself that’s just because of how it works in Trinity, but that I mean you
could say one thing to say to the course head is there is only a certain amount of
powers I suppose he has over how things work under course because it’s across so
many different schools and it’s not like you know when you have got a nice niche
program, which fits into one school, distinct kind of program head and so on, it’s a lot
easier to kind of work with and to look at recommendations, what else, I suppose you
have got, a whole host of issues when it comes to things like Maths and Engineering
and Science, anyway when it comes to things like labs which you know there is
basically I suppose there is a lot of different teaching methods that probably don’t
really exist when it comes to Humanities and Social Science and that can lead too, I
suppose it just raises, a lot more questions when it comes to the things like
accessibility ensuring that students are included students with various disability how
do you ensure that you got all students included in the Chemistry lab or a Biology lab
that kind of thing.
Q.5

How many users have used the TIC tool since its launch?

A

Yeah, let’s see, I can’t check how many people are registered with us.

169 users.
I think when you wrote your evaluation you said there was 120 users.
Yeah, so people can also leave. People can delete accounts. I think it was lower this
year than last year because I was really pushing it last year.
Q5a

Have many of these been from Maths, Science or Engineering
backgrounds?

Q.6

How many users registered but not completed the TIC tool evaluation?

Yeah I think well one thing well one thing we found is even though I kind of put it
together with the idea that this is something people can use what I use myself being
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there, I think that definitely the ideal way to use it is actually when you sit down with
somebody to complete it, because yeah people do kind of tend to go you know and
they don’t tend to complete on their own where they would actually will sit down and
complete them if that kind of book time to meet with myself, so I was doing that a bit
with people earlier on this year and it doesn’t actually take too long when they sit
down and I think there is also the fact that if there is a question about what, if they
have a question about what something means you know they can like say to me at that
time.
Q

Yeah, well I thought your videos were very good to explain lot of the

terminology as you are going to do just like, yeah you know I was just sort of
curious myself because I found, I did this and then I came back to it again and
then I did it a bit more but I think about 45 minutes maybe, 50 minutes or
something like that and I know a little bit about the language well that would be
used so if I didn’t it probably would take an hour roughly you know.
Yeah that’s people don’t complete, I think they look and they go, got there so many
sections and they don’t complete but they do like when I am there, I suppose yeah, like
when I am there as well, yeah it doesn’t take as long I suppose because they can go
with this you know before you even say what does that mean you are not going to
jump in and explain it and so I think it’s best way to complete it with me which yeah I
am not really sure how to bring it to the next stage.
Q

I am just sort of curious about how these things work and you know when

you register, they say, if they are doing Math, if they are evaluating a Math
program, and Science program, Architecture or whatever, you couldn’t tell me
how many people who have done a register for Math programs, could you by any
chance?
I don’t think so.
Q.7

How successful has the TIC tool been?

I wouldn’t say…… it hasn’t been as successful as we hoped, not as, it’s not kind of, it
doesn’t have that like kind of you know automatic where people just go in and do it,
but at the same time, when people do, do it we get good feedback on it. So I would
say it’s something that would be great if we kind of had ongoing time to just work and
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nothing, the idea would be to be able to actually just go in like meet up with people on
an annual basis and sit down with them when they do it that kind of thing or even just
meet up at a few different programs like you know, you know like kind of do it maybe
on a rotating every few years, you get back to each programs I think that would work
very well. I do kind of worry about how it’s going to you know kind of as I move
away from it I won’t be working on it now kind of moving into the future as I move
away from it, I am not quite sure, how much people will actually get like actually sit
down and do it, I think you need somebody to kind of sit down with you to complete it.
Q

Yeah someone who might take ownership or something like that.

And for some like there is one program I am working at this moment, they asked for
kind of more in-depth kind of evaluation and so I am going to, I have arranged to do
with them what I did with the pilot programs you know kind of sit in on some of
classes, meet their placement providers. It’s the program that’s been having some
difficulty when it comes to kind of overcoming barriers for students with disabilities
that they ask for specifically to meeting with all their staff, students that kind of thing.
In some ways I think that’s how it works best is when you can do that and I have done
a similar thing this year with the career service where they complete a version of this
and I went in and met with them all and I think that’s kind of how it works best is
when you use it along with you know.
Q

Sort of one-on-one training or something like that or give a people

seminar, it’s kind of?
That’s yeah I give seminars, I talk to people about it, meet with students in the area and
staff and that kind of tell you as well. You know just I mean issues that they are
concerned with I think yeah.
Q

You wouldn’t mind tell me what sort of program it was just the general

field that you were talking about if you want to evaluate?
It’s one of the Psychology programs yeah.
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Q.8

Was there any resistance from the teaching staff to using the TIC tool?

Less than I expected, yeah no there actually wasn’t, I kind of expected when I started
on this to be a lot of resistance, I found apathy was more a problem than resistance. So
you know yeah I did kind of expect people to be like you know what do you think you
are doing, telling us like what we should be doing how to teach so, but there wasn’t I
mean I didn’t get that at all, I think there was one like yeah during the pilot there was
one person who was kind of resistant, but that was it, but yeah you are more likely just
to get kind of you know when you go into meet with people you say, have you looked
at this and they just say, I was busy, I haven’t looked at it. So that’s much more, I
think yeah that’s so apathy for me is even the right word, just people being busy and
you know even when you kind of talk to people, they say yeah they just don’t have
enough time, we never have time.
Q

That’s interesting there, so it wasn’t so much of resistance the idea exactly

was just in addition to their workload?
Yeah that’s it, yeah exactly, because I did, I expected resistance from them.
Q

So would you say then generally people would, they were in favor of being

having a more inclusive course?
Yeah you know when you kind of explained to people you know what the idea behind
the tool was and you kind of just think inclusivity yeah people, yeah they were positive
towards they were like that’s a good idea, you know the general was I supposed there
was a little bit of fear, oh my God, how about are we and I think that was one of the
things when you kind of went through it, people were reassured that’s all the stuff that
they are actually needing that maybe they were just doing under the name of good
practice you know instead of and I think that reassured them and yeah so I think maybe
there is a little bit of fear at the beginning of you know, what am I going to find out
and what should I be doing and what happened I have been doing and then once they
kind of sat down and did it that kind of relief of actually no one kind of on the right
track here, you know it was only a few tweaks or you know there is few things and I
love you know lot of the kind of suggestions under two of our things that are easy
enough to implement so that was, I think people find that reassuring as well.
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Q

That’s great, because when I know for myself from something and I am

guessing it, sometimes there can be a little more than apathy you know that’s
great, that’s such a positive acceptance from the staff, anyway?
Yeah, I mean I suppose one thing is you know often when you go and you are looking
for volunteers and so on and I suppose you are going to get people like you know, yeah
so I mean I haven’t really, I haven’t found negativity among staff but I am sure if you
were to really get done and if you were to grab every single staff member you would
probably find that there is a few there that are actively resistant but they are probably
been able to dodge us to date.
Q

Well, I mean that’s it, I mean is there, it’s not a question but I was just

wondering that is there a sense of some of the staff meeting that it was like a
Quality Assurance taking to call I suppose to get more students and make the
students have a better educational experience?
Well, that’s something that we were you know aware of at the beginning to try and
enjoy people they didn’t kind of get that idea about so I mean kind of looking over the
language we are using and we tried to avoid things like, originally we were calling it
an audit tool and changing a tool like self evaluation and you know things like that.
And so I don’t think there was that feeling from, I mean yeah I didn’t really come
across that as I said, that I think the one person who actively resisted it during the pilot
was someone I think she thought it was Quality Assurance, yeah but that was it just
that was one lecture yeah yeah there was, I think there was resistance, originally we
were looking to get it kind of embedded into things like maybe when people are
putting in for new programs and so on that they would have to run their program
through that. We weren’t as successful as we thought as we hoped we would be on
that and I think part of the reason was people were worried about this kind of
administrative overload. And so yeah that I think was thought at the administrative
level. So it wasn’t academics who were, you know who went against their us it was at
the administrative level, so yeah the academics never had a chance to resist.
Q.9

Frequently curriculum evaluation tools take the form of a checklists, why

did you decide to make the TIC tool a website as apposed to a checklist?
I suppose it was partly trying to get it to be autonomous and automatic and useful
following the end of the actual funding cycle. Yeah we kind of figure that, I mean a
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checklist, I suppose there is only if you are kind of going for checklist that would
actually kind of then give you recommendations, it’s probably going to be something
that’s quite, the questions probably going to be quite simplistic. And if you are going
for something that’s kind of you know more open-ended questions you are probably
going to be looking, yeah you probably need some human input into it, as we found
kind of human input is good anyway but yeah I think the original idea was that we
would have something that you know kind of avoid us, the need for that human input
that would be useful anyway. And I suppose also it would have been, you know we
are able to then do other things like the hyperlinks and the videos and so on. And so I
suppose you just get the added functionality having as a website. It also added
maintenance to it as well.
Q.11 Would you say that the TIC tool been more successful as an educational
tool or an evaluation tool?
So by going through it, they are learning about a lot of this stuff and so it’s just
saying, was that one of the goals just maybe not even the evaluation but the
education and awareness of inclusivity was part of it?
Yeah it was actually and particularly I suppose when we, I am not sure if it was there
from the very beginning but it was certainly something that came by during the pilot.
So during the pilot, when we get at the word documents one thing that really kind of
came out was, I had to give the words document kind of the draft of the tool to say
program coordinator and asked them to complete it and then come back to me with
feedback. I suppose there was three different ways that people went by completing it,
one was that they matched up with me and we complete it together and they are asking
me questions and so on as we did it. Second was people did it online so they were able
to kind of kick on the hyperlinks and so on that was included into document. And the
final one was there was some people who printed it off and did it that way and they
had a much more negative experience than the ones that it done either of the first two
ways, I know it was really going to the fact that you know they were been asked
questions and that was it you know they were just answering questions but the others
had hyperlinks to click on and they could ask me questions and they kind of had more
of an educational experience filling it out. So that was something that when we
actually went for stuff online and we decided it was really important to ensure, it
wasn’t educational experience that people kind of felt that, you know the mere
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answering of the questions was going to be something that was useful and informative
and it wasn’t just the case of waiting to see you know what was the evaluation at the
end. So the aim I mean like I would say to people now even if they never looked at the
actual suggestions just simply by completing it, you know they should have learned
about inclusivity and you know I think that’s so yeah that’s a big part of it.
Q

Great, because that’s one of the things I am sort of interested in is like

these tools that I see coming out so frequently it’s the learning that goes on as they
are doing them as opposed to the actual end results you know because they are
creating awareness and some things that people wouldn’t even have thought of
that would affect their students you know and these are things just highlighted
and you go oh it’s actually that’s fairly simple to change, I wouldn’t mind doing
that rather than it’s just got sheet at the end, what’s all this you know student,
you can imagine if there was two lecturers teaching the same course, one did on
hand and the other one the document, I don’t know there would be the same sort
of engagement you know what I mean.
Yeah that’s true, yeah the actual, I think the most valuable part I think is the
completion of visions not the suggestions at the end.
Q.10 Are there any international best practices that the tool is based on?
Well I looked, yeah I looked at some samples from other places, it was running
American ones, I know I looked at some things from Harvard but it was slightly
different just more of curriculum building tool. So I didn’t really use it, yeah I didn’t
take much from that, mainly British and was yeah I looked at websites I think as well,
more than anything else.
Q

And you don’t remember maybe any particular ones or any particular

universities that had a particularly useful tool that you thought was interesting?
When it came to a tool just like that, I don’t think I came across any of that work just
like that. I suppose really teachability was probably the most yeah.
Q

So you came up with the idea yourself then and okay, great. Just in

relation to the design of this curriculum were you using any of the sort of
principles at universal design or how did you, you now have had the evaluation,
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were you, what were your terms to kind of go like this is what inclusivity is, you
know, was it the universal designs for with the front education, was it health and
safety, HSE sort of information or?
Well, no more universal design for education, now when you talk for universal design
there is like universal design for structure, you know there is so many of them but I
think at the end of the day they were all saying the same thing which is slightly
differently, but yeah I think the main things I suppose were looking to ensure that
curriculum was flexible, was clear, that the physical environment was accessible, I
suppose they are the three main things that like bring it back to kind of treat principles.
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APPENDIX C: BRIAIN FOLEY INTERVIEW
Q.1

What prompted the creation of the TIC tool?

Two things, now. The whole idea originated with the call, it was the second round or
was it the first round, of project calls under the SIF program, Strategic Innovation
Fund. I think it might have been the second round and my job in here at that stage was
to co-ordinate all of the ideas under the general heading teaching and learning. And
Declan Trainer, who is the college disability officer, he wasn’t sure about which
heading he would naturally fit under. So we had a range of project submissions, which
went in. The TIC project was one of them and part of the condition of it coming in, and
Declan recognized this, that it was to be something that covered some of the activities
of the disability office, but which more properly resided under the heading of teaching
and learning for all, as it were. And what happened then was the outcome of the
proposals came through and there was a plan for allocating a certain amount of money
under the heading teaching and learning. Declan was quick off the mark and got
Michelle recruited and set up before they cut the budget. Because they cut the SIF
budget within weeks or announcing the results. So Declan was in there and up and
running with Michelle before that happened, so in other words this place couldn’t row
back on it.
Q.2

What was your involvement in the creation of the TIC tool?

The tool or entire the project?
Interviewer: The entire project.
Well first of all my role was……seeing as it was properly within the general heading
of Teaching and Learning. I was also then…One of the first things Michelle did was
she set up a sort of a project steering group and installed me as the chair of it. That was
one thing. The other thing then is, she sat down with Declan and got his ideas on it and
she sat down with me and got my ideas on it and then she kind of got to work on it
herself on it. So I would say that between the three of us, Declan was always there,
kind of giving the perspective of the students with disability. But also to he gave a
broader perspective on it, it wasn’t always just disability. I was there….first of all I had
this kind of…..I was at the time, director for the center for academic practice and
student learning. So I was that perspective. Also to I had a lot of experience with, in
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the faculty here with learning outcomes, all that kind of stuff. Because of the
accreditation of engineering programs in 2005-2006, that switch to a learning
outcomes approach. So I was pretty much kind of expert on that kind of approach. At
the same time too, the college here was kind of moving towards a learning outcomes
based approach. Another thing was that because I had been involved in the whole
project of getting engineering over to learning outcomes, it might have been felt that I
had kind of some political abilities, to make things happen. I was a person that had no
pedagogic formal training, but I was install as director of CAPSULE. Principally
because I kind of knew people here, I knew people there and so on. I knew what was
happening in places and I could put the relevant people in contact with one and other.
So from that point of view I was quite useful to Michelle. In kind of helping her set up
the structures that would get the project technically on the road as it were.
Interviewer: Michelle sent me on your review of your Analogue Electronics
program.
Oh yeah that she did…I’m just a regular lecturer in electronics. So we used that
program as on of the kind of test vehicles for her ideas and so on.
Q.3

Frequently curriculum evaluation tools take the form of a checklists, why

was it decide to make the TIC tool a website as apposed to a checklist?
Nowadays it’s the best way to allow academics to engage with something on their own
terms. You know when it’s convenient for them. And this is something that we have
kind of learnt even from the learning outcomes project. That it is difficult to get who
you want into the one place, at the one time. And even things like guidelines are things
that meet resistance. So having stuff up there on the web, it just seemed like the most
natural way to go in terms of making it as easy and as convenient as possible for
academics to work with.
Q.4

Were their particular challenges to creating a review of an Engineering
discipline?

Yes, of course there were. I mean one of the things and that was one of the things, it
wasn’t just exclusive to Michelle, but one of the things that I had successfully done is,
I’d brought some of the teaching and learning developers into engineering tutors, to let
them know, this is what actually happens in here. And this was an eye opener to them,
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cause a lot of them, again are also people coming from Arts Humanities backgrounds.
And you know they’d never seen an engineering laboratory, never really experienced
what happened. The particular module that we focused on was a second year module.
Now the second year course in electronics is taken by the whole cohort of engineering
students, all 170 of them. So this is logistically big and the educational developers…..it
was a new experience for them to see what its actually like dealing with a crowd of
engineering students. So we thought it would be useful. And also to because I knew
that, within that group of 160-170, she would get a representative sample of people.
All kinds of challenges.
Interviewer: Was any area of analogue electronics that it was just difficult to
apply her theories or model to?
I wouldn’t kind of put it like that. The way I would kind of put it was that, she did the
analysis, she actually did it kind of twice over.
Some of the things that she queried just mightn’t have been, kind of…. well I won’t
say relevant. But there were fierce complication with…. like for example access.
Access was…is potentially a major logistical thing in here. Now the reason for that, is
that the particular tutorial sessions were in a building on the other side of that square
called the museum building, lovely building and there up in the very top in a room
called the drawing office, which is not accessible. There is no lift and there isn’t a hope
of getting a lift because the building is listed inside and outside. So it’s not going to
work. And previously I have of course had…. I was previously faculty dean and there
was always a potential problem there. You know sometime you know student would
go off for a week skiing or something like this and come back with a broken leg. And
I’d get misses Smith on the phone complaining that her daughter on crutches had to go
up the stairs and I’d have to just explain the situation, that there was nothing I could do
about it. Now we did have a contingency plan. If a student appeared at the end of
September or early October in a wheelchair, we did have a contingency plan. But the
contingency plan was really major in terms of timetabling. It did mean that students
would have to have all of their activities in accessible buildings and it would have
impinged upon other faculties as well. That just never occurred, but potentially that
could occur any year and as I said it would be logistically difficult.
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Q.5

Have many of the teaching staff in the school of Engineering used the TIC

tool since its launch?
You’d have to ask Michelle that. I honestly don’t know. A few others down in
computer science have, I know that. I just don’t know actually.
i)
ii)

Have they provided you with feedback on its usefulness?

Are lecturers incentivized to evaluate their modules using the TIC tool?

No, there aren’t. You’ll have seen I think the paper Michelle and I wrote. And I mean
the politics of it haven’t changed. It has been a struggle to have the project
properly…… Well first of all to even have it recognized in the system, has been a
challenge. Much less to have it embedded and it hasn’t been formally embedded. In
many instances it is recommended but not, it’s not mandatory.
Q.6

Has the TIC tool been used on each of your modules across your school?

No is the answer.
Positive
i)

How successful has it been in making your modules more

inclusive?
Negative
Why has it not been used across your school, since it was involve in the pilot
study?
Well it was used in the pilot study, really as a matter of convenience because I was
involved with Michelle. I’d not problem with putting forward a module as a test
vehicle. So it’s not as if I went formally to the school and said I’m doing this, I didn’t.
So I think the circumstances particular to the school of engineering would be the same
as particular to the college as a whole.
Q.7

How has the TIC tool changed since your participation in the pilot?

Q.8

The overall use of the TIC tool has been lower then expected. Why do you

think this is?
I think that…OK I’ll say a couple of things. The first is that very often for anything
associated with disability there certainly is an attitude still that, you know people throw
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up their eyes to heaven. Here’s another burden on us that we have to deal with. So
there is always that built in inertia.
Secondly the experience of those that actually use the tool is just 180 degrees different
from that of ….. Anybody that has had a look at it will readily acknowledge, you
know, that there is nothing special about this. This is stuff that we should be doing
already. In fact fairly often this is something that we are doing already and can see that
it’s not just for students with disabilities. It’s not kind of just something extra. So there
still is this big cultural difficulty about engaging with anybody, when they have this
kind of preconceived idea that this is an extra inconvenience. The attitude of many
people I think is to…it’s a bit like the access in the museum building I think, we’ll
cross that bridge when we come to it. Rather than trying to anticipate things. One of
the reasons for that is that academics are under a fair amount of pressure anyway. And
when they can’t see the immediate benefit of something they are certainly slow to
engage.
Q.9

Would you say that the TIC tool been more successful as an educational

tool or an evaluation tool?
Yes I would. Simply because, and indeed it was my own experience and I’d have a bit
of experience in these things. There were still things in there that just hadn’t occurred
to me and I thought it was interesting at least to be confronted with these things.
Q.10 Has the use of the TIC tool improved your programmes for all users?
Yes. I think this was something that evolved a lot with the project that as we got more
and more involved in building the TIC tool and evaluating it, our perspective changed.
From being primarily focused on groups like students with disabilities, from
disadvantaged backgrounds, international students, we shifted from that to the position
of, you know, this is really for all students. I think I could genuinely say that, that
would be the one thing that I would have got out of it. So when I look at how I handle
other teaching duties my interaction of the TIC tool would have certainly rubbed off on
those others. And I would think that, that also would be the response of other
academics that were involved in it.
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Q.12 What have been the benefits of the TIC tool?
For me the benefits are a much shaper awareness of the diversity I would have in that
group. And just making sure in a most unobtrusive way, that when I’m talking to them
I’m talking to all of them. That their (lecturers) kind of all on board in terms of
materials.
Q.11 How could the TIC tool be improved upon?
My one criticism of it would be…..if it could be simplified down. Rather then having
one big wide plateau as it were. I would kind of prefer a design, which has a short
much more easily manageable, call it a top level and that can open out to other
particular areas. Rather then tackling it all in one go. I’m coming around to the view
that when I look at the way student evaluations in the college here…Again I’ve been
involved in the process of switching from paper based over to web based. And the
participation rate drops, significantly. So you’ve kind of got to counteract that as it
were by making it smaller more focused….whatever. And I think it would be the
same…if I were redesigning it I’d be much more carful about how I piece the parts
together.
Interviewer: It does take quite a long time as a lecturer to go through the process
maybe about an hour and twenty minutes.
Yes it does, yes.
Discussion
Interviewer: What I’m investigating is, are things like this useful for educating
staff rather then an evaluation tool.
Yeah and that’s the way I would go as well. In fact we had major problems in and
around the word evaluation. For the first couple of years, Michelle kept calling it an
evaluation tool. And I knew that academics don’t like that, that word. Declan was kind
of quite firmly behind it. Yeah its trick stuff, but I do firmly believe that one of its
main benefits, as you point out, is as an educational tool. And sometimes they don’t
even know it, but actually just going through it….and I must say it was partly my own
experience to. Was, god that one way of looking at it.
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APPENDIX

D:

DISABILITY

OFFCIERS

INTERVIEW

QUESTIONS
Engagement with Communication of Accommodations
1. What are your expatiations of a lecturer who has received notice from the
disability service about a student who has need for an accommodations?
2. Do lecturers meet your expectations?
3. How do you inform lecturers of the needs of the students registered with the
disability service?
4. Do you notify lecturers of your expectations?
Positive
a.

Do you think lecturers know how to implement accommodations that
you have suggested to them?
Negative

b. Why do you have these expectations?
5. Do you have any suggestions on how to get lecturer engagement with the
accommodation notification process?
6. Do students provided you with feedback on the success of the accommodations
they have received from the teaching staff?
a. If resources were not a concern do you think that student feedback on
the success of accommodations should be given to lecturers?
b. Do you think this would be useful?
Training
7. How successful is your teaching staff training program?
Positive
a.

Why is it successful?

b.

How do you measure the success?
Negative
1.

Why do you not collect any data?

2.

Why don’t you measure feedback?

Negative
c. Why is it not successful?
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d.

How do you measure the success?
Negative
1.

Why do you not collect any data?

2. Why don’t you measure feedback?
8. Do you have any suggestions on how your teaching staff training program
could be improved upon?
9. Are your training session well attended?
Negative
i.

Does this undermine your expectations and assumptions about
lecturers knowledge?

ii.

Why do you think that teaching staff don’t engage with the
training?

Positive
b.

This is surprising considering our anecdotal evidence. What is
distinctive about this institution?

c.

Do the same lecturers frequently attend the training?

d.

Are they transferring information to other lecturers?
i.

How do you know that this is the case?

10. Do you have any suggestions on how attendance at staff training session could
be improved upon?
11. Portions of lecturers aren’t engaging with the training provided by the
disability service. Why do you think this is?
a. Could it be to do with:
i. Resources (lecturers time)
ii. Online resources (difficult to use/find/select, appropriateness)
iii. Apathy (Ignoring the problem)
iv. Timing training + communication
12. Do you think lecturers know how to implement the training they have
received?
13. Do you think lecturers have the time to implement the training they have
received?
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Engagement with Training
14. How are lecturers informed about available training?
15. Are there any constraints you work within when scheduling training?
(time/money/rooms etc.)
16. Do you think there is a mismatch between the timing of training and the
announcements of accommodations?
a. Do you think a better alignment of notification and training would help?
17. Do you think cross institutional training would be useful? This might include a
coordinated training sessions.
a. What would be the challenges in running cross institutional training?
Resources
18. Are you aware of resources such as templates, guidelines or the TIC tool?
a. Do online resources form part of the training strategy?
19. Do you recommend them to lecturers?
Positive
a. Which ones?
Negative
b. Why not?
20. Do lecturers ever provide you with feedback on the quality of resources?
21. From talking to several online resources creators, very few lecturers are using
their resources. Why do you think this is?
a. How could they be improved?
22. Do you recommend resources, online or otherwise to teaching staff, when you
are notifying them of a student’s accommodation?
23. Do you recommend different training resources depending on different
accommodations that have been granted?
Open Questions
24. What is the biggest issue that you face?
a. Why is this?
b. If resources were not an issue how do you think it could addressed?
25. Do you think there is problem with the communication between the students,
lecturers, disability officers and online resources developers?
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a. Why is this?
b. How do you think it could be improved upon, if resources were not an
issue?
c. Recognising the lack of resources in the area, do you think that there
needs to be more feedback in this process between the stakeholders?
26. If you encountered an issue that you had not encountered before whom would
you contact for information?
a. Do you ever discuss issues with other disability officers from other
institutes?
b. Do you ever contact AHEAD for information?
c. Is there any other forum for you to get information and training?
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APPENDIX E: LECTURER INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Engagement with Communication of Accommodations
1. How are you informed about the needs of a student that has registered with the
disability service?
2. Do you know what action to take as a result of receiving this information?
i) How do you know what to do with this information?
3. Have you ever contacted the disability service to clarify the information they
have provided you with?
4. Have you ever sought advice from the disability service to find online
resources?
5. Do you have any suggestion on how the process of communication could be
improved upon?
6. Do students provide you with feedback on how successfully you have
accommodated them?
i) Do the disability office provide you with feedback?
ii) Do you think this would this be useful?
Training
8. How do you get information on how to implement accommodations?
9. Have you ever attended a disability office staff training event?
a. Positive
i. What prompted you to attend the staff training event?
ii. How many training session a year would you attend?
1. Do you only attend session on particular topics that are
of interest to you?
iii. How useful are the training events?
iv. How could the training program in your institute be improved
upon?
b. Negative
i. Why not?
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1. Time conflict/ too busy
2. Irrelevant topic
3. Conducted own research
4. Have never had an issue with providing support for
students
5. Other?
10. What would encourage you to attend more of the training session?
11. Is there any link between the notification of a students accommodations and the
training that is currently offered to you?
12. How do you know if you have successfully implemented an accommodation?
Engagement with Training
13. How are you notified that staff training is taking place?
a. Is there a better way to inform you of upcoming training session?
14. Have you ever sought out training on a particular issue from the disability
service?
15. Have you ever not been able to attend the training because of time constraints?
16. Would you consider attending a training session in another institute if one were
not available in your institute?
Resources
17. Are you aware of online resources such as templates, guidelines or the TIC
tool?
a. Positive
b. How did you hear about these resources?
c. Of the online resources that you have utilized which ones would you
rate highly and which ones would you not rate very highly?
i. Is there anything in common between the better resources?
d. How useful have you found the recommended resources?
18. Has the disability office ever informed you about available online resources?
a. Positive
b. Which ones?
c. Have you ever been asked by the disability officer to provide feedback
on how useful the recommended resources were?
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d. When the disability office is informing you of the needs of a student,
have they ever sent you on appropriate online training resources?
e. Negative
f. Do you think it would be useful to be informed about the available
online resources?
19. Have you any suggestion on how the online resources could be improved
upon?
Open Questions
20. As a lecturer what is the greatest difficulty you have accommodating a student
with additional needs?
21. Do you think there is problem with the communication between the students,
lecturers, disability officers and online resources developers?
a. Why is this?
b. How do you think it could be improved upon, if resources were not an
issue?
c. Recognising the lack of resources in the area, do you think that there
needs to be more feedback in this process between the stakeholders?
22. If you encounter an issue when dealing with a student with an accommodation
that you have never encountered before, what is your first point of contact?
a. Another lecturer
b. The disability service
c. The internet
d. Head of Department
e. Other
23. Is there a lecturer in your school who would be an advocate/ champion of
disability issues?
24. Are there incentives in your institute to encourage lecturers to attend training
on accommodation for students? (career progression)
a. Do you have any suggestions on how this could be done?
25. Here is a list of accommodations. Which ones do you think you should act on?
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a. Extra time in exams
b. A weaver for spelling a grammar
c. Use of a scribe
d. Notes available in accessible electronic format
e. Text presenting in non serif font
f. Use of high contrasting colours in text
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APPENDIX F: TIC TOOL SURVEY
Q1. How did you hear about the TIC tool?
Q.2 What are the advantages of using the TIC tool?
Q.3 What are the disadvantages of using the TIC tool?
Q.4 Anecdotal evidence suggests that the TIC tool is useful both for rising awareness
of the range of issues students face as well as evaluating modules and programmes.
Did your use of the TIC tool have a greater impact on
Q.5 What motivated you to use the TIC tool?
Q.6 Have you any suggestion on how the online eLearning resources could be
improved upon?
Q.7 As a lecturer what is the greatest difficulty in accommodating a student with
additional needs?
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APPENDIX G: DISABILITY OFFICER INTERVIEWS

1. Disability officer A

Engagement with Communication of Accommodations
1. What are your expatiations of a lecturer who has received notice from the
disability service about a student who has need for an accommodations?
Well it depends what we’re asking them to do.
I mean what we do is we send out something called a Learning Educational Needs
Summary. That’s LENS for short. And we send those out for very high-need
students who needs specific types of support. So for example, if it was a high
hearing-impaired student and they needed a loop system or so and so forth, the
lecturer needs to be aware and that kind of thing and have an interpreter. So that’s a
summary document for us to what their disability is, why they have high needs, all
the functional limitations and that kind of thing, and our expectations on what we –
and we tell them how we’re supporting the student and how we would like the
academic to support the students. And that contains also some web blinks on,
advice for teaching students with a specific disability.
Generally, like we said, we only send those out to very high need students. If you
think that we have nearly a thousand students with a disability, we sent one of those
for all the thousand students to every lecturer. In that way, it would be a wash and
paper. That’s a very small number of students who we would do that for because it
would generally be sensory, physical, medical, mental health, ADHD. It would
have to be a student with dyslexia or dyspraxia that had a very significant level of
need because broadly speaking, about two thirds of our students with dyslexia have
the same kind of level of difficulty and it’s not a level of difficulty that needs an
individual LENS sending out because they’re basically only asking for exam
accommodations.
So we used to do that for every single student but academics were – And these
documents were five or six pages long. So if you think a lecturer got a six-page
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document for 55 students which essentially said the same thing, ten minutes extra
time etc. – We were finding that they just weren’t even reading them
understandably.
So what we do now is we have an Excel spreadsheet, which is a LENS list. It goes
on to SharePoint. The administration and executive officers for each department in
school have access to that document. And I’m sure you know how SharePoint
works. Every time it’s altered an email, we’ll go to that administration person
which will lead them to the fact that a new, another student has gone on the list. So
it’s up to them to remain aware of changes to the list and they are told that it is their
responsibility.
They disseminate this information to the academic staff in their departments or
school. And on that LENS list is the student number, student name, the course
they’re on, the year they’re in, the name of their college tutor, my name or another
disabilities officer’s name depending on whose responsible for them, and the
accommodations they require. So we use a code system. So time, for time is our
extra time. ST for disclosure of dyslexia sticker. GV for group venue. IV for an
individual venue. R for reader. S for scribe. So it’s a very short way when you
think on that LENS that there could be you know 85 students. So there’s that LENS
list. In the very last column in red, it will say LENS and that will alert them to the
fact that for that student, there’s an individual LENS and that’s also a SharePoint so
they will then go away and read that. So that’s somehow efficient and less paper
kind of orientated way of doing things.
2. Do lecturers meet your expectations?
Generally speaking, yes they do. I mean they are good at implementing the exam
accommodations and they’re pretty at meeting all the other requests and
expectations.
Yes. Generally they are accommodating. They do buy into the whole reasonable
accommodation and so on and so forth. And they would normally say “Exactly how
do you want me to support the student?” But over and above that, I suppose the
kind of like expected standard accommodations. We might pretend for example in
the LENS, flexible deadlines are required. So they would say things like “What do
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you mean by flexible?” And I would say “Well, what is flexible to you? I can’t tell
you what flexible is.” You know, and you use the course people understand what,
whether it’s a week or two weeks of what have you. But they are generally very,
very good you know for students having difficulties. They are very willing to –
And I know we’ve done – They’ll come and meet with us personally and we will
engage in a discussion with the student. Let’s say the student is behind with a
number of items at work and is out of the academic year. But they are very flexible
at finding solutions.
Demonstration of SharePoint system.
Interviewer: So that must take a lot of upkeep?
But it doesn’t really. I mean we would have – For example, when we meet the
student, myself and the other disability officer, you know that you have to fill out
that LENS. I mean part of your needs assessment discussion with the student is,
you need to sign a code to practice and you need to decide at this moment who
you’re going to disclose to or what level of disclosure you would prefer. If you
want these accommodations to be put in place, it’s clearly you need to have a
broader level of disclosure. If you just want supports for example, access to text
help photocopying cards, longer borrowing in the library, that’s fine. We can
register you for that. But you have to be aware of the fact that if you opt for exam
accommodations so copies of the lecture and blah, blah, blah, it will require you to
disclose to academic staff.
Interviewer: So there’s a bit of mediation there, it’s not so straightforward as,
they disclose to you and then it goes through to the lecturer. They still have
control over a their privacy.
They have complete control. I mean our attitude is – Who you disclose to is up to
you as long as you are aware of the parameters of what can be reasonably done for
you. It’s the same with professional courses like nursing the health sciences and so
on and so forth. What we do is we try and demystify the disclosure to placement
staff that the students have a lot to fear. So it’s my job to reassure and say, “I think
you’ll find that this is more useful than nondisclosure.”
But yes, they have complete control over who they tell and what they tell.
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3. How do you inform lecturers of the needs of the students registered with the
disability service?

4. Do you notify lecturers of your expectations?
Let me see if I can show you’re our system.
Interviewee is describing a SharePoint document with each students LENS
document.
So it’s for the tutors, school administrator, the ALO… his course, what year he’s in
ADHD. So this is what he’s got. It affects concentration, organization, time
management blah, blah, blah. These symptoms are managed with medication. He
requires exam accommodation and extra time and low distraction venue. He’s been
referred to the Unlinks service. So then they can click on Start and find out what
the Unilink service does.
ADHD.

These are the guidelines on teaching students with

This is what we’re going to give.

Okay? This is where the exam

accommodations where possible, the extra time should be given in-house or in-class
exams, requested adaptations to teaching and learning, allow students to record
lectures, provide lecture notes, do not disclose to other students.
Now students with very complicated physical needs, that would be a longer list on
what – Then what my colleague (remove) is responsible for those students generally
speaking. So here we probably go and meet with somebody called the Academic
Liaison Officer.

As a member of the academic staff who on behalf of the

department or school has agreed to be the link between the department and school
and the disability service. So if students with complex needs definitely would go
and meet with the academic liaison officer and say this is what’s going to be
required and then the ALO might say, “So what exactly do we need to do? Do we
need to buy any special equipment, that kind of thing?” And then the ALO would
report back to his school so everybody is on the same page.
So we make sure we meet the ALOs for all the schools every year just in case they
have any questions and-
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Positive
a.

Do you think lecturers know how to implement accommodations
that you have suggested to them?

Like?
Do you think they’d be able to work away on their own or do they come to you
and ask what do we need to do here?
No. They generally work well on their own.
We haven’t heard of students say, “Oh, my lecturer doesn’t understand XYZ.” But
we have a lot of information on the website and I find – Let me just also see if I can
find this.
Interviewee searches colleges disability website.
Okay, so these would be I suppose the most common students. Notes for examiners
assessment of students in exams who are deaf or have a specific learning difficulty.
So we would ask them to read this anyway whether it’s to do with the exams or
what have you. If you look at here, where is it? The SLD one. It’s a rationale as to
why, but it’s also a description of what kind of difficulties might be seen, why
spelling written expression of handwriting, mathematical number problem
solutions, individuals with ADHD, and how they should look at their work and so
on and so forth.
So there’s a rationale there. There’s all kinds of guides also on the guides on the
web on how to work with these students. So in the Information for Staff section,
there is information on all of these information on all of these definitions,
prevalence, categories, services, accommodations, resources. Now if they need to,
occasionally an academic would ask for more clarification on why would I see that,
what have you. But on SharePoint, this explanation of reasonable accommodations
takes them through the most common ones. Allow additional time to develop
practical skills and it tells them why. Allow them to record lectures, why. Allow
an assistant to attend, why.
So that goes with the LENS. So I think that’s why we probably get just very few
demands for an explanation or what have you because it’s pretty clear and there’s –
The academic staff have been around for a long time now and also we deliver the
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teaching, incoming teaching assistants who are post-grads who lecture in the
schools and what have you. We give them workshop every February and every
October. On teaching diverse student groups. So that next generation of academic
staff also know who we are and have all of this explained to them.
Negative
b. Why do you have these expectations?
5. Do you have any suggestions on how to get lecturer engagement with the
accommodation notification process?
6. Do students provided you with feedback on the success of the accommodations
they have received from the teaching staff?
Yeah. Because we survey them quite a lot to see if there are any…
Interviewee searches for surveys on computer.
Let’s have a look. What does it…? Assistive technology feedback, review with the
first year experience we just did recently. What else? We generally ask them
because we send out these surveys every year and it’s – How did you find these
accommodations and so on and so forth.
I mean we send out surveys and we ask their opinion and they’re generally quite
honest because they’re anonymous but from time to time of course during the year,
students who, not very often but students will either email or an ask an appointment
and say, “I think you said I would be able to-“For example, “I think you said I’d be
able to record lectures but the lecturer said that they weren’t happy for me to do it.
So then what I would do is I would approach the lecturer up and-“We can’t force
them to do because of intellectual copyright. They’re under no onus to do it. But I
will try and contact the lecture and just clarify with the why they may not be happy
to do that. Or so would they have a printed copy of the notes that they would
instead. And then I would ask the student to come in and I would explain to them
face to face because that’s easier to do.
a. If resources were not a concern do you think that student feedback
on the success of accommodations should be given to lecturers?
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Yeah because we did this annual report and annual survey. So for example, this
year we changed it slightly because it was an annual survey of first years registered
with us so it’s the first year experience, and a lot of that was to do with – There
were kind of like certain themed areas, how well do you think that college has
connected you with other students and academic staff. How well do you think
academic staffs have explained their expectations and their requirements? Do you
think colleges welcoming coming in the open and diverse place? That kind of thing.
So we just written a whole report on that and that went to the Dean of Students and
Student Services so they’re very aware of what students say and what students don’t
say and what students don’t say.
b. Do you think this would be useful?

Training
7. How successful is your teaching staff training program?
In the attempts that they’re on understanding, oh very.
Yeah very. Another one, we delivered those to CAPSL, which is the Center for
Academic Practice and Student Learning. So we deliver them to them and they
always ask us to come back twice a year.

I know (remove) who runs that

postgraduate course for TAs. He says it’s one of the sessions that they enjoy the
most because we try to keep it really upbeat and really snappy and very visual. And
then it’s an opportunity to say, “So have you any questions?” And people then
inevitably say well what should we do about – What happens if we have a student
and you suspect them or have dyslexia but they’re just embarrassed to say anything.
So what should we do and that kind of thing. And then we give them a whole load
of resources and a copy of the PowerPoint and what have you. So there’s quite a
good link there. What we’re hoping to do is we did used to do this and then it was
removed from the program. I think it’s done back and delivering the same kind of
thing to incoming academic staff as on the New Staff Program.
Interviewer: So you have two different streams of the present staff and then
the incoming staff in terms of your training?
Its incoming TAs postgrad and then incoming academic.
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Positive
a.

Why is it successful?

b. How do you measure the success?
No. I mean I don’t know. Perhaps CAPSL do. I just go in and deliver.
Negative
1.

Why do you not collect any data?

Not as far as I’m aware. No.
We just had – Well I don’t know whether this is similar. I could probably give you
a copy. What we did was DAWN is the Disability Advisers Working Network.
So it’s all the disability advisers in the colleges and universities and ITs that
network. So what we did is we sent out national surveys to the students, the exams
officers, the disability personnel and all academic staff nationally. So we got 643
replies from academic staff, 1,300 from the students, and 25 from administrators.
So we have just finished in a whole report on that.
So they had a lot to say about exam accommodations so I can certainly send you on
a copy of that.
2.

Why don’t you measure feedback?

Negative
c. Why is it not successful?
d. How do you measure the success?
Negative
1.

Why do you not collect any data?

2. Why don’t you measure feedback?
3.
8. Do you have any suggestions on how your teaching staff training program
could be improved upon?
Oh no. I think we have more than half the capabilities. What we have is we don’t
get I think we would like more – We would like it more from the other side. We
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would like the schools and departments to ask us to do it. We’d be very happy to do
it.
9. Are your training session well attended?
Yeah. I think – How many people are there? There were between 12 and 15 TAs at
any one time. And they are right across each of the faculties. So there’s a very
even spread.
Negative
i.

Does this undermine your expectations and assumptions
about lecturer’s knowledge?

ii.

Why do you think that teaching staff don’t engage with the
training?

Positive
b. This is surprising considering our anecdotal evidence. What is
distinctive about this institution?
I don’t know whether it’s because – It’s part of this thing that CAPSL offers
which is this postgraduate diploma and I can’t remember what they call it now,
this level of teaching or what have you. Maybe it’s becoming more of an
industry standard. Maybe TAs are becoming more aware of the fact that they
actually do need some teaching skills over and above just knowing their
subject.

c.

Do the same lecturers frequently attend the training?

Well the ones that are TAs, no because as they’re coming to college as a new
teaching assistant. So they do their postgrad, third level teaching thing and
that’s it. You probably wouldn’t see them again except that you would see
them again because I see them around and I know now they’ve been absorbed
into the school as a lecturer but I would have known.

I would have

remembered them when they were a TA and they were on that course.
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So not the TA program but the general training programs that you run for
lecturing staff, the more permanent staff, is it the same face? Is it the same
people that tend to show up to these all the time?
Well it wouldn’t be because there’s just one program for new incoming applicants
ofThat’s the only training program you offer?
Well we don’t – not part of it at the moment. It’s offered within Trinity. We used to
be on that program. Hopefully we’ll go back on it but we wouldn’t, take out for a
while. I don’t know why.
So you actually at present don’t run a training program for permanent staff or
staff members that has been here for a while?
No. Only the TAs.
That’s very interesting because from the other institutes and other disability
officers, it seems to be quite common that they run regular training sessions for
the staff because issues arise every year that maybe a lecturer hasn’t dealt
with. Did you used to run one and then you stopped?
They say we would – I think we probably wouldn’t do that because we would be
more likely to give individual advice and information and support to a lecturer
about a particular circumstance than to do a broad spectrum. Today I’m going to
talk to you about dyslexic students.
So I don’t know. Maybe the staff with all the information we have, because we
have an academic liaison officer in every school, perhaps there’s a higher level of
awareness. And lots of our lectures have been here for a very, very long time so
they have quite a good knowledge base actually. And I think a lot of it is also to do
with the tutor system.
Okay. Every single student that comes into (remove) is matched with what’s called
a college tutor, their personal tutor. It might be in their discipline. It might not.
And that tutor looks after them for the whole four years. So if they have any kind
of pastoral or academic problem, they’re the go-to person because they fix things
for them. So those tutors inevitably also have our students who are amongst their
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cohort but because not every academic is a tutor, those tutors tend to be very, very,
very experienced. They know of students registered to us. No, they just understand
because they’ve been doing it for so long. So I think maybe, so they would
generally also be an academic liaison or assistant. The knowledge base is quite
entrenched really.
Interviewer: So you’re saying really a lecturer who isn’t one of these tutors, if
they had an issue, they would approach the tutor directly and ask them, “So I
have a student with dyslexia and we’re struggling. Can you give me some
advice?”
Yeah.
So there’s a network within each school where people are communicating.
That’s right.
And you don’t monitor that at all? It’s just you know it’s going on because
you’re getting student surveys and they’re all positive generally.
Well we monitor it by we ask the school or department, they all have a kind of like
a beginning of year staff meeting or at some point during the year, they will have a
departmental meeting. So we ask if we can go to the departmental meeting and we
just reintroduce ourselves and remind them of the LENS journey and so on and so
forth. And that’s the point in which we would say you know, does anybody have
any questions or something they need to ask us.
Over and above that, I suppose lecturers would probably email you individually and
say, “Hi (remove), I just come to a question about a student, blah, blah, blah, blah,
blah.”
That is an interesting system, which I have not come across so far in my
research. Maybe it’s because your staff are here so long you know and they
have such experience?
Yeah. We also do it conversely, do it the other way. So for example if I had a
student who came to me and they said they’re struggling and they are having
particular difficulties and what have you, then I might also contact the academic and
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say, “Can I come talk to you about X?” I’d take the student with me and they’re
like, “Okay. So this is what you need to understand.” And you knowIt’s interesting. I think when we sent out the – let me just have a look. When we
sent out this… survey, sorry I forgot words then, to academic staff, 19% of them,
the responses were from Trinity. 18% from UCC, 15% from NUIG, 11% from CIT,
10% from LIT, 6% from UCD, 4% from UL. So you can see there, those are the
academic staff that are interested and who are actually aware.
You look at all of these other places, it’s like you ask yourself, are they interested?
It gives you a picture of actually who is interested in this. I would suggest that the
colleges who responded have a very good understanding of disability issues and an
interest in it.
So it’s an interesting kind of corollary between our formal workshops given, but
does that correlate with how much people understand and how much people
actually take on.

When I was at DIT, we used to do a lot of staff training

workshops and we used to go out and do them in a place like Carlow IT. My
experience with that was quite negative. When you asked any question of it, that
you speak quite hostile sometimes.
But my wondering is, is it because the providers of this formal workshop training,
you have to go understand because you don’t seem to know anything.
Whereas I prefer, I like how a more informal approach here where it’s – Well how
about I’m going to talk to you about that and because of the academic liaison thing,
that bridge between us and the academic staff, if they got a member of their own
academic cohort who’s explaining stuff to them, I think there’s less of a – I don’t
know.
Certain institutes might not have the same sort of resources in terms of staff
being able to just go and talk in one-on-one lecturers. Often there are very few
disability officers for a large portion of students.
Well let me put it this way. I’m responsible for about 465 students. It’s just
perfectly doable.
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I believe. And this is from my perspective of having worked in other institutions as
well while being responsible for perhaps not as many students but a reasonably
similar number. You can find the time I believe to say, to arrange with a lecturer
and say I’m just going to pop across to see you to talk to you about XYZ. I think it’s
a question of willingness and commitment and it’s perfectly doable.
So this willingness and commitment, why is it here and nowhere else?
I also think it’s a question of willingness and commitment on the part of staff from
the disability service.
How seriously do people take their job? And I think it’s also a question of
professional training. If you look at disability service personnel across the country,
very few people have any qualification to deal with disability. Okay? And it’s a
very small pool of people that tend to keep moving around between institution and
institution. So it’s not like being another kind of profession where you’re expected
to maintain CPD or what have you.
So I think it’s a question of how committed are you to the cause of broadening
people’s understanding.
You’re approaching it much more like a vocation more than a job.
Correct.
Well I suppose we also try and make the point through various policy’s and so and
so forth that there is a legal requirement on the college because we have a school of
law and we often ask for their legal opinion and so and so forth. It’s very upfront,
this understanding of what we have to do.
d. Are they transferring information to other lecturers?
i.

How do you know that this is the case?

10. Do you have any suggestions on how attendance at staff training session could
be improved upon?
11. Portions of lecturers aren’t engaging with the training provided by the
disability service. Why do you think this is?
From outside of our institution? I feel our academic staff do engage with us.
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They’re very supportive. For example, in up and above, like we would have
academic support for students with disabilities, then you have the student learning
development, which is learning for all students. But outside of that, all of the
schools and departments have their own little pockets of learning like the Computer
Science Department has a Computer Programming Assistance Center. Then the
Math Department has the Math Help Room. Then Languages have their own
learners learning support. So I think they have different ways of doing it but it’s
quite reflective of the fact that there’s a lot of assistance out there.

There’s

recognition.
a. Could it be to do with:
i. Resources (lecturers time)
ii. Online

resources

(difficult

to

use/find/select,

appropriateness)
iii. Apathy (Ignoring the problem)
iv. Timing training + communication
12. Do you think lecturers know how to implement the training they have
received?
13. Do you think lecturers have the time to implement the training they have
received?
Engagement with Training
14. How are lecturers informed about available training?
I suppose we’re interested in encouraging students – This is our philosophy, this
whole student journey thing that we have to enable students. We have to make
them self aware and self determined and self advocates from the very first day
because it’s extremely disabling to give somebody note takers blah, blah, blah and
then they leave college after four years and they actually can’t function in the real
world. So as part of that learner’s journey, it’s also working with the students who
– Right. We have these resources and they are available to you. Now you must
take responsibility for using them. So for example, we have moved away from
one-to-one learning support. We don’t have a full time learning support officer
anymore.
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What we have is. We have skills for study campus, networked across the college.
This is Palgrave McMillan. It’s based on Stella Cotteral study skills books, which
are amazing.

So there are all these units, reading and note-taking, critical

thinking, writing skills. There’s a diagnostic test so on and so forth. But it’s very
accessible because you can equally listen to it at the same time as you are working
with it. If I just switch this off and I can play. And where are you?
Interviewee demonstrates skills for study.
And so these are somebody else’s resource that you put up? You didn’t
develop these?
No. These as Palgrave McMillian.
This is. …. or you can customize it as much as you want so we have put links to
our library and that kind of thing. So they work their way through these units and
you can see who has completed it by students. And if I just return, so this is my
page as an administrator. If I do that… So I can see who logged on. How many
pages? When? All of that kind of thing.
So what we say is roll that to everybody. And it’s very heavily alphabetized. So
then if we didn’t get – And honestly, we had – I think it was the year before with
something like 270 students use learning support. Last year, 19.
Because it’s like here’s your resource. Blah, blah, blah. We did a study with the
School of Nursing and the students who logs on and did all of the pages and
committed to X number of hours got the highest marks in the class. They average
with 80% for their end-of-year mark. So there’s very high correlation between
using this and being very successful in your assignments.
But what happened to the other 250 students?
Because a lot of them were 2nd, 3rd, 4th years who, and I know this goes on in other
institutions, who came to learning support not to learn anything, to have their
work proofread.
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So it might have been called destiny writing help. It might have been called XY
and Z. But essentially, what they were looking for was people to sit down and
read the essay and help them prove it and edit it. That is not learning support and
that is not teaching anybody anything. So we made a decision in the beginning of
last year that we were not going to do that anymore. We were going to push them
towards learning how to write an essay, to use network text help as a proofing and
editing tool. And if anybody did come and the only students that did come were
students that I have had in 4th year, who are used to somebody reading their essay
and it was that safety – It’s absolutely nothing to do with needing to be taught how
to do anything. So we would push them towards – But have you done all the units
in schools for study? You haven’t. Okay.
Off you go. Now, if you’re still having trouble, and here is a text help. I’m going
to remind you again how to use this. There is also Ginger software, which is free
to download. There’s also Natural Reader, which is free to download. Blah, blah,
blah, you can use this at home. You can do this at home at a distance.
Now the 19 students that we did provide proofreading and editing and learning
support too are deaf students, significant ongoing illness, and possibly some
mental health students, and also blind and visually impaired.
So not so much the traditional specific learning difficulty students?
No, I think I had two students with dyslexia whose levels of dyslexia would be
very high and they were first years. Fair enough. So it was like okay, you haven’t
got to grips with this. Well you can sit down with the academic support tutor and
they’ll review where it is you’re having difficulty. I’ll put you back on the right
track.
So where we’re coming from is network as much as possible. Make things
broadly available to as many students as you possibly can. You will always have
a very small pool of high-need students. But in terms of enabling people that
teach them to do this kind of thing from year 1, by the time they graduate, they’ll
be fully confident, fully functioning.
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15. Are there any constraints you work within when scheduling training?
(time/money/rooms etc.)
16. Do you think there is a mismatch between the timing of training and the
announcements of accommodations?
a. Do you think a better alignment of notification and training would
help?
17. Do you think cross institutional training would be useful? This might include a
coordinated training sessions.
a. What would be the challenges in running cross institutional
training?
Resources
18. Are you aware of resources such as templates, guidelines or the TIC tool?
Yeah. Because we’re all kind of have a hand in the developing.
a. Do online resources form part of the training strategy?
No. Not as far as I’m aware of. Now whether CAPSL do it or not, I don’t
know, but not from my perspective.
Because TIC was developed through CAPSL so it’s part of what they do.
Well they are in terms of so – For example, we only rolled out Skills for Study
last year. So in terms of staff training for example, as a pilot, we would
purchased a 1000 licenses. So we gave it to all 1st year disability students and
then as a control group, all 1st year nursing, 200 in sum. All 1st year social
studies, drama and theater, all mature students and all access students. Okay?
So that was about a thousand of them. So in the School of Nursing for
example, we trained all the academic staff in the use of it. We showed them
how to embed it in the course handbook. We taught them how to – Okay, if
you’re getting essays back and they are not the standard you would expect, you
need to push the student towards have you completed the Unit 3, How to Write
an Essay.
So we embedded that kind of training with them. And they were the most
successful cohort because the staff really bought into it.
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Well I mean that sounds like you’re using some sort of online training
resource?
I suppose we are. Yeah.
19. Do you recommend them to lecturers?
Positive
a. Which ones?
Negative
b. Why not?
20. Do lecturers ever provide you with feedback on the quality of resources?
Oh fantastic. Yeah.
21. From talking to several online resources creators, very few lecturers are using
their resources. Why do you think this is?
I don’t know. I honestly don’t know. As you imagine, possibly it’s difficult for
them to find the time to fit in with what they’re doing. I also think as much as we
like to think email is very effective and I don’t think this is just academic stuff. It’s
everybody globally. You ask any student that emails get back to at the end of day.
Do I read them all? Academic stuff? Very probably. I know from all the emails I
get. Do you read them all? You got hundreds. If it doesn’t look like something
which is urgent?
So I don’t think this is a deliberate avoidance.
a. How could they be improved?
I don’t know. It’s so difficult isn’t it? I mean I did think about this kind of
conundrum all the time. How can we – I know where you’re coming from is
more to do with the academic stuff but my perspective and a lot to do with
students. How am I supposed to improve my communication with our students
when they don’t reply to emails or they don’t read them or they were happy. I
can’t text them all. So what are we going to do in the future going forward?
I don’t know. And I would suspect it’s the same with staff.
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22. Do you recommend resources, online or otherwise to teaching staff, when you
are notifying them of a student’s accommodation?
Yeah.
And do staff ever give any feedback on that?
My staff don’t. You see I’m responsible mostly for a specific learning difficulty.
So that would be dyslexia, dyspraxia, ADHD. I might have some randomly other
co – One or two other students but principally not. Now (remove) is responsible for
all the sensory, physical, medical, mental health.

I think he has much more

engagement with academic staff than I do. Possibly you might want to talk to him.
He’s on leave at the moment. You see he would have a different relationship with
academic staff because they would be asking him all the time.
Okay. So we have the student there. They have to use it a scooter. He would go
through all the timetables and say, “Right. This girl has a mobility difficulty. She
uses a scooter, you’ve timetabled her for Italian, which is in the 3rd floor of the
O’Reilly Institute, which doesn’t have a lift.
You’re going to have to retimetable. So he has much more engagement where mine
are an easier cohort that in it will be rare. I think there’s much more global
understanding of the dyslexias now.
So the staff is very familiar with it. I would occasionally get…and the staff is very
good. I would get somebody for example, the head of political science emailed me
and he said, “I just finished marking two scripts written by students and frankly,
they should be using computer.” Or we do a dyslexia screening service so we do
two a week and they are almost always referred on by a college lecturer who will
say I think you need to go and get yourself tested kind of thing. So they’re quite
aware really.
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Do you approach it any differently for a students who’s halfway through the
term and gets recognized with a specific learning difficulty in terms of letting
the lecturer know?
Well they would get a LENS. Well those LENS go out all the time. Students
register all the time. They just go out all the time. Yeah.
23. Do you recommend different training resources depending on different
accommodations that have been granted?
Well on that – On our staff information here, so we have different advice for
different disabilities that we’ve written an explanation of how prevalent it is. You
know some of the good teaching strategies and so on and so forth.
I think some of them. Yeah. They have resources and links at the bottom of the
page.
Yeah. And so for each disability, there are sort of SLD for example, down at the
bottom, there are the resources and links there.
Open Questions
24. What is the biggest issue that you face?
I don’t think we have an issue in dealing with lecturers.
To be perfectly honest.

I mean my experience, they have been nothing but

supportive. Now of course, there will occasionally be an individual who is difficult,
but as broad spectrum as a group. And for example, the School of Nursing and
Midwifery, all the health sciences, they are very supportive of our students even
though they have to take into consideration fitness to practice and all that kind of
thing. Their attitude is to be supportive from the get-go rather than defensive from
the get-go because I think there is an understanding between us of what fitness to
practice means and so on and so forth.
a. Why is this?
b. If resources were not an issue how do you think it could addressed?
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25. Do you think there is problem with the communication between the students,
lecturers, disability officers and online resources developers?
No.
Well I suppose what we’re trying to do is push it forward. In the light as you said,
you got shrinking resources. There is no time anymore. I know numbers just
rocket. We will in September well over a thousand students and there are two
disability officers, no learning support, one AT officer. We have far, far few staff
and colleges with far less students. So it’s an economy of efficiency.
a. Why is this?
b. How do you think it could be improved upon, if resources were not
an issue?
c. Recognising the lack of resources in the area, do you think that
there needs to be more feedback in this process between the
stakeholders?
26. If you encountered an issue that you had not encountered before whom would
you contact for information?
I might approach AHEAD. Would I email another disability officer? Probably not.
We get more inquiries coming our way like I got a problem, can you tell me what to
do. For example, we had an issue with an inquiry about retrospective marking for
some data in the recent diagnosis.
Okay? So I would go to the HEA and the UK because they have a conciliation
service. So they have examples of all of these cases and the outcomes and so on
and the rationale. So I will go and look at that kind of stuff and say, “Oh there’s no
precedent for that. Okay.” So I develop – if it’s very complex, we might ask for a
legal opinion from the college, the legal department. So I suppose if we were
looking for advice as to what to do, we will go for the most formal and official
opinion or advice that we could possibly get ahead of whoever. Yeah.
a. Do you ever discuss issues with other disability officers from other
institutes?
b. Do you ever contact AHEAD for information?
c. Is there any other forum for you to get information and training?
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The NADP, the National Association of Disability Practitioners. That’s a UK
and US forum. You see there is no really Irish forum apart from DAWN.
Discussion
One the 27th of June, we redeveloped our service in the beginning of the academic
year. So instead of being this wholly reactive you know, students fall off the
roundabout and you pick them up and you put a stick and plaster on then you put
them back on again, that things had to be more proactive with different strategies.
So we have developed something called the Student Journey. So we should engage
with and help students before they come into college whether they intend to come to
(remove) or not. Support them during their college career but also support them to
transition into employments or further study rather than just saying, “Great, you got
your degree. Off you go.”
So in terms of – So we have a number of projects. I’m responsible for pre-entry and
admissions. So I have a number of commitments and research projects to do, one of
which are workshops for leaving such students that run throughout the year, a
transition planning so that kind of thing. So on the 27th of June, we have invited
academic staff, the chief operating officer, the HEA, so on and so forth. They’re
coming on the 27th of June for us to explain the student journey and the different
strategies we have and the projects and initiatives.
And that’s with the hope that it will be taken up by other institutes and maybe
the HEA?
With the HEA liking. Because it fits with the model of you know, the amount of
money available.
Because they’re not looking at just third level. Their looking at the whole way
all the way through.
Totally, yeah.
But that’s an opportunity for academic staff to go, “Oh, that’s what they’re about.”
So we took those models to the HEA and the UK.
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And we presented them. So they’ve got into the compendium of effective practice
so which is for academic staff. So it’s all kind of – it’s not a question of why we’re
just doing this or not, the institution in our little institution.
Okay. Yeah well that’s it. You got to punch it out there and just get other
people to buy in and start working with it in order to be somewhat effective
you know.
I mean I set up ALSON which is the Academic and Learning Support Officers
Network. So it’s an email list to try and galvanize some kind of whatever between
learning support people and higher Ed.
Yeah. It’s such a varying success really you know. And it’s fascinating to see
that you just gone – Well, you’ve no longer have the learning support tutors
here because that seems to be core to most of the strategy not just within the
Dublin area within the Ireland but you know, right? There’s student the
learning support officer manages a certain portion of students.

So very

interesting.
But you see, I would say that is handholding.
And it’s very refreshing to hear that as well because sometimes you hear
lecturers as well. You think the disability officer are holding the hands of
students a little bit and that causes a bit of a tension.
Well when we surveyed the first few students, most of them said what they really,
really liked was the fact that the can-do attitude that they’re being pushed to believe
that they can do it rather than being told you can’t wait can you. So what can we do
to help you?
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2. Disability officer B
Engagement with Communication of Accommodations
1. What are your expatiations of a lecturer who has received notice from the
disability service about a student who has need for an accommodation?
Yeah what my expectation would be is that, lets say it is sent to a head of school.
My expectation is that the head of school has then passed it on to relevant staff
members and academic tutors. So for example, let’s say it was a spelling and
grammar waiver and that’s not indicated on the student’s paper so they need to have
a record of that that Joe Bloggs needs a spelling and grammar waiver for that
particular exam. Now the other exam accommodations are fairly like extra time, it
will happen, pretty automatically, but I suppose it’s that reliance on the head of
school or the head of course that they have disseminate it.
2. Do lecturers meet your expectations?
Yeah I would say for the most part yeah, there would be a very good relationship
between the disability services and in particular heads of school and heads of
department and on course program chairs. So it would have been built up from over
many, many years. So they would have a very good understanding, plus we would
have particular staff representatives in particular colleges who act as sort of like a
disability support person for us so they --.
Q: And would they be teaching staff?
A: Yeah teaching staff exactly, yeah
3. How do you inform the lecturers of the needs of the students registered with
the disability service?
So they are sent to memo. So once we register a student, our head office sends a
memo over to the particular school that that student is in, explaining the disability
the student has and then the exam accommodation that the student needs to have.
4. Do you notify lecturers of your expectations?
I suppose what we have, there is a couple of things that we have, on our website, we
have got a support documents for lecturers on working with students with
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disabilities. And it’s divided then into, there is different documents that that are
there as a support for them, for example if they are working with students who had
dyslexia or dyspraxia or whatever the disability is there are sort of issues that they
should be aware of and that they should take into consideration. And then with
their learning and teaching unit we provide training for staff on working with
students with disabilities.
Positive
a. Do you think lecturers know how to implement accommodations
that you have suggested to them?
I think some will be better than others and I think some will have, if you look let’s
say in particular, I know you are talking about SpLDs if you look at a lot of the
recommendations for working with students with specific learning difficulties one
could argue that it’s best practice in learning and teaching so I would say a lot of
staff would do it anyway. So that it is done and then others won’t be so strong or
maybe will think it’s a bigger job than it actually is in reality, in reality just even
small things can make a huge difference to students.
Negative
b. Why do you have these expectations?
5. Do you have any suggestions on how to get lecturer engagement with the
accommodation notification process?
1. I think if it’s shown to them it’s not as a big a lot of work for them like it’s not
going to result in a huge increase in their workload, I think that and that you are
here to support them and if there is any support that you can give them they are only
too delighted that learning and teaching unit here is there to support them and I
think once they realize it’s not as big a deal as what they might think it be I think it
could certainly help matters.
6. Do students provided you with feedback on the success of the accommodations
they have received from the teaching staff?
No, I would have to be honest with you, do they generally speaking, I would say
not. I mean the only accommodations that we would really hear back, well sorry,
maybe that’s unfair, I suppose some teachers they say are very good at giving notes,
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essay in advance some of them will speak slower, some a little take into account
leave notes up on the board in general. And so, but we don’t have a formal
feedback mechanism on that, it would be more through your one-to-one with the
students as to if they have had a difficulty with a lecture and then they have
addressed it with them and how the improvements are go on.
a) If resources were not a concern do you think that student feedback
on the success of accommodations should be given to lecturers?
If there is a difficulty with a lecturer I would be in touch with those students
and the lecturer about how things could be improved. If things are going it’s
not something that we have a formal procedure in feeding back to lecturers.
And how much a lecturer is taking into consideration on what they can do in
the classroom, we wouldn’t really monitor hugely.
i)

Do you think this would be useful?

Training
7. How successful is your teaching staff training program?
It depends on who opts to attend it. You know and so you could have very, very,
the last one we did we had a very, varying attendance from the library staff to, there
was only one or two lecturers at it, sometimes you might get a school that would
call you in which turns out to be more successful, because you actually get into a
school and you are getting a higher level of attendance, but the ones we run let’s say
at an overall level to our learning and teaching unit, attendance can be hit or miss.
Positive
i) Why is it successful?
ii) How do you measure the success?
Negative
i) Why do you not collect any data?
ii) Why don’t you measure feedback?
Negative
i)Why is it not successful?
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I would say the timing of it, I would say the level of importance that a staff member
puts to it, the level of their busyness and being able to attend a session, the level of
how much work they believe are perceived that it will add to their busy workload as
it is.
ii) Do you measure the success of your training program at the
moment?
The only, we don’t do a follow on, all we do is let’s say at the end of the training
course, we could have an evaluation form but we don’t follow up with people who
have attended and whether it’s, whether it’s effected their learning and teaching
strategy or anything like that.
Negative
i) Why do you not collect any data?
ii)Why don’t you measure feedback?
8. Do you have any suggestions on how your teaching staff training program
could be improved upon?
I would feel that if we ran it more regularly, so we ran it a number of times over the
course of the year, because we only, at the moment, we only do it once a year, I
think if it could be rolled out on a school-by-school basis as opposed to so in
collaboration with head of school that we could monitor staff of that particular
school, I think would make a very big difference.
Q: Just to sort of clarify something, you only rolled it for a single period is that
just an intense week?
A: It’s a one presentation, just a one, it could be less than a 3 hour seminar or a 2
hour seminar on, it could be dyslexia awareness training or it could be you know.
9. Are your training session well attended?
One could argue in the ground scheme of how many staff there are, I would say no,
no, it could be better attended.
Negative
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i) Does this undermine your expectations and assumptions about
lecturer’s knowledge?
No because I can understand why they don’t attend, you know.
Q: Okay but you have some sort of assumption, expectations but if they are
not attending the training, does this undermine what you think they know, do
you think?
A: I think it’s a gap in their knowledge I do think it’s a gap in their knowledge and
I think many lecturing staff unless if they have had a possibly a family member or a
very close friend who has had a particular disability that their knowledge could be
lacking. So I suppose it’s that lack of knowledge.
ii) Why do you think that teaching staff don’t engage with the training?
I think it’s time, I think it’s wrong, I think it could be a question of the wrong time
of the year that it’s scheduled, very busy workload as it is, you know.
Positive
i) This is surprising considering our anecdotal evidence. What is
distinctive about this institution?
ii) Do the same lecturers frequently attend the training?
iii) Are they transferring information to other lecturers?
i) How do you know that this is the case?
10. Do you have any suggestions on how attendance at staff training session could
be improved upon?
Better timing I think have it’s locally based that not having to, our learning and
teaching and it will be over in mount st, so it’s just an added a hurdle to get to
mount st, so having it locally based school based you know very major tailored
towards that particular cohort.
11. Portions of lecturers aren’t engaging with the training provided by the
disability service. Why do you think this is?
i)

Could it be to do with:
i)

Resources (lecturers time)
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ii)

Online

resources

(difficult

to

use/find/select,

appropriateness)
iii)

Apathy (Ignoring the problem)

iv)

Timing training + communication

Yeah I think it could be a combination of quite a number of what you have said
there, I think the timing, apathy, I am not so sure about the apathy because I think if
people you know if you were ask somebody would you be interested in this, I think
a lot of them would say yes that it is something that they would like to be able to
know more about. So I think there would be a lot of support but it’s that time you
know and full lecturing load.
12. Do you think lecturers know how to implement the training they have
received?
Yeah I think there is support there, I think with the training that we have, we gave
resources, we have it backed up with the resources that are on line as to the small
ways in which it can go a long way into supporting students in the classroom and it
can make a very big difference for students. So we put a lot of effort into the
training that we do with the resources that we give to staff. So there would be good
support.
13. Do you think lecturers have the time to implement the training they have
received?
I would say tough, I would say that is tough, but I think we would stress that small
amount can go a long way and that it’s not to make it that their job become much,
much harder but small things can make a big difference.
Engagement with Training
14. How are lecturers informed about available training at the moment?
At the moment what happens is we have a learning and teaching unit, our staff
training unit and they email all staff and so they will have a list of what’s on that
particular season or months. And it’s available under the staff training development
website, so it would be available on that so somebody would just look through a
particular month, it will be up there to see what’s on.
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15. Are there any constraints you work within when scheduling training?
(time/money/rooms etc.)
I suppose from our point of view it’s you are looking at you know what are very
busy times of the year for us as well so in order that you can prepare it and design it
and deliver it, your own resourcing difficulties can effect it, but then I suppose what
you are trying to do as well is find a time that is going to best suit the people that
you want to have attend it.
16. Do you think there is a mismatch between the timing of training and the
announcements of accommodations?
I see what you are saying so that they being informed about a particular student and
then the timing of the training yes. Yes, I would say there is a mismatch, because
they are informed in September, October that time, but the training may not be until
it could be in the you know November, December time so there could be a
mismatch as to when it. Sorry just when you on the beginning of this interview
when you were talking about accommodations I was just treating it strictly as an
exam accommodation.
Q: That’s fine, that’s fine, yeah.
A: Sorry about that.
Q: Sorry maybe, it’s all accommodations and really what I am looking at it is
like you know and a lot and I don’t want to prejudice anymore in this
interview, there is only a couple of questions left, but really it’s a lot of what
you are saying. So just wanted to make sure that it’s not just within one
institute, I am just clarifying around a few institutes so.
A: Yes, yeah.
Q: Please don’t feel like, like I think disability services do an amazing job, I
just want to make more lecturers engage with them, that’s why I am talking
about this.
A: Yeah, but I just wanted to --. When you asked those original questions, I was
thinking exam accommodations as opposed to teaching as well you know --.
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Q: Okay well no, no I mean its sort of you deal more with the exam stuff, well
that’s fine.
A: Oh no, no but the teaching is because now I am talking all about the teaching
accommodations and all of that, but I just didn’t want to have left out information
for you, you know what I mean.
Q: Okay, no I think it should be fine.
A: That’s okay, yeah.
i. Do you think a better alignment of notification and training would
help?
I do, the slight complication is it happens at the very start of term, which is just mad
for everybody.
17. Do you think cross institutional training would be useful? This might
include a coordinated training sessions.
So to maybe to get some clarification there, so yes it’s very busy time for everybody
but if there was one institute running a session once a week, during the sort of
busier time of the period than more lecturers could get access when it was closer to
when the accommodations were in --?
Yeah I mean if that was possibly, you know that would be great.
i. What would be the challenges in running cross institutional
training?
We have six campuses here and that is a huge difficulty and you are trying to get
rooms at what again is a very busy time of the year. And room, space allocation at
(remove) is very challenging and if you are running at across six sites, once a week
potentially you are talking about a huge number of presentations and the resourcing
of that would be a challenge.
Resources
18. Are you aware of resources such as templates, guidelines or the TIC tool?
Not aware of TIC tool.
i. Do online resources form part of the training strategy?
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Yeah we do have resources online in our website for academic members of staff.
We have a booklet, which we would give out to people who are for educational
support workers for people who would be like academic tutors. For people who
work with students on a one-to-one basis and that’s the DAWN booklet.
Yeah so we have that as well that we give to staff, so I suppose what we have been
trying to do is and we would have resources I suppose ourselves and our PCs that
we would give to staff members too.
19. Do you recommend them to lecturers?
We would recommend these resources to the lecturers yeah.
Positive
i. Which ones?
I suppose we would have a whole pile of them like, I have got, let’s say each
disability I would have folders and folders or resources and according to which one
is most relevant to them I would pass on.
Q: So maybe not so much just that you would say a document that you are
sending, but is there any sort of online resource maybe a training website or
something like that, would you ever send that on to a lecturer?
A: No the main ones we would do is like we would, let’s say for example, for
dyslexia you would, we would have access to Dyslexia Association of Ireland
website and I am not sure that it would necessarily be such and such as training but
it would be again there is a DAWN handbook on working with people you know
working with in the classroom with people with different disabilities so we we’d be,
I suppose we would be encouraging them to look at that as well.
Negative
i)

Why not?
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20. Do lecturers ever provide you with feedback on the quality of the
resources that you recommend to them?
I am sure they must do sent to others, I can’t, it doesn’t stick out in my head, but I
find once you have given them let’s say I have sent a doc, again it’s just about
documents, people would generally comeback and say they thought that was very
useful, very helpful for me so feedback is good about the resources that we pass on.
21. From talking to several online resources creators, very few lecturers are
using their resources. Why do you think this is?
I would say time to use it, I would say would be one of the biggest ones. A
possibility as well that they don’t realize how much time it would take and possibly
that it would take less time than they envisage.
i. How could they be improved to get more people to use the training,
online training resources?
I think for people understanding that it won’t take a huge amount of time, that it is
manageable and that it will help their overall learning and teaching themselves and
not only just help students with disabilities but also all students within their
classroom.
22. Do you recommend resources, online or otherwise to teaching staff, when
you are notifying them of a student’s accommodation?
At that stage we literary tell the students disability and the exam accommodations
that they are entitled to and then that’s it.
23. Do you recommend different training resources depending on different
accommodations that have been granted?
Now as in --.
Q: If a student had a specific learning difficulty or say a student that was blind
and they had different types of accommodations, would you send them
different sorts of materials based on that, the lecturers?
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A: We don’t when they register with us we literary just state very you know literary
– require an extra room you know a spelling and grammar waiver or whatever it be
we don’t give them any other information.
Open Questions
24. What is the biggest issue that you face working in this disability service?
The biggest I would say for us is the number of students that we have your
workload becomes so huge, time becomes so precious and that I feel sometimes if I
take the (remove) the time that we have had to develop good, let’s say you take
good resources for lecturing staff that is going to support them it’s the time
available to put that together the same it’s resources for students the time required
to put that together you get swallowed up in your normal day-to-day work and the
time to do what is and isn’t there.
i. Why is this?
ii. If resources were not an issue how do you think it could addressed?
I think the summer could be used a lot better and the summer for doing projects.
Q: In terms of the teaching staff?
A: I think for even disability staff really you know that you make resources as
accessible as possible for staff to be able to use and that you adopted as a summer
project to say right nor the first, for the benefit of our students get these resources
available for staff.
25. Do you think there is problem with the communication between the
students, lecturers, disability officers and online resources developers is
there a communication happening there?
I would say not, I would say there wouldn’t be a huge amount I would say some
lecturers yes, you would have quite a strong tie up in loop, but generally speaking I
would say not as to what lets say lecturers would find useful what we have online
we would get very little feedback to say you know you might get a bit feedback but
not in any great shape or form to say what’s being useful.
i. Why is this?
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I would say for some staff it’s not a priority as in you have got your own you know
your own bit to do and you are busy, it’s there and that’s fine, but it’s not your
absolute priority and again time and resources to do it.
ii)

How do you think it could be improved upon, if resources were not

an issue so the communication?
I think it would be good to have a feedback mechanism from students as to how
they have found different teaching strategies, some lecturers have used with them,
what is being utilized, what is being useful and that the disability service can then in
turn feed that back to lecturing staff to say this is feedback that we have had from
students. And from there if we could find from staff to say what would be useful
for you in what format you know to make it as easy as possible for them to use.
Q: So you mean something a bit more formal maybe or?
A: Yeah just like a feedback mechanism.
iii)

Recognizing the lack of resources in the area, do you think that

there needs to be more feedback in this process between the stakeholders?
Yeah.
26. If you encountered an issue that you had not encountered before what
would be your first point of contact for information?
Generally speaking for me I would go to my other learning support officers or my
head of service, would be my protocol that I would do.
i. Do you ever discuss issues with other disability officers from other
institutes?
Generally speaking, I haven’t, not to say that I wouldn’t, but there is four learning
support officers here, which is a lot, you know so I feel fairly supported through my
own service.
ii. Do you ever contact AHEAD for information?
On occasion I would it depends on the issue that is presenting, would have
contacted often, no, not a huge amount.
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iv)

Is there any other forum for you to get information and training?

So I suppose my head of service would be part of DAWN Network so he would
disseminate information to us from DAWN and that would be the main source.
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3. Disability officer C
Engagement with Communication of Accommodations
1. What are your expatiations of a lecturer who has received notice from the
disability service about a student who has need for an accommodation?
Yeah what my expectation would be is that, lets say it is sent to a head of school.
My expectation is that the head of school has then passed it on to relevant staff
members and academic tutors. So for example, let’s say it was a spelling and
grammar waiver and that’s not indicated on the student’s paper so they need to have
a record of that that Joe Bloggs needs a spelling and grammar waiver for that
particular exam. Now the other exam accommodations are fairly like extra time, it
will happen, pretty automatically, but I suppose it’s that reliance on the head of
school or the head of course that they have disseminate it.
2. Do lecturers meet your expectations?
Yeah I would say for the most part yeah, there would be a very good relationship
between the disability services and in particular heads of school and heads of
department and on course program chairs. So it would have been built up from over
many, many years. So they would have a very good understanding, plus we would
have particular staff representatives in particular colleges who act as sort of like a
disability support person for us so they --.
Q: And would they be teaching staff?
A: Yeah teaching staff exactly, yeah
3. How do you inform the lecturers of the needs of the students registered
with the disability service?
So they are sent to memo. So once we register a student, our head office sends a
memo over to the particular school that that student is in, explaining the disability
the student has and then the exam accommodation that the student needs to have.
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4. Do you notify lecturers of your expectations?
I suppose what we have, there is a couple of things that we have, on our website, we
have got a support documents for lecturers on working with students with
disabilities. And it’s divided then into, there is different documents that that are
there as a support for them, for example if they are working with students who had
dyslexia or dyspraxia or whatever the disability is there are sort of issues that they
should be aware of and that they should take into consideration. And then with
their learning and teaching unit we provide training for staff on working with
students with disabilities.
Positive
i.

Do

you

think

lecturers

know

how

to

implement

accommodations that you have suggested to them?
I think some will be better than others and I think some will have, if you look let’s
say in particular, I know you are talking about SpLDs if you look at a lot of the
recommendations for working with students with specific learning difficulties one
could argue that it’s best practice in learning and teaching so I would say a lot of
staff would do it anyway. So that it is done and then others won’t be so strong or
maybe will think it’s a bigger job than it actually is in reality, in reality just even
small things can make a huge difference to students.
Negative
i.

Why do you have these expectations?

5. Do you have any suggestions on how to get lecturer engagement with the
accommodation notification process?
I think if it’s shown to them it’s not as a big a lot of work for them like it’s not
going to result in a huge increase in their workload, I think that and that you are
here to support them and if there is any support that you can give them they are only
too delighted that learning and teaching unit here is there to support them and I
think once they realize it’s not as big a deal as what they might think it be I think it
could certainly help matters.
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6. Do students provided you with feedback on the success of the
accommodations they have received from the teaching staff?
No, I would have to be honest with you, do they generally speaking, I would say
not. I mean the only accommodations that we would really hear back, well sorry,
maybe that’s unfair, I suppose some teachers they say are very good at giving notes,
essay in advance some of them will speak slower, some a little take into account
leave notes up on the board in general. And so, but we don’t have a formal
feedback mechanism on that, it would be more through your one-to-one with the
students as to if they have had a difficulty with a lecture and then they have
addressed it with them and how the improvements are go on.
i.

If resources were not a concern do you think that student
feedback on the success of accommodations should be given to
lecturers?

If there is a difficulty with a lecturer I would be in touch with those students and the
lecturer about how things could be improved. If things are going it’s not something
that we have a formal procedure in feeding back to lecturers. And how much a
lecturer is taking into consideration on what they can do in the classroom, we
wouldn’t really monitor hugely.
ii.

Do you think this would be useful?

Training
7. How successful is your teaching staff training program?
It depends on who opts to attend it. You know and so you could have very, very,
the last one we did we had a very, varying attendance from the library staff to, there
was only one or two lecturers at it, sometimes you might get a school that would
call you in which turns out to be more successful, because you actually get into a
school and you are getting a higher level of attendance, but the ones we run let’s say
at an overall level to our learning and teaching unit, attendance can be hit or miss.
Positive
i.

Why is it successful?

ii.

How do you measure the success?
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Negative
i.

Why do you not collect any data?

ii.

Why don’t you measure feedback?

Negative
i.

Why is it not successful?

I would say the timing of it, I would say the level of importance that a staff member
puts to it, the level of their busyness and being able to attend a session, the level of
how much work they believe are perceived that it will add to their busy workload as
it is.
i.

Do you measure the success of your training program at the
moment?

The only, we don’t do a follow on, all we do is let’s say at the end of the training
course, we could have an evaluation form but we don’t follow up with people who
have attended and whether it’s, whether it’s effected their learning and teaching
strategy or anything like that.
Negative
iii) Why do you not collect any data?
iv)Why don’t you measure feedback?
v)
8. Do you have any suggestions on how your teaching staff training program
could be improved upon?
I would feel that if we ran it more regularly, so we ran it a number of times over the
course of the year, because we only, at the moment, we only do it once a year, I
think if it could be rolled out on a school-by-school basis as opposed to so in
collaboration with head of school that we could monitor staff of that particular
school, I think would make a very big difference.
Q: Just to sort of clarify something, you only rolled it for a single period is that
just an intense week?
A: It’s a one presentation, just a one, it could be less than a 3 hour seminar or a 2
hour seminar on, it could be dyslexia awareness training or it could be you know.
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9. Are your training session well attended?
One could argue in the ground scheme of how many staff there are, I would say no,
no, it could be better attended.
Negative
i) Does this undermine your expectations and assumptions about lecturer’s
knowledge?
No because I can understand why they don’t attend, you know.
Q: Okay but you have some sort of assumption, expectations but if they are
not attending the training, does this undermine what you think they know, do
you think?
A: I think it’s a gap in their knowledge I do think it’s a gap in their knowledge and
I think many lecturing staff unless if they have had a possibly a family member or a
very close friend who has had a particular disability that their knowledge could be
lacking. So I suppose it’s that lack of knowledge.
ii) Why do you think that teaching staff don’t engage with the training?
I think it’s time, I think it’s wrong, I think it could be a question of the wrong time
of the year that it’s scheduled, very busy workload as it is, you know.
Positive
i.

This is surprising considering our anecdotal evidence. What is
distinctive about this institution?

ii.

Do the same lecturers frequently attend the training?

iii.

Are they transferring information to other lecturers?
i) How do you know that this is the case?

10. Do you have any suggestions on how attendance at staff training session
could be improved upon?
Better timing I think have it’s locally based that not having to, our learning and
teaching and it will be over in mount st, so it’s just an added a hurdle to get to
mount st, so having it locally based school based you know very major tailored
towards that particular cohort.
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11. Portions of lecturers aren’t engaging with the training provided by the
disability service. Why do you think this is?
i. Could it be to do with:
a. Resources (lecturers time)
b. Online

resources

(difficult

to

use/find/select,

appropriateness)
c. Apathy (Ignoring the problem)
d. Timing training + communication
Yeah I think it could be a combination of quite a number of what you have said
there, I think the timing, apathy, I am not so sure about the apathy because I think if
people you know if you were ask somebody would you be interested in this, I think
a lot of them would say yes that it is something that they would like to be able to
know more about. So I think there would be a lot of support but it’s that time you
know and full lecturing load.
12. Do you think lecturers know how to implement the training they have
received?
Yeah I think there is support there, I think with the training that we have, we gave
resources, we have it backed up with the resources that are on line as to the small
ways in which it can go a long way into supporting students in the classroom and it
can make a very big difference for students. So we put a lot of effort into the
training that we do with the resources that we give to staff. So there would be good
support.
13. Do you think lecturers have the time to implement the training they have
received?
I would say tough, I would say that is tough, but I think we would stress that small
amount can go a long way and that it’s not to make it that their job become much,
much harder but small things can make a big difference.
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Engagement with Training
14. How are lecturers informed about available training?
At the moment what happens is we have a learning and teaching unit, our staff
training unit and they email all staff and so they will have a list of what’s on that
particular season or months. And it’s available under the staff training development
website, so it would be available on that so somebody would just look through a
particular month, it will be up there to see what’s on.
15. Are there any constraints you work within when scheduling training?
(time/money/rooms etc.)
I suppose from our point of view it’s you are looking at you know what are very
busy times of the year for us as well so in order that you can prepare it and design it
and deliver it, your own resourcing difficulties can effect it, but then I suppose what
you are trying to do as well is find a time that is going to best suit the people that
you want to have attend it.
16. Do you think there is a mismatch between the timing of training and the
announcements of accommodations?
I see what you are saying so that they being informed about a particular student and
then the timing of the training yes. Yes, I would say there is a mismatch, because
they are informed in September, October that time, but the training may not be until
it could be in the you know November, December time so there could be a
mismatch as to when it. Sorry just when you on the beginning of this interview
when you were talking about accommodations I was just treating it strictly as an
exam accommodation.
Q: That’s fine, that’s fine, yeah.
A: Sorry about that.
Q: Sorry maybe, it’s all accommodations and really what I am looking at it is
like you know and a lot and I don’t want to prejudice anymore in this
interview, there is only a couple of questions left, but really it’s a lot of what
you are saying. So just wanted to make sure that it’s not just within one
institute, I am just clarifying around a few institutes so.
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A: Yes, yeah.
Q: Please don’t feel like, like I think disability services do an amazing job, I
just want to make more lecturers engage with them, that’s why I am talking
about this.
A: Yeah, but I just wanted to --. When you asked those original questions, I was
thinking exam accommodations as opposed to teaching as well you know --.
Q: Okay well no, no I mean it’s sort of you deal more with the exam stuff, well
that’s fine.
A: Oh no, no but the teaching is because now I am talking all about the teaching
accommodations and all of that, but I just didn’t want to have left out information
for you, you know what I mean.
Q: Okay, no I think it should be fine.
A: That’s okay, yeah.
i. Do you think a better alignment of notification and training would
help?
I do, the slight complication is it happens at the very start of term, which is just mad
for everybody.
17. Do you think cross institutional training would be useful? This might
include a coordinated training sessions.
So to maybe to get some clarification there, so yes it’s very busy time for
everybody but if there was one institute running a session once a week, during
the sort of busier time of the period than more lecturers could get access when
it was closer to when the accommodations were in --?
Yeah I mean if that was possibly, you know that would be great.
i. What would be the challenges in running cross institutional
training?
We have six campuses here and that is a huge difficulty and you are trying to get
rooms at what again is a very busy time of the year. And room, space allocation at
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(remove) is very challenging and if you are running at across six sites, once a week
potentially you are talking about a huge number of presentations and the resourcing
of that would be a challenge.
Resources
18. Are you aware of resources such as templates, guidelines or the TIC tool?
Not aware of TIC tool.
i. Do online resources form part of the training strategy?
Yeah we do have resources online in our website for academic members of staff.
We have a booklet which we would give out to people who are for educational
support workers for people who would be like academic tutors. For people who
work with students on a one-to-one basis and that’s the DAWN booklet.
Yeah so we have that as well that we give to staff, so I suppose what we have been
trying to do is and we would have resources I suppose ourselves and our PCs that
we would give to staff members too.
19. Do you recommend them to lecturers?
We would recommend these resources to the lecturers yeah.
Positive
i. Which ones?
I suppose we would have a whole pile of them like, I have got, let’s say each
disability I would have folders and folders or resources and according to which one
is most relevant to them I would pass on.
Q: So maybe not so much just that you would say a document that you are
sending, but is there any sort of online resource maybe a training website or
something like that, would you ever send that on to a lecturer?
A: No the main ones we would do is like we would, let’s say for example, for
dyslexia you would, we would have access to Dyslexia Association of Ireland
website and I am not sure that it would necessarily be such and such as training but
it would be again there is a DAWN handbook on working with people you know
working with in the classroom with people with different disabilities so we we’d be,
I suppose we would be encouraging them to look at that as well.
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Negative
i. Why not?
20. Do lecturers ever provide you with feedback on the quality of the
resources that you recommend to them?
I am sure they must do sent to others, I can’t, it doesn’t stick out in my head, but I
find once you have given them let’s say I have sent a doc, again it’s just about
documents, people would generally comeback and say they thought that was very
useful, very helpful for me so feedback is good about the resources that we pass on.
21. From talking to several online resources creators, very few lecturers are
using their resources. Why do you think this is?
I would say time to use it, I would say would be one of the biggest ones. A
possibility as well that they don’t realize how much time it would take and possibly
that it would take less time than they envisage.
i. How could they be improved?
I think for people understanding that it won’t take a huge amount of time, that it is
manageable and that it will help their overall learning and teaching themselves and
not only just help students with disabilities but also all students within their
classroom.
22. Do you recommend resources, online or otherwise to teaching staff, when
you are notifying them of a student’s accommodation?
At that stage we literary tell the students disability and the exam accommodations
that they are entitled to and then that’s it.
23. Do you recommend different training resources depending on different
accommodations that have been granted?
Now as in --.
Q: If a student had a specific learning difficulty or say a student that was blind
and they had different types of accommodations, would you send them
different sorts of materials based on that, the lecturers?
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A: We don’t when they register with us we literary just state very you know literary
– require an extra room you know a spelling and grammar waiver or whatever it be
we don’t give them any other information.
Open Questions
24. What is the biggest issue that you face working in this disability service?
The biggest I would say for us is the number of students that we have your
workload becomes so huge, time becomes so precious and that I feel sometimes if I
take the (remove) the time that we have had to develop good, let’s say you take
good resources for lecturing staff that is going to support them it’s the time
available to put that together the same it’s resources for students the time required
to put that together you get swallowed up in your normal day-to-day work and the
time to do what is and isn’t there.
i. Why is this?
ii. If resources were not an issue how do you think it could addressed?
I think the summer could be used a lot better and the summer for doing projects.
Q: In terms of the teaching staff?
A: I think for even disability staff really you know that you make resources as
accessible as possible for staff to be able to use and that you adopted as a summer
project to say right nor the first, for the benefit of our students get these resources
available for staff.
25. Do you think there is problem with the communication between the
students, lecturers, disability officers and online resources developers is
there a communication happening there?
I would say not, I would say there wouldn’t be a huge amount I would say some
lecturers yes, you would have quite a strong tie up in loop, but generally speaking I
would say not as to what lets say lecturers would find useful what we have online
we would get very little feedback to say you know you might get a bit feedback but
not in any great shape or form to say what’s being useful.
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i.

Why is this?

I would say for some staff it’s not a priority as in you have got your own you know
your own bit to do and you are busy, it’s there and that’s fine, but it’s not your
absolute priority and again time and resources to do it.
ii.

How do you think it could be improved upon, if resources were
not an issue so the communication?

I think it would be good to have a feedback mechanism from students as to how
they have found different teaching strategies, some lecturers have used with them,
what is being utilized, what is being useful and that the disability service can then in
turn feed that back to lecturing staff to say this is feedback that we have had from
students. And from there if we could find from staff to say what would be useful
for you in what format you know to make it as easy as possible for them to use.
Q: So you mean something a bit more formal maybe or?
A: Yeah just like a feedback mechanism.
iii.

Recognizing the lack of resources in the area, do you think that
there needs to be more feedback in this process between the
stakeholders?

Yeah.
26. If you encountered an issue that you had not encountered before what
would be your first point of contact for information?
Generally speaking for me I would go to my other learning support officers or my
head of service, would be my protocol that I would do.
i.

Do you ever discuss issues with other disability officers from
other institutes?

Generally speaking, I haven’t, not to say that I wouldn’t, but there is four learning
support officers here, which is a lot, you know so I feel fairly supported through my
own service.
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ii.

Do you ever contact AHEAD for information?

On occasion I would it depends on the issue that is presenting, would have
contacted often, no, not a huge amount.
iii.

Is there any other forum for you to get information and
training?

So I suppose my head of service would be part of DAWN Network so he would
disseminate information to us from DAWN and that would be the main source.
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4. Disability officer D
Engagement with Communication of Accommodations
1. What are your expatiations of a lecturer who has received notice from the
disability service about a student who has need for an accommodation?
Realistically speaking because (remove) is such, we have such a broad and we are
quite different from a lot of Dublin, like the University for example and even some
of the other (remove) because we have a very, very broad spectrum of courses. So
we do everything from what would be seen as like quite academic, theoretical
English based things to the very practical. Realistically speaking we don’t expect
any of our lecturers to fit in one particular model. So it’s always negotiation when
it comes to the lecturers. And we do notice that there is very, very different
approach based on individuals but also based on disciplines in terms of what they
are prepared to do, what they are not prepared to do in terms to say using online
resources.
And to give you an example that business school herein (remove) would be very
proactive in terms of providing notes on web courses. And we would rarely ever
have to request notes for a specific student because they would nearly always be
always laid on beforehand. And they are also quite good in relating to us here with
disability service in terms of putting them online in our accessible format too. So if
we have a student says for example something as simple as using Read & Write
Gold, if we have a student with specific learning difficulty just to get things right
back to them, they will put them in word formats for us, that won’t be an issue
whatsoever.
And we have had instances with students who were blind, where they would
actually provide us and not just here the came to us on the same with whole text
from the publisher that we would be able to get the text in a word document a whole
book. You know one of the lecturers who is C programming is his area, we had a
blind student and he had no problem as long as I could write and explaining other to
the publishers to say that it was only for this one particular student not to be
reproduced that we could get it in a very accessible format.
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Q: So frequently there are publishers are resistant.
A: They are very resistant.

2. Do lecturers meet your expectations?
Most of the time they do and in terms of what the lectures are prepared to and they
are not prepared to do usually become negotiations and we find that the biggest
barrier to lecturers coming on board is the myths of students with disabilities. A lot
of them believe that the disability service is here to provide a student who is and I
hate that phrase “special.” And we just make it very, very clear to the lecturers, I
tend to speak them in person rather than going well you know or even by phone that
we are not here to provide an unfair advantage, we are literally here to level to
playing field with our students. So our expectations and their expectations as a
lecturer for in terms of how much works the student puts in should be as high as, as
with every other student, what we show them here in there is a particular weakness
here and if we can, with your assistance level the playing field well then that student
will be like any other student in your class and usually have the same expectation of
them. Then they tend to come onboard and they are very, very good, always it’s
like human nature you will get a couple of people who are resistant to everything,
but in general the lecturers are very, very good as long as they are informed, we try
to demystify the process as to what we actually do as opposed to giving somebody,
that’s why I even, we don’t kind of use the term special need, it’s we take the
special out of the equation it’s just another student like any other student who
particularly has a weakness in a specific area, which is no fault of their own. You
know that negotiation usually comes up very fruitful with the lectures.
3. How do you inform lecturers of the needs of the students registered with
the disability service?
Basically what we do is our whole process works on the basis that every individual
student that comes in our door has an individual need assessment. So we have their
supporting documentation. So whether its consultant letter, an educational
psychologist report, whatever it is, it has to meet the criteria that it's Bonafide, this
student has an issue in this area, it’s confirmed.

We do an individual needs

assessment and as part of the need assessment at the end we look for authorization
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from the student because our service is confidential, but we do inform the student
that we need their permission to inform various members of staff as a need to know
basis if they want to get the full support that they need. When that’s done we send a
memo to all the heads of schools and all the heads of the department to inform all
the lecturers, so they are given a list saying to student XYZ is in that class, student
XYZ is in the other class and it’s broken down in terms of what their disability is
and what their needs are.
Q: So it’s heads of department and then they filter it down?
I did filter it down to the individual lecturers. Where possible and it’s not always
easy because they change from year-to-year where possible we try to look for the
year tutor as well. So the one tutor who is in basically thereto look after a particular
class group for a year we will inform them too so that that will be the official level.
And the other side of things that we also talk to them on one on one, and part of the
funding that we apply for our student would be for example to guess subject
specific situation if they are falling behind due to their disability we don’t apply that
liberty if a student asks us for grants we don’t give them grinds, without speaking to
the lecturer first. So we will talk to lecturer look at how the lecturer views the
student are they turning up for class? Do they need the grinds because of their
disability? Or do they need the grinds because they’re just not bothering to turn up
at all.
Q: There is something interesting you hit it on there, the lecturer’s opinion of
the student. So it’s important that they attend the class?
Oh definitely, the same as any other student, the same as any other student. We
have had instance very rare thankfully over the years where say a student who is
granted a no taker, believes they don’t have to turn up for the class, thinks we don’t
have to turn up for class, we will withdraw the no take if that’s the case, because at
the end of the day we are here to provide a level, not an unfair advantage and that’s
the other thing. And that’s when we, there was a stage you know, I am here five
years, at the very start there was more resistance from lecturers because they
believed we were just providing a unfair advantage to students. And but basically
you know it’s a human conflict with the lecturer keeping them up-to-date, the
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lecturers are fantastic at stage and they will actually start volunteering information
on other students in their class. In terms of how they getting off of it.
4. Do you notify lecturers of your expectations?
Oh yeah. We tend to work on very informal basis when possible, because from the
official kind of point of view, particularly with the number of students in the
disability service here in (remove) like we are nearly up to 900 student’s campus
wide registered with disabilities. And it isn’t always practical to go with the official
lines to send the memos to every single lecturer. And because it’s an internal basis
you don’t want to be informing the lecturers about students who they don’t,
probably say you have to be very careful in that regard. And so that’s why we try to
when we talk to the students, when we do the need assessment we ask them about
their lecturers and then I will speak to the lecturers personally. And as part of my
role as a Assistive Technology Officer what I am usually do is, if I am giving a
student training for example because SDLDs would be a large number and say for
example Read & Write Gold, I will give them the quick demonstration. I will let
them go home, play around with the setting till they find the settings that suit them
best and then I ask them in two weeks time or within the next two weeks your first
assignment that you get when you start the year coming with you are doing that
assignment, and I will work to some of your work with the software. And that’s the
opportunity you get to find out who the lecturers are, how they feel about their
lectures. And at the start it’s more difficulty because you are not so familiar when
it's a new job, but after four or five years you realize that okay if that student is
doing accounting there’s seven other people in their class all with the same
disability. And that you will always know one champion as a lecturer in each of the
department and we have at least one or two in every department and they will filter
through. And while keeping confidentiality if they know one of their student in a
different class, has an issue in their class, they will, I will have a quite word with
him -- how is such and such getting on and he the feedback that way, so this is an
informal network that has been created as well.
Positive
i.

Do you think lecturers know how to implement these
accommodations that you are suggesting to them?
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Initially they don’t they have to be informed. And we enough experience now that I
tell you the vast majority have a good idea of exactly how things run, and we do
provide staff training to myself and particularly our Learning Support Officer
myself and herself would do Disability Awareness Training with the lecturers in
terms of what exam accommodations are, what the more common disability are in
terms of how they affect the students in the classroom in terms of learning styles
and that sort of things. And then the social side as well because we know awful lot
of students so that’s why we are just, so that would be another key thing that comes
in, for example last year on the other side of things when you are talking about kind
of a sensory issues, we brought in two lecturers from different universities who
were deaf lecturers because we have a higher number of students that that year in a
particular department, and we got the whole staff of that department to come in and
were given Disability Awareness Training by us in conjunction with two lecturers, I
think one from DCU and one who was working in Trinity and who were actually
deaf themselves. So they were deaf and they were lecturers, so it was a good way
to relate to the lecturers here in the department.
Negative
i.

Why do you have these expectations?

5. Do you have any suggestions on how to get lecturer engagement with the
accommodation notification process?
Well one other thing that we were discussing this year and in fact it was strictly
speaking just disability, it was part of the widening participation process, because
we were looking after the disability side of it and encouraging more non-traditional
students as they are called and also with the access office and the international that
kind of stuff. And between that we were looking for a way of tracking the students
to make sure that we could have the proper figures and proper numbers and keep an
eye out for them. And having a central system now one of the issues there is
confidentiality we don’t want all the staff to find out who is who and that kind of
stuff, but we did come up with the idea and it’s only in process at the moment that if
we did have such a list it could be created but the only stuff who would be able to
access the list would be a set of staff that attended our disability training session.
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By passing our course sort to speak for lack of better word, then they could be
granted access because they would be deemed suitable to access this material and
that was one of the ideas we have come up with this year to get more
communication back and forth that there would be basically greater levels of access
to information for lecturers as long as they came and did the training that we were
providing. We are hoping to do that next year.
6. Do students provided you with feedback on the success of the
accommodations they have received from the teaching staff?
Most definitely, most definitely, I have to say our students are, well I suppose the
ways that we deal with the students as you look, can see my office and you can see
how I behave, I tend to be quite informal with students well that’s the whole thing.
A lot of students come to the support service and they see somebody in the suit and
they have very strict, these are my office hours and all the rest of it. Well I tend to
okay, ideally I work on an appointment schedule with students, but I always tell the
students that door is never locked, always just drop in.
Normally after my first session some students depending on personality it’s the
second or third session they actually start feeling very, very comfortable. So they
don’t see you so much as a member of staff that they should be looking up to, they
see you even though you are staff not another student but you are almost a peer in
how they can relate to you. If you make the student feel that comfortable the
feedback is fantastic. So they do tend to come to you with things that they would
need to take to their lecturer.
Normally you can say to them then well you know, you have no problem with
certain lecturer or such and such lecture speak freely to them, they would hope and
speak freely to them. And we tend to get our feedback in that sort of way in a very
informal way. We find the students we have tried it before and with more formal
kind of quality assurance type questions with the students they are much more
resistant, they are much more likely not to respond in that method. And I find more
kind of qualitative informal conversation with students with reap results in terms of
getting feedback from them and equally with lectures. I think both sides get fed up
with the bureaucracy you know.
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i.

If resources were not a concern do you think that student
feedback on the success of accommodations should be given to
lecturers?

Oh definitely, definitely and I do think feedback is vital, it’s a two way street, you
know it really is a two way street. And I have to say we are very lucky that our
lectures are very open with us. And if fact we have gotten to a stage where lecturers
have become so concerned that they are giving their heads up on students who
aren’t registered for the service at all but they have noticed okay, this guy is very
bright or verbally in the class he is very good or she is very good, they just don’t
perform when it comes to written work and that sort of thing. And in that respect I
think they work very well.
Q: But you say the feedback that you are saying that students give you, do you
ever tell the lecturers?
Oh we would tell the lecturers, yeah we tell the lecturers. Yeah, I know we would
never put it into see, and I tried to become a nonjudgmental if it’s good or bad, but
you would put it into such like we had one student in particular who was causing
issue. And his lecturer was very concerned and it was a lecturer who is normally
very, very good with student and with us. And I had it basically to our interview
with this student I should say interview but he had an appointment and a lot of it
came out. He didn’t have any mental health issues, it wasn’t a learning difficulty
but what he was experiencing was degenerative and his eyesight was failing. So the
lecturer felt uncomfortable in the classroom because this student was encroaching
on her personal space. Closer and closer and closer to the point that sometimes he
was behind her and this particular issue, anyway this all came out and he explained
what was going on. And I informed the lecturer what the situation was and I said
now the student has said he is very embarrassed about this because he didn’t
realized the proximity, I said but he was saying in your particular room for example,
he said he finds your lecturing style really good, have you written on the board, I
said the lighting of that room is very poor. And if he is sitting in any space that the
student space, he cannot see, and he doesn’t want to make an issue about it, and the
lecturer came back to me and he said no problem whatsoever, we will either, we
will see if we can change different room where the lighting is better for him. So
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even on the very practical thing like that which is, it wasn’t in terms of teaching
methods, but the environment that lecturer was perfectly happy and she filtered in
that information to her other colleagues as well before there was an issue in their
classes.
ii)

Do you think this would be useful?

Training
7. How successful is your teaching staff training program?
The staff training program is very good for those who attend, attendance can be
very poor.
Positive
i.

Why is it successful?

ii.

How do you measure the success?
Negative
i.

Why do you not collect any data?

ii.

Why don’t you measure feedback?

Negative
i.

Why is it not successful?

Well basically it’s an attendance issue. The attendance issue is what it comes down
to, those that do attend, it’s as if, you know every single lecturer and even we also
invite members of administration staff, you know you have got people in the exam’s
office and admissions and that kind of thing and porters are welcomed, all staff are
invited, because the classroom isn't the only part of the college experience for
students with disability.
And the feedback we get is fantastic and once we are getting emails and phone calls
from people who are staff members who have attended the classes that we have
provided for them constantly and throughout the year, they are keeping an eye out,
they are informing us of changes and suggestions as well, So it’s very good in that
effect, but the downfall is attendance.
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ii.

How do you measure the success, do you measure attendance is
that what you would say is a success if we get more people
turned up?

Well, not really it's a balance between the two. The programs are successful in
terms of what we see qualitatively, and our students have extra levels of support
from the people who have attended. So we have to say lectures in a particular
course, in a particular program attend we know this within that year but the students
are doing better. And but then on the other side it’s not a complete success because
we haven’t gotten everybody from every course to come along. So the success is
measurable by student success but its limited by the lack of people taking up the
training.
Negative
i.

Why do you not collect any data?

ii.

Why don’t you measure feedback?

8. Do you have any suggestions on how your teaching staff training program
could be improved upon?
Well, in terms of attendance again that was the idea that we had earlier on that we
were talking about various records up, you know did we have the banner system
here for example and access to certain files that would pertain to say a particular
class code in terms of disability would only then be accessible to lecturing staff who
had attended, that was one of the ways that we were looking at.
Q: So were you saying that some features of banner might be restricted unless
they attend
They would be restricted unless there, if it was confidential materials in terms of
our students.
Q: Would this only relate to your students, would be for their own use?
No. But say if they have got class list, there is various levels of clearance for them,
they wouldn’t be able to see every records in their own class listing because if there
were records pertaining to students with disability they wouldn’t be deemed eligible
to see that perhaps unless, because at the end of the years the lectures are also
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expected to provide their own stats for their class, we are kind of hoping that it’s
like kind of current mistake that we can help them with that.
Q: Okay, so there is sort of rated on their performance.
Yeah.
9. Are your training session well attended?
No, unfortunately no.
Negative
i.

Does this undermine your expectations and assumptions about
lecturer’s knowledge?

It does, it does a little bit or rather than undermine my expectations it’s a concern I
would say, that’s the way I put it. It does give me concerns, particularly in terms of
we see such a change in the lecturers who do attend in terms of their knowledge at
the start of the training session and at the end of the training session. That it does
concern me that the lecturers who aren’t attending are similar, that’s the ones we do
see are representative of let's say, so we do know that lecturers have an awful lot,
there is an awful lot more information that they need to have but they are not
coming to us to get it.
ii.

Why do you think that teaching staff don’t engage with the
training?

It’s very simple, it’s not because they are not interested, in (remove) trainings,
teaching staff and all staff are bombarded with the emails from above on various
training every day of the week. A lot of is doesn’t pertain to what they are doing,
whatsoever, it goes to general staff list and it’s not focused.
So, I get the feeling I have done that myself you see this email coming in from the
general staff list you got 30 other emails that are high priority, you scan and you
ignore the stuff and it goes into a folder and we don’t take a look. So I don’t think
it’s necessarily that our lectures aren’t interested, it’s a combination of time and
basically that they are being bombarded with these kind of things being run by
everybody and anybody who was in the college.
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Positive
i) This is surprising considering our anecdotal evidence. What is
distinctive about this institution?
ii) Do the same lecturers frequently attend the training?
iii) Are they transferring information to other lecturers?
i) How do you know that this is the case?
10. Do you have any suggestions on how attendance at staff training session
could be improved upon?
Well, as I mentioned earlier on, some of the things that we were looking on today
realistically speaking what we try to do and it has improved over the years is we
have tried to get, when we have particular and I know this probably sounds terrible
but when we have students we are getting negative feedback from the college or the
school that they are concerned that we have the student here doing say for example
business both the students are presenting is Asperger’s syndrome and has serious
issues with the social side of things.
At the start of the year when we explain to them this is the student that’s when we
start barging them in. Now the unfortunate thing is that’s -- because the funding
deadline is the same time where it’s chaotic here, but I do think that that’s the time
that when we should take advantage that we can say okay, the training if we could
run and have the resources to run training program on the staff to do it -- start of the
year. That you can relay the staff member’s fears and inform them at the same
time, at the time that they are most aware of the students in their class who won’t
necessarily be able to perform exactly the same way as everybody else, not any
worse or not any better but he will perform, actually he will perform in a different
way. This will be the time I believe will be good to grab them, it will be good
catching time to get the lecturer started, but the resources an issues at that time of
the year.
11. Portions of lecturers aren’t engaging with the training provided by the
disability service. Why do you think this is?
i) Could it be to do with:
i)

Resources (lecturers time)
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ii)

Online

resources

(difficult

to

use/find/select,

appropriateness)
iii)

Apathy (Ignoring the problem)

iv)

Timing training + communication

I think a lot of it is timing, I think a lot of it is timing. And we even in terms of an
online resources and that side of the things that’s really, not we are not in such a bad
way there, because I have to say like teaching and learning here on web course and
people who work on web courses are very, very supportive and very, very helpful.
And even as part of their E-Learning school they are doing this summer, they are
always whether it’s myself or somebody from outside they always bringing
accessibility and AT. So they are very, very supportive of us.
The resources aren’t there to do it, but I think the issue again is timing and when to
capture people. The infrastructure is there but we don’t necessarily have the people
and man hours provide face-to-face training and I think you do need that as well
because it has to be a two way conversation of lot of lecturers you want to relate
fears as well as just give information, and you have start with qualitative side of
particular issues and because they will come to you, a lot of the lecturers will come
to you after, only the -- experience with the student who is with this disability
service, so the human factor is very, very important.
12. Do you think lecturers know how to implement the training they have
received?
Yes, I will say they do and once they have come to us and this is why I do have a
preference for particularly an introduction to disability awareness being kind of a
classroom affair as opposed to an online situation, and they contact us constantly.
Once we have had any member of staff come in they will implement what you have
given them, but they will also if they have any questions or if they have any ideas
they phone you constantly, they are always on the phone. Okay well, I have tried
this and I have tried that and what about and they will ask you questions, and it
actually comes back to us in another way because some of our lecturers then can be
have great initiative in terms of coming up with ideas for others to use, it does work
both ways.
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13. Do you think lecturers have the time to implement the training they have
received?
On the whole yes because what we try to do is in terms of the disability training that
we will provide it’s always based on the practicality of general teaching methods as
opposed, we won't be specific to disability when we are talking about the classroom
and I have to deal with different teaching styles, we do always emphasize that there
could be several students in their classroom who don’t have disability but they are
not receptive to a particular teaching style and ways to this kind of for lack of better
word, kind of a lowest common denominator that can reach as many people as
possible. And I think it is just awareness, I don’t think that there are many issues
with bad teaching per se or bad teaching practices I think it is just an awareness of I
suppose with like anything else, when you are from a particularly side of academic
discipline, your so engrained in it yourself that you don’t always realize that certain
things you have to explain because it’s given to you, because it's been in your head
for so long, and it's a simple things like that. But we do put an emphasis on bringing
methods into the classroom that aren’t going to takeover extra resources.
Engagement with Training
14. How are lecturers informed about available training?
Basically they are generally contacted by both ourselves we have disability say
advocates in each department as well. So every time something is run like that, we
work on the kind of official capacity with the department heads we will go through
our staff development training here who will send out the emails but unfortunately a
lot of them will be regarded just another one of these emails but then we use the
network from what we would call our Disability Representatives in the department.
So there would be lectures in each department, that would be our representatives for
the service within the departments. So it will be more peers related for them.
Q: So that they are sort of stealing information down to there each lecturers?
That’s it, yeah
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15. Are there any constraints you work within when scheduling training?
(time/money/rooms etc.)
Basically time constraints are always an issue, always an issue. And realistically
speaking our services is very understaffed.

So we are always, always under

pressure every time of the year. So what we try to do is for example our learning
support officers and our main officer staff would give them majority of the
awareness training would also be the same learning support officers that would do
say the screenings for dyslexia. So they at the start of the year will try to make up a
timetable of when we are going to have available for appointments of screening and
when they will have gaps throughout the year to provide disability awareness
training.
16. Do you think there is a mismatch between the timing of training and the
announcements of accommodations?
I know that you are coming from there. Yeah, there isn’t an issue, a lot of our
disability awareness training would come after the fact because when we are
announcing accommodations it's pretty much immediate the way the exams for
example exam accommodations or registration, we start registering students as soon
as they walk in the door, we do the need assessments, when the need assessments
are done a memo is sent to both the exams office and to the heads of the department
at that time. There is no way at that stage that we could fit in disability awareness
training before that day, it’s just physically impossible. And so really you would
have to be working to provide the training in general, out of the time it’s feasible for
the incoming students as opposed to so you nearly working back here to organize.
i.

Do you think a better alignment of notification and training
would help?

It probably would help, but I can't see it being possible because the other problem at
that time of the year is inductions when everybody is involved in inductions as well.
And we do get involves in the induction process too. So we do turn up to all the
classes induction periods and we are explaining some accommodations there and I
need the lecturers there and explains to them in the same manner as to explain to
students.
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17. Do you think cross institutional training would be useful? This might
include a co-ordinate training sessions.
I do, but again I would be concerned about the take up and that’s the perennial
problem.
i) What would be the challenges in running cross institutional
training?
Generally it's at the moment I think it's given the current climate at the moment
everybody from every level seems to have very little time too much to do and it’s
anything that isn’t necessarily the day-to-day getting my job done, the uptake is
limited.
Resources
18. Are you aware of resources such as the templates, guidelines or the TIC
tool?
Yeah.
i.

Do online resources form part of the training strategy?

They do, they do. We tend to even every year as we opt days we look to see what's
out there and even in terms of the use of various software and as I was kind of
saying to earlier as to the recommendations of various online tools to use the careers
service taking some of them are very expensive and it was basically a deal that we
are being offered. Normally it would be my task to assess the tools in terms of their
accessibility for our students and for our staff. And there is variation there, it’s
sometimes in general our staff we don’t have to meet too particular of what we use,
we can use lot of the times put that again we do look after staff visibilities there, so
we try to have everything to set a standard basically about accessibility should be
universal and I would assess these things as they come in but as new tools comes on
board we do make sure they come into our strategy for the up-coming year.
19. Do you recommend them to lecturers?
Yeah.
Positive
i.

Which ones?

Well basically a lot of the training tools it comes down to less the disability service
and more to teaching and learning and E-Learning here. So as they have updates
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they do particular lectures to lecturers in terms of their use. And they would contact
us prior to this in terms of kind of consultation about accessibility. And then they
would provide this sort of the online tools and the training for the individual
lecturers.
I do know is that web courses for example is being completed updated within the
next month or so. So it’s at the moment I am not sure what the new elements are.
Negative
i.

Why not?

20. Do lecturers ever provide you with feedback on the quality of resources
that you recommend?
Not so much, not so much. And that we would have a smaller number of lecturers
who would be very kind of die hard supporters of our service as I probably
mentioned was like champions within the departments earlier on. And a lot of them
would actually come back to us with online learning tools and programs that they
are learning online. And one lecture particular here in the business department
actually formed a small group of her own students who are registered with the
disability services as part of the consultation process of her designing her online
tools and that worked very, very well. And one particular student that we have who
is graduate from last year, who has quite serious dyslexia was the main contributor
and so she wasn’t only just using the student as somebody to test, she was using the
students ideas because she was very, she had great initiative herself. So it was a
combination of lecturers and students and I find that there are quite a number of
lecturers who have that kind of relationship with the students that they will look for
student’s feedback in the process before they are actually ready to launch something
to the whole class.
21. From talking to several online resources creators, very few lecturers are
using their resources. Why do you think this is?
I think it’s, one of the problem is there is that in the last couple of years the online
tools are changing constantly and I think there is an awful lot of lecturers who feel
also pointing out this one when six months time change for something new and that
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has been a issue. And it’s even not a long the kind of more interactive online tools
even in terms of the (remove) website and the Content Management System there is
constantly updates and changes and even within the service itself we have plans for
an external website that would be more accessible. And then within two months we
are told actually you can't go ahead with that because the new Content Management
System is exclusive, that’s all your allowed use and then we were limited in that.
So I do think people’s strategies and plans have been scampered go for too many
times so they tend to stick to what they know and I think that can put people off.
i) How could they be improved?
22. Do you recommend resources, online or otherwise to teaching staff, when
you are notifying them of a student’s accommodation?
We do and even terms of software, normally what we would do is we would notify
lecturers who are interested because the other thing is there is we don’t want to kind
of over saturate or overwhelm the lectures are more renounced to us and because
realistically speaking if you give them way too much information they normally
turnoff altogether.

So we would tend to have layers of communication with

themselves, so the first communication would be pretty, pretty basic and the
limitations speaks to us about particular students in the class and that kind of stuff
and then we would take the time to really kind of guide them in directions of further
resources that are available. It’s kind of a balancing act.
23. Do you recommend different training resources depending on different
accommodations that have been granted?
We do, well we tend to look in terms of the exam in terms of disabilities and the
abilities of particular student and that’s how we tend to focus on rather than like a
particular accommodation it would be the needs of particular types of students.
Open Questions
24. What is the biggest issue that you face?
Realistically speaking it’s resources, you know resources are very limited, funding
is much more limited than it ever was before. And I think there is enough kind of
effect in terms of the interaction between offices within the college. And we are
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highly dependent on the role of that IT department would play, but they are in a
similar situation that they understand and our resources are low, so my ideal is
really to mainstream as much assistive technology as possible so the students who
and there are still students who feel too stigmatize come forward that they can
access most of what they need in any lab in the college or at home.
Q: When you say resources what particular once you are talking about?
A: Well both staff and resources, time and then in terms of funding for physical
resources.
i) Why is this?
Basically, well you see that there is two trains of thought at the moment everybody
is talking the general budget cuts and everything else, but that has affected our
immediate say disability service and funding for the individual students, but to be
perfectly honest with you in terms of resources from the college it’s always been
limited, because I think the parents that be seeing a student very good job and as
like I work in the retention office before I started with the disability service as a
researcher and I did in fact let's say I ended up coming here is my focus was
research on student retention among students there were non-traditional students
didn’t get support.
Disability service students actually outperformed the traditional students at the time.
Well that’s wonderful I think the college service are doing a great job they don’t
need anything else. So basically they are doing fine and sometimes your success
stands in your way when the parents are looking at it they think they are doing
great, they don’t need anything, so it’s scampers your past for the future and not for
development.
ii)

If resources were not an issue how do you think it could addressed?

Mainstreaming would be a big thing for me, mainstreaming would be huge thing for
me, even in terms of okay we have Read & Write Gold in the libraries but the
simple thing, having booths in the libraries for computer use, for students who say
one to use Dragon students who want to use Jaws software but they don’t have to
leave the library in order to use all of the tools that could be available to them. So if
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resources weren’t an issue that, you know that there will be very structural physical
things that we could do to make that.
25. Do you think there is problem with the communication between the
students, lecturers, disability officers and online resources developers?
The reason is a fair amount of communication, but I think realistically speaking the
best communication the best quality communication is actually informally
addressed and I do think a lot of people the formal communications are nearly
always overlooked and they don’t reap as many rewards as the informal
communications.
i) Why is this?
ii) How do you think it could be improved upon, if resources were not
an issue?
Well, if resources weren’t an issue at all, I think there would be a master plan, we
would have a more holistic approach in teaching in general it wouldn’t be fracturing
off into students with disabilities. First of all you would have universal access in
terms of online training schools, it shouldn’t just have to be focused on the students
in the class who have disability, like the Grangegorman Project for an example and
the same with the infrastructure and the structure of the college and I was on, they
asked me to consult with the planners for Grangegorman and the main thrust of that
with the architects which I found very good in terms, with the library design and
the computer lab design was all about universal access so for everybody that would
take into account people with disabilities older age people all the various act in the
societies have difficulties in access and an improved website actually, because
that’s the major one and I can’t believe how I forget about it, but unfortunately our
website is to me and I brought it up with meetings with the organizers all of those
with the consultants it’s more of a corporate website than it is an education website,
it’s based on brand and product as opposed to providing easily found, easily
accessible information so that would be huge thing.
iii)

Recognizing the lack of resources in the area, do you think that

there needs to be more feedback in this process between the stakeholders?
I think there needs to be more formal approach in terms of channeling the feedback
to needs to hear it and I think that’s the issue. We have an awful lot of feedback,
positive and negative in terms of our relationship with the various kind of
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stakeholders involved but channeling that to the position where it actually has some
kind of clout politically to improve things.
26. If you encountered an issue that you had not encountered before whom
would you contact for information?
Its probably general depends on the particular issue.
i) Do you ever discuss issues with other disability officers from other
institutes?
We do, yeah. But in terms of assistive technology and learning support officers, we
would all be involved with the various groups so I remember the ACTON which
would be the group for and assistive technology officers, it’s ACTON and it is
basically a mailing list for all the disability officers nationwide. And then the
learning support officers would have a similar group I can't remember the name of
and handhold meetings for the same things, so there is realistically speaking and
even within DAWN we would be very, I think we have service at the moment this
year is chairperson of DAWN this year, it’s always nothing is done in isolation so
even though the colleges are very separate and kind of have to a certain degree their
own policies and their own modes of training and their own modes of dealing with
students and registering and all the rest of it, those are actually autonomous at the
end of the day, there isn't an awful lot of interaction within these networks.
ii)

Do you ever contact AHEAD for information?

Personally I wouldn’t contact them as much, AHEAD had contacted me for
information in terms of assistive technology.
iii)

Is there any other forum for you to get information and training?

Yeah, all it would go to for example at a given year say for example, I give you like
a practical example, last year we had three deaf students and we were looking up in
terms of new loop system and that kind of stuff, so the my first protocol was
deaf/hear and they are down in just over, probably the ambassador there and the
first thing I would do is arrange department with their AT officer and the training
officer in there and go to see them. The same with, I didn’t go this year but myself
and (remove) who is the AT officer on the northside we would go to National
Council of Blind and talk hopefully, you know we would plan to do at the start
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before the students to come in of every year talk to this assistive technology officer
and training officers in these organizations.
Q: And so that’s quite clear line from them to say he was blind but say
someone who had a specific learning difficulty, is there anyone you would
similarly go to in that kind of field?
Well usually what we would do or who would we talk to will be a combination of
say learning support officers and other unit, we would hold in high regard in
particular Alison, like Alison even though she started off in (remove) she would
have very close works with our learning support officers and we consult with them.
We also have a number of educational psychologist that we deal with that they
would be very much into you know what's necessary and what's helpful that kind of
current trends with SPLD’s we are also part of the Unilink program as well so we
have students with Asperger’s syndrome as well that’s another thing to deal with.
Discussion
Q: So I would ask you early on do you think cross institute training would be
useful but then you would also said that you preferred have the training at the
very start of the year but you are busiest at the start of the year. And part of
what I am looking at is there is a little bit of disconnect between when this
lecturer gets the information of about an accommodation and when training is
available for them and I appreciate like you are under staffed but I am just
think that cross institute training to say Trinity agreed that this week, well and
everyone else in the country is busy because they start one week earlier we
have this dyslexia workshop, do you think that would be use?
I do, I think to be perfectly honest with you, I don’t think…. Yeah, no but I honestly
think that you can't over saturate the availability of training because if the more that
is available wherever it is the more likely you go to catch people, are you going to
catch more people in the given year where more training is available, so I think if
you go for a catch all strategy where you try to provide the various types of training
in various time by various people at the end of the year, you are going to catch
much more than providing one mode of training.
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5. Disability officer E
Engagement with Communication of Accommodations
1. What are your expatiations of a lecturer who has received notice from the
disability service about a student who has need for accommodations?
Yeah. So basically the process begins on the completion of the education needs
assessment form which basically underlines, A what disability or specific learning
difficulty the student may have? And once we put in place what we believe the
reasonable accommodations we then circulate that to all the appropriate lecturers
which is coordinate through the course coordinators office.
So it goes through email originally and it’s followed up by a communication,
whether that be for a meeting or whether it’d be for telephone call and that’s the
initial stage process. From that we organized and meet with the course Directors to
talk to any specific kind of issues that may arise both inside the classroom or
outside the classroom, so it’s a possibly a three stage process where you’d get the
information upfront and then there is a communication process and a follow up
towards that.
And if we feel there is any specific items kind of adapting or kind of your learning
kind of techniques or your teaching techniques then I will meet directly with them
as they hold their service.
2. Do lecturers meet your expectations?
In many cases they go beyond it because we are such a small community we find
that whilst in other universities there can’t be a lot of resistance within MTI we
have good working relationship with the faculty members and that if I perceive the
good practice or the best practice they will usually follow without any resistance.
The only difficult that kind of arises when you have new faculty members, you may
not be efficient in kind of universal design theory and things like that. And now it
just requires a little bit more training but we feel that not only goodwill drives it, but
they have the kind of awareness that it is expected of them.
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3. How do you inform lecturers of the needs of the students registered with
the disability service?
So that would be truly educational assessment form.
4. Do you notify lecturers of your expectations?
When the consultation comes up after they receive the written reports via it’s
directly which book to the course coordinator and course directors. And again, a lot
of that would be overlapped, because some of the needs would be kind of generic in
terms of this lacks here, if you have a specific difficulty such as profoundly deaf or
hearing impertinence something else comes in that’s called a little more
complicated.
And so far as you have things like sign language interpreters and possibly exam
accommodation such as signed video.

So those get a little bit complicated

depending on the nature of the disability. But in every case we always touch base
in written format as well as direct communication.
Positive
i.

Do

you

think

lecturers

know

how

to

implement

accommodations that you have suggested to them?
In sometimes you can have an instance where it just becomes puzzling and I give
you a good example. If you have a student say was covenant impairments or if you
have somebody with complete reduced mobility who can’t access traditional
learning material such as physical hardcopies of kind of report or books. And that
where you kind of – you’re looking for alternative formats and as you know at the
moment the whole, the copyright issue is kind of very difficult. And so yeah, this is
quite challenging. Sometimes we have to wait a number of weeks for alternative
materials and you will notice that is the big copyright kind of review going on at the
moments.
And I would be advocating that we would go towards the Denmark route or
someone like Sweden on ahead of colleagues over here who would be advocating
the model that it’s actually legislation that every educational resource should be
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provide an alterative formatting which would give all the publishers, care plans to
do exactly what we want them to do.
Negative
i.

Why do you have these expectations?

5. Do you have any suggestions on how to get lecturer engagement with the
accommodation notification process?
And getting by in as early as possible. Making them feel part of the process rather
not the last each in the process, so its going be over and beyond just emailing of
educational assessment for getting involved in faculty awareness training,
motivating their actually faculty members.
And looking for body and built at the palsy level as well as at a research level. We
would be very research intensive in this particular college and we would like to
assist the technologies to learning technologies. So I always communicate that at a
high level and get volume well in both schools the school of business and school of
computing. So we are kind of unique as far as we get a lot of by in.
6. Do students provided you with feedback on the success of the
accommodations they have received from the teaching staff?
Every year we have and – what’s called quality assurance surveys, so we get
students to provide enormous information on their experiences, throughout there
and try to both semesters as well as that we also do focus groups with our students,
so that we get both quantitative and qualitative data.
i) If resources were not a concern do you think that student feedback
on the success of accommodations should be given to lecturers?
Well. I don’t think it’s any harm. I think lecturers they get detailed feedback on
their teaching techniques anyway.
I think if any lecturer asked me in particular about feedback, I always give it to
them, it’s not a formal process, when it does become a formal process if that there is
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difficulty – in providing and in that way I do need the lecturers with disability
officer, with the direct of learning and teaching.
ii)

Do you think this would be useful?

Training
7. How successful is your teaching staff training program?
So we provide a faculty development twice a year. And the reason that’s twice a
year its to accommodate any new faculty members that may missed the first time
around, whilst – that is important, it’s only a generic one day event. What we
provide as well in (remove) is good connections between my own department and
the Department of Learning and Teaching. So for that it’s not a disjointed effort,
it’s a combined effort in order by inclusive and mainstream learning environment.
And in that way we provide regular updates, two faculty members on what is
innovation, what is a good practice and how can they get involved into mainstream
down inclusive teaching of students with a disability or specific learning difficulty.
So I think the benefit of (remove) is because we’re a small community and we find
that we are learning community. And that’s what keeps me motivated.
Positive
i) Why is it successful?
ii) How do you measure the success?
Well there is many ways, if you think, not saying that we do ultimately in many
ways that we can do, is we do look at dissatisfaction rates of students.
What I’ve tend to do in the past is any student register my own services, which
compared or exam performance as well as their continuous assessment performance
with those of their peers. To see that, to see impact of what we do compare with
those within and those that are registered with us. And we find that on general
anybody who gauges at us quite frequently can do significantly better than the
peers, who do not engage with us.
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Negative
i) Why do you not collect any data?
ii) Why don’t you measure feedback?
Negative
i)Why is it not successful?
ii) How do you measure the success?
Negative
i) Why do you not collect any data?
ii)Why don’t you measure feedback?
8. Do you have any suggestions on how your teaching staff training program
could be improved upon?
I think it’s an ongoing matter. I think with the development in copyrights, the
advancements and learning technologies, I think collectively we all need to move
away from just teaching center training.
So that you’re not just using PowerPoint, you’re not just using handouts. You’re
becoming a much more student centered approach to actually the mainstream
education.
And again, you’ll have resistance to that at some levels. But once you make it
engaging for faculty members and you showed a realization that if we do things in
inclusive manner such as the training inclusive program.
I think it can work. I’m not saying that’s the only model to follow. There’s the –
the models that I’d follow would be slightly different than that.

But I think

everybody’s coming from the universal design theory approach anyway. So…
I think, I think that’s they way forward.
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9. Are your training session well attended?
Yeah, it’s mandatory.
Interviewer: Was there much resistance to doing anything like that?
I would say for new faculty members it’s because it’s an unknown factor. There’d
be a lot of questions and a lot of anxiety that once they needed myself or the
directors of learning and teaching that hits – it becomes so much less resistant.
So – and yeah, the reason that we do it, we feel that it’s mandatory is that we’ve
really put the student at the heart of everything that we do. So – and if they miss
any opportunity whether it be, I don’t know, due to illness or they haven’t started
the contract, that’s why we run two sessions per year.
But I find personally that any key faculty members will, out of courtesy, come
down and have a chat with us. And I think it’s a really good way to build relations.
And because we had naturally – have good affiliation with learning and teaching in
the college. It just makes things so much easier.
Negative
i) Does this undermine your expectations and assumptions about lecturer’s
knowledge?
ii) Why do you think that teaching staff don’t engage with the training?
Positive
i) This is surprising considering our anecdotal evidence. What is
distinctive about this institution?
ii) Do the same lecturers frequently attend the training?
iii) Are they transferring information to other lecturers?
What we have done in the past is created a buddy system where you pair up
somebody who’s an experienced lecturer with those who were just starting. And
again, that kind of informal thing can work very much well. What we also provide
is, and the masters in learning, teaching, some module of that are free to new faculty
members. So far they can kind of – they can brush up on their teaching techniques
and as well as become more kind of aware of learning technologies or assisted
technologies and things like that.
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Interviewer: So they can freely attend a certain amount of modules and then
could complete several other ones outside which.
Absolutely.
Interviewer: …to get to a Masters in Education or something…
Absolutely.
And what we also provide in (remove) is every Friday we run the lunchtime
seminars.
And they are kind of hot topics in terms of what’s kind of – in different areas,
whether it would be specifically about technology, research and innovation, or just
national good practices. Some examples would be, how to implement problem
based learning in the kind of inclusive way. How to use things like mind maps,
audio files and everything that they would be quite passionate about in terms of
making things more inclusive.
So I’d be kind of part of a European research project to make the term assisted
technologies redundant. And so far every technology should be for the benefit of
all students. So you’re moving away from segregation and all material such as
mind mapping all your notes that’s become popular in – like passion for all
students.
The way I distinguish it, the assistive technologies can be an occupational, in terms
of how to actually be mobile and things like that whereas a learning technology is
something that helps you in an educational setting.
i) How do you know that this is the case?
10. Do you have any suggestions on how attendance at staff training session
could be improved upon?
11. Portions of lecturers aren’t engaging with the training provided by the
disability service. Why do you think this is?
As I said, any new faculty members, it’s not a requirement in anywhere in
ordinance to have a teaching qualification or to be a lecturer.
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And that’s a big barrier, so that they’re not always aware of the most appropriate
Pedagogy to put in place. Some don’t know what the word Pedagogy means, and
that itself can be a problem, especially if you’re coming from a very specific
content. I don’t know, say for instance, computing or accountancy. Accountancy
in particularly doesn’t lend it well to the types of assistive technology because very
much kind of systematic approach. And you’re working a lot on paper based
materials.
Same at mathematics. Mathematics is a non-linear language that has multiple levels
that itself is quite difficult. So we’ve had to think outside the box in terms helping
our faculty members and support services. And what we found is that we use online
recordings, so that students can actually go back to materials themselves.
Some of our best lecturers would have used assistive in terms of teaching
accountancy, best lectures in the world. But when you try to transfer that into
assistive technology perspective, it doesn’t work. So we have to think outside the
box. And I think that’s encouraging, I think it’s exciting.
i) Could it be to do with:
i)

Resources (lecturers time)

ii)

Online

resources

(difficult

to

use/find/select,

appropriateness)
iii)

Apathy (Ignoring the problem)

iv)

Timing training + communication

12. Do you think lecturers know how to implement the training they have
received?
I think in terms of any training, I don’t think one or two sessions is enough. I think
you need to create reusable sources. I think you need to create templates and what
we do in (remove) is we put everything on the staff portal. We create and reuse the
materials. Our doors are always open. And I think that’s the most important factor
that neither faculty member or support staff feel isolated.
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Once somebody feels isolated, they become less motivated. But if you feel part of
the team that’s working towards a shared goal then it’s a lot less of a barrier.
13. Do you think lecturers have the time to implement the training they have
received?
That’s a big issue. It really, really is and sometimes especially associate faculty
members, they’re here for a certain amount of time to push out the material and
that’s it.
And in that respect sometime you are working on goodwill, because they are on a
contract. But I find thankfully in every case so far and associate faculty members
are more than willing to take time out of their own diaries and come in and have a
chat about it. But I can understand especially in a larger institution that goodwill
alone will not always actually see true.
And that’s the major difficulties how to motivate them and how to make things
actually beneficial for everybody.
Engagement with Training
14. How are lecturers informed about available training?
And it’s going through the Director of HR. It’s a post out through HR obvious, as
well as that it’s promoted from the Director of Learning & Teaching and myself,
which part is actually to be included in every training day possible. If we miss one
then we all do it so from entry session.
But it’s post from the very talk time, in terms or let say it’s circulated through
emails to all staff and it’s followed it by and – by courtesy phone calls and cases
somebody hasn’t responded to an invite.
15. Are there any constraints you work within when scheduling training?
(time/money/rooms etc.)
Yes. Especially coming after the summer period – oh sorry, September period,
because my department is involved in the orientation of new students, team
resource matters become quite, quite an important factor when we get the time.
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And I am always trying that I don’t get it through these period where I am not busy.
So that itself is a barrier.
But other than that it’s making sure that all faculty members are available and to be
honest sometime they are not, which means that we have to actually do individual
one-to-ones with some people.
I can do one-to-one training with new faculty members. I have done in the past, but
collectively it’s nice if everybody can come together.
Because what is good is that because it’s led from the talk time, it becomes kind of
a day where people get to know each other and the faculty become more of a
cohesive unit… And it’s less effective when it’s one-to-one.
16. Do you think there is a mismatch between the timing of training and the
announcements of accommodations?
In (remove), we try to do the training in September, so not really.
And you would expect that education needs assessments would be completed by the
end of September and that is not all of those case, but quite generally as a rule of
thumb they would be. It would only be in the context of some students having an
emerging disability or like disclosure. And that way you didn’t kind of retrospect
this kind of awareness, but over 90% of the time no… it’s always in good time.
i) Do you think a better alignment of notification and training would
help?
17. Do you think cross institutional training would be useful? This might
include a coordinated training sessions.
It can be, there was just not one university trying to lead it. I think it always have
resistance because I can see Trinity being innovators, but their not the only
innovators.
i) What would be the challenges in running cross institutional
training?
Making sure that it’s not just one university.
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And making sure that it’s both regional as well as a national. So that you haven got
the likes and say AIT or likes of truly being excluded. You have to make people
motivated to travel. And you have to have clusters of good practice rather in one
center of good practice. That’s why online repositories are such a good idea, that’s
why national groups are good idea. But it’s about people buying in at an early
stage, routing somebody saying, what we have done is follow our model of good
practice, you’ll always has resistance at that or a repression of that as well as an
institution level, and nobody likes being told what to do, it has to be a collaborative
approach.
Resources
18. Are you aware of resources such as templates, guidelines or the TIC tool?
Yeah. I would know Michelle Garvey.
i) Do online resources form part of the training strategy?
They do indeed.
19. Do you recommend them to lecturers?
We do indeed.
Positive
i) Which ones?
We would go with the Trinity inclusive practice, but we’d also make our own.
Interviewer: Okay. And why was, why did you decide to make your own
then?
Because I’ve had colleagues over in Denmark indeed, they’ve created a really,
really good model of good practice. And they’d be innovators in universal design
theory. So I would trust their adjustment as both what we do in Ireland.
Interviewer: Have you used the TIC tool yourself?
I have and to be honest it’s quite engaging, but I find that there are some models
there are some elements that are more engaging than it is. And with what I find
from lecturers that with word templates, really good buy and when it gets the
presentations, not so much. You’ve always find the lecturers because you have
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images they’re not putting tags on images and that can just be a nightmare specially
students with eyes visual difficulties. So I have had to go to individual lecturers and
say you have to copy and pasting an image there that’s not universally accessible. I
am just showing them how to do it, so those are something that are easily kind of
grasp and something’s require bit more training
Interviewer: And have the lecturers just found it well to using the TIC tool
generally?
Generally speaking some bits of it and some bits no. I think it’s because it’s an out
side tool. I think they kind of they like the one-to-one training at the group training
probably from (remove). That’s not always the case, but I personally feel that
might be yes, it might have something to do with it.
Negative
i) Why not?
20. Do lecturers ever provide you with feedback on the quality of resources?
Yeah. They absolutely do and what we’ve always debated is what is constituted as
a reason of accommodation and that’s again once you get into that kind of
legislative kind of thinking, I think you’ve kind of lost you target audience. I think,
once you kind of help motivate somebody rather than push legislation out them, I
think that’s the best way to go. But it would be individual cases where we’ve done
everything we can for the students whereas I personally think we can go one step
further.
And that’s where you cannibalize conflict but it’s the matter of just being fair to the
actual lecturers trying hard and always keeping in mind that there is a recent
accommodation.
And again, we’re trying to put the student with everything we do as well, but there
has to be a balance.
Interviewer: it just seem unusual making the training mandatory as well it’s a
tough one I don’t really have an answer for it
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Well it’s not just about – the part of the training there isn’t just about universal
design. It’s about everything to do with teaching in (remove).
So it’s not just this is your disability hat on. In order to teach in (remove) you have
to come in here. We have to make sure that you have all the supports that you have.
So again, it’s the only reason that mandatory is to make sure that they are aware of
everything that we do.
21. From talking to several online resources creators, very few lecturers are
using their resources. Why do you think this is?
Its quite possibly, it’s a combination of new fact members who are just trying to get
the groups with actual content that could be a big body, if they’re actually just
teaching for the first time. From experience myself and when I started it’s just a
matter of finding new feet.
Coupled with that, if you have an older generation of lectures than there is a
difference, the whole digital age will become a barrier, as well that are used to
doing things certainly, that itself has to be kind of approached in a different manner.
And again, there is always strategies to kind of do that, but I did mention it’s a
combination of that.
i) How could they be improved?
You could do more awareness training, you really could.

I would not be an

advocate of that. But what I’d like to see is it to become natural practices rather
than practice that actually – that they actually did as a supplementary process.
Now whether that would be – meaning that every lecturer in higher education has to
go into a particular module or has to go with particular qualification, that’s
something that could come down the road. And if you think of it will that, we don’t
let anybody teach secondary level or primary level whatever the teaching
qualifications.
I would be an advocate of everybody doing in MA in education. Myself I’ve done a
PhD in education. I think it’s important for people to actually know what the term
pedagogy means.
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An inclusive learning and teaching and but I think that as a national
recommendation I think something can be done.
If you think in terms of our work with students of disabilities, nobody can do an
education needs assessment unless they have some form of a related qualification.
My screener in Ireland aren’t allowed to do screening without in that particular Cset course which is a demonstration of competence in the area. So there is all these
pockets of regulations when it comes to faculty members, whether you have your
maters, your PhD then you are assumed to be a good competent lecturer and I don’t
think we can assume so much.
22. Do you recommend resources, online or otherwise to teaching staff, when
you are notifying them of a student’s accommodation?
Yes and the way we do that is we always provide links to the most commonly used
and learning technologies and assistive technologies as well as templates.
It wouldn’t be part of the actual education needs assessment. It will be a separate
document. And so far as these are most commonly used technologies. And what we
try to do now is we try to do kind of monthly updates as what’s kind of coming
down the road, if there is any innovation or any research taking place.
23. Do you recommend different training resources depending on different
accommodations that have been granted?
Well that’s a good question, and if you look for a specific learning difficulties. It
can be called generic if we can and you can group them together. The only difficult
the one that you get to dyscalculia, which is still the unknown factor because it’s
emerging kind of understanding, it’s where dyslexia was I’d say about 15, 20 years
ago. So that’s something that we are still looking on.
When you look at sensory disabilities it’s always individual to a certain degree and
profoundly deaf that requires very-very particular exam accommodations and
supports. And legally blind against different kettle of fish.
So there are some interesting ones, but I’d say interesting because it means faculty
members have to think in a different way and the support services have to think in
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different ways. So it’s again I don’t find it as much of a challenge as something
should inspire us to be as good as we can be.
And we’ve always used challenging circumstances to agree in terms of anybody’s
profoundly debt. We adopt what we think are our national good practice and we try
to be more innovative than that. We just don’t expect and we try to excel from
them.
Open Questions
24. What is the biggest issue that you face?
Okay. So the biggest things at the moment again it’s funding, it’s challenging and
we are always negotiating HEA, what can we do? I am not sure if you are aware of
that the model of funding with HEA but it’s specifically designed for full time
education at the moment.
So we’re negotiating that it should be just open part time, full time. And that’s
something that the National Access Offices are quite open to at the moment. So
hopefully that would come on board. So there’s the finance issue, which is one
thing.
Secondary issue is the issue of copyright legislation. I think its – at this day and
age, I think it’s a little bit ridiculous. And I’m not advocating that we break
copyright. I’m advocating that it needs to be reasonable, it needs to be accurate and
it needs to be fair for every student participating, if we’re trying to develop a
competent knowledge of economy can be compete with the rest of the world. We
have to live up to the fact that people with VIs and people with special difficulties
want to participate equally in education.
i) Why is this?
ii.

If resources were not an issue how do you think it could
addressed?
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25. Do you think there is problem with the communication between the
students, lecturers, disability officers and online resources developers?
I am – I think sometimes it can be. There can be gaps in administrative process, but
they’re few and far between. Generally speaking, it’s a very, very, very, very good
model. And in terms of when the student makes us aware of the process, it’s a very
fast model. They come in, we need to assess them. And within, I say, maybe two
days, the lecturers will have a competent report. So in (remove), we strive to be as
quickly as we can be. And we tend not to wait for massive group of students to
circulate, and we try to do it as quickly as possible.
i) Why is this?
ii) How do you think it could be improved upon, if resources were not
an issue?
Communications, I would personally like to meet every lecturer about an individual
student. That’s an idea where, I would love to. What we generally tend to do is we
tend to group the difficulties. If there’s a group of dyslexic students, we’d run a
specific kind of session on that. If we have a new disability, which we had two
years ago, which was cerebral palsy, very significant cerebral palsy. We all – I
mean, the whole college needed to think outside the box.
Interviewer: So just to clarify, you’re saying you’d run a specific training
sessions, that would be within your training days that your running, would it,
or there would be additional sessions?
I’d love to, but I’m – I would say, I would need a lot more resources for that.
iii)

Recognising the lack of resources in the area, do you think that

there needs to be more feedback in this process between the stakeholders?
What we’d strive to do is to get individual feedback from students who utilize the
service as well as faculty members on how we kind of operate. And what we’re
doing at the moment is kind of an institution if you were on that in so far as, we
asked lecturers to kind of grade us in terms of, how do you find the experience?
How the students find experience? And then to be self critical in terms of how
would I improve what I do.
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And I think if you as a researcher or you as a practitioners, constantly ask yourself,
how can I improve on something, then every need do falls into an action research
model. Here’s your problem, this is how I’m going to try and fix it. This is how
I’m going to try to evaluate it.
Interviewer: Have you’ve ever been involved in a project developing an online
resource for educational purposes?
Yeah, I’m part of Pan-EU projects known as Rubber Braille in education.
Rubber Braille is a text-to-speech free generator, that’s accessible for all students in
education. What it is, is both an email service and a website service, so if you have
a word document, PDF document, the PowerPoint, you send it on to the server and
within say in hour you will get back a voice, kind of voice synthesized version of
that, an adapted version if you will.
It’s available. I think at the moment in about 25 different languages. It is now part
of the United Nation, so it’s a very highly regarded model at the moment.
Interviewer: So you took your experiences here or in your own teaching and
brought that into this project?
Absolutely. I would have been primarily a researcher in learning technologies gone
to international confuters, made these relations and then now part of this project.
What we have done there is we have embedded this within Stanford University, so
we’ve moved into the U.S. or open the good connections with major universities,
get more funding and just make this kind of universally accepted technology, so,
not just assistive technology, as a learning technology.
26. If you encountered an issue that you had not encountered before whom
would you contact for information?
Yeah, that’s a really good question. And I’d it rather very multi level approach.
What I’ll do internally is I will talk to my colleagues such as the Director of
Learning and Teaching has he ever heard of anything like this. If I haven’t heard
internally what is always a good ideas as to network within likes of DAWN which
I’m a member of and my colleagues in individual universities. And if I need to go
outside of those traditional approaches I always have my National EU partners who
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are experts in their field in many different areas from assistive technologies to
psychologists to absolutely every form of life, so we have good contacts.
i) Do you ever discuss issues with other disability officers from other
institutes?
Absolutely. We sit on the DARE national council, we sit on AHEAD. And from
that it’s just a matter of – if there’s any collective difficulty such as the funding
model. We all kind of come together and we kind of discuss what’s a good
practice.
ii) Do you ever contact AHEAD for information?
Yeah, yeah, yeah, by all means.
iii) Is there any other forum for you to get information and training?
Sometimes I get some information from, A; the British Physiology Society and, B;
from certain education tool providers such as – who else will contact me. Who else
will contact me? That’s really – it actually just a BPS that would contact me from a
– for a bit of training and things like that.
Discussion
Pre Interview Discussion
The disability access route to education, is any student migrating from second level
education into collage and as part of that we, myself and (remove) would look after
the dyslexia or SpLD route to that.
So I would remind all the national assessors in terms of quality assurance, I would
check that this is to make sure they are actually right and if there is any queries or
referrals from any collage participating scheme I kind of centralize responses to
that.
Interviewer: So you’d be advising all policies there as well?
Yeah, myself and (remove) would sit on the DARE, kind of grouping things like
that, so it’s a really good national scheme but beyond that myself and (remove)
would have good relations anyway we would have worked on a number of kind of
things together and we kind of are both involved in the ALSON Group which is the
academic learning support officers network.
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It’s too good. It’s a good kind of networks. It’s a good bunch of people to be
involved with and – it’s a tight community. I am sure you’ve kind of be aware of
that.
Interviewer: Everyone seems to know everybody in anyway.
So everybody does know how to deal with everybody.
Post Interview Discussion
Interviewer: It’s an area that I have an interest in, and your model is very
interesting this mandatory training it seems like it’s an easy solution but I can
see it being difficult to implement in some respects.
It can be, it really can be because of our faculty members wouldn’t be as large
saying that the major university we have attracted a lot more. And because it comes
– it’s driven from an HR team. It’s beneficial for them to come along.
Interviewer: I would be an advocate of that as well. I would think of course
you need to be getting people to come to these training sessions.
The way I’ve always seen it from a HR perspective is that you have to abide by the
Disability Act 2005 you know you’re looking at the University Act 1997 and once
you have all of these things put in line, it can be quite scary if the university isn’t
following these. And so it all takes a one particular student say, well you haven’t
recorded this under a certain criteria…
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6. Disability officer F
Resources
18. Are you aware of resources such as templates, guidelines or the TIC tool?
Not really – I know of some sites such as scips which I think is good because it is
broken down by study area and conditions e.g. Asperger’s and computer science or
dyslexia and humanities but not familiar with the tic tool though have heard of tic
project.
i) Do online resources form part of the training strategy?
No.
19. Do you recommend them to lecturers?
No. see above.
Positive
i) Which ones?
Negative
i) Why not?
20. Do lecturers ever provide you with feedback on the quality of resources?
No.
21. From talking to several online resources creators, very few lecturers are
using their resources. Why do you think this is?
Lack of awareness, lack of time to research, find and evaluate the resources – lack
of recommendations from support providers?
i) How could they be improved?
Not sure - There is so much out there I would need to have some recommended and
then only evaluate those that came with that recommendation or some established
resources.
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22. Do you recommend resources, online or otherwise to teaching staff, when
you are notifying them of a student’s accommodation?
No but it is a good idea.
23. Do you recommend different training resources depending on different
accommodations that have been granted?
Not at present but if I was aware of focused resources that would be helpful to
lecturer’s I would consider doing so.
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APPENDIX H: LECTURER INTERVIEWS

1. Lecturer A
Engagement with Communication of Accommodations
1. How are you informed about the needs of a student that has registered with
the disability service?
Through the ACCESS office which we find out in November, December that
comes through the school office. So this ACCESS office informs the school office
and the school office informs us.
2. Do you know what action to take as a result of receiving this information?
Yeah, yeah.
i) How do you know what to do with this information?
Some is from previous experience and from being making myself just
becoming informed through the various workshops that have been run
around the collage. But also having an interest in the whole area, so I think
that probably is the first thing and being open to students who have
disability and letting them – and to go back to your previous question, how
do I know? I ask. And I leave the door open for them not to say come and
tell me now in front of everybody else, but in their own time when they
have developed a piece of some confidence by being in third level that they
can actually say to me, I am ADHD or I have dyslexia and just take it from
there.
3. Have you ever contacted the disability service to clarify the information they
have provided you with?
No.
4. Have you ever sought advice from the disability service to find online
resources?
No.
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5. Do you have any suggestion on how the process of communication could be
improved upon?
I think they could probably be more visible, I know they’re very busy as we all are.
But we – there should be a concerted effort made maybe at the beginning of the
year so that we all know the faces behind the doors. And we know who to refer
our people to. It was general stuff, communication of visibility.
6. Do students provide you with feedback on how successfully you have
accommodated them?
Sometimes they do. Yeah, I would – and sometimes I would ask, if for example,
we have dyslexia students I would specific ask them, can you read my slides or the
colors on my slides okay, is the font okay, is there anything I can change in order
to make things a little bit easier for you and to accommodate them in whatever
way, sometimes they tell you, sometimes they don't.
a. Do the disability office provide you with feedback?
Sometimes you hear it as – in a backward sort of way; you hear it on the grapevine.
You don't get it directly from them. But this year we’ve – I had some dealings
with one particular person within the Disability Office, and she's been very good.
She's been very helpful and when fourth year was struggling to complete an
assignment. I knew that I was able to go to her because I knew she was – but she
was involved with that particular student. And I was able to go to her and say,
there a particular assignment not in, can you contact them, and she was working
directly with and that was fine and it was great to be able to do that.
b. Do you think this would this be useful?
I think it would, it would also to be nice to know what worked well, so that you
could use it again in the future. Or to amend if it didn't work well.
Training
8. How do you get information on how to implement accommodations?
Through the school office, I suppose would be the main way of getting it. Maybe
informing myself on how to – self information.
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9. Have you ever attended a disability office staff training event?
Yes
Positive
i. What prompted you to attend the staff training event?
Two things, one, to help current students and possibly future students, and
secondly because it's an area of interest within my own subject area. It's an area of
interest.
ii. How many training session a year would you attend?
On ADHD, we will start another talk on ADHD but somebody for Trinity and we
had a talk on general disability and as aspersers so about four.
1. Do you only attend session on particular topics that are
of interest to you?
No.
iii. How useful are the training events?
I think they are relatively useful. Possibly, I come with a lot of knowledge that
maybe all the people don’t have and that’s partly experience, but partly the subject
that I’m dealing in. So some people may start it at a different base. So sometimes
you’re going to feel a little bit frustrated that they’re not quite at a high enough
level and they’re at starter level and you’d like to go a little bit further with them.
iv. How could the training program in your institute be improved
upon?
Brief skills analysis are probably interest for people level of knowledge that that’s
found out first. It’s like beginning the Stage I, Stage II and structure the training
sessions around those type of -- that type of knowledge.
b. Negative
i. Why not?
1. Time conflict/ too busy
2. Irrelevant topic
3. Conducted own research
4. Have never had an issue with providing support for
students
5. Other?
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10. What would encourage you to attend more of the training session?
More time.
11. Is there any link between the notification of a students accommodations and
the training that is currently offered to you?
Not really.
Interviewer: Do you think this would be useful?
Yes
12. How do you know if you have successfully implemented an accommodation?
Engagement with Training
13. How are you notified that staff training is taking place?
Through the staff training officer. Electronically, it’s by email.
a. Is there a better way to inform you of upcoming training session?
No, I think that’s pretty good. It’s very effective.
14. Have you ever sought out training on a particular issue from the disability
service?
No.
15. Have you ever not been able to attend the training because of time
constraints?
Yes.
16. Would you consider attending a training session in another institute if one
were not available in your institute?
I would. It would be very useful to see how all the people do it in other colleges as
well.
Resources
17. Are you aware of online resources such as templates, guidelines or the TIC
tool?
Yes.
Positive
a. How did you hear about these resources?
Through an e-learning course I am doing it at DCU.
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b. Of the online resources that you have utilized which ones would you
rate highly and which ones would you not rate very highly?
Well, I know about them, haven't necessarily used them.
Interviewer: Okay, okay. All right. So you are saying, you haven't used the
ones that you know of?
No.
i. Is there anything in common between the better resources?
c. How useful have you found the recommended resources?
18. Has the disability office ever informed you about available online resources?
No.
Positive
a. Which ones?
b. Have you ever been asked by the disability officer to provide feedback
on how useful the recommended resources were?
c. When the disability office is informing you of the needs of a student,
have they ever sent you on appropriate online training resources?
Negative
d. Do you think it would be useful to be informed about the available
online resources?
Yes.
19. Have you any suggestion on how the online resources could be improved
upon?
Well, firstly on availability, it would be nice to have a point where we could find
out where the resources were, to explore it if we need them so to pick at – so you’ll
be able to pick out the ones that you need, like a recipe. I need something on
ADHD, I need something on dyslexia or whatever.
Open Questions
20. As a lecturer what is the greatest difficulty you have accommodating a student
with additional needs?
Don’t really have any. I didn't have to deal with this.
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21. Do you think there is problem with the communication between the students,
lecturers, disability officers and online resources developers?
Some students are unwilling to disclose and you may know that they have a
disability, but they don’t want to disclose and that’s entirely up to them for fear of
being labeled possibly. They may – they may not know that we are here to help
them that we are not going to label them and we are not going to get. So I think
there is a little bit of fear around there and there are some people who present with
problems very late in their degree. And if they knew about or if they have the
confidence or maybe its confidence building exercise that we need to embark on.
a. Why is this?
b. How do you think it could be improved upon, if resources were not an
issue?
Just making the whole area of disability and it’s not disability.

You know,

everybody has ability, so if we can just be open to the fact that we have a wide
variety of individual differences in our abilities.
c. Recognising the lack of resources in the area, do you think that there
needs to be more feedback in this process between the stakeholders?
Yes.
22. If you encounter an issue when dealing with a student with an accommodation
that you have never encountered before, what is your first point of contact?
a. Another lecturer
b. The disability service
c. The internet
d. Head of Department
e. Other
It depends on what the disability is. If it’s depression, if it’s psychotic, if it’s…
I go directly to the disability services, that would be best place to start. And then
they’d be able to point you towards the resources.
23. Is there a lecturer in your school who would be an advocate/ champion of
disability issues?
Yes there would be one or two.
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Okay.

And have you ever approached them for that, so have you ever

approach them for information about how to accommodate student?
Yeah
24. Are there incentives in your institute to encourage lecturers to attend training
on accommodation for students? (career progression)
No.
a. Do you have any suggestions on how this could be done?
If it was included in a CPD program where you could add credits, build-up credits
towards maybe a certificate, maybe diploma that might work for some people, but
you can’t force people to go along to those type of sessions unless they are
generally interested.
25.

Here are a list of accommodations. Which ones do you think you should
act on?
a. Extra time in exams
That's the exams office; if there was an in-class test then I'd have act on it, but have
to be informed.
b. A weaver for spelling a grammar
We have to be informed about that, so then that will be somebody else.
c. Use of a scribe
Somebody else.
d. Notes available in accessible electronic format
I think if the student approaches I can just have the notes available and the format
is fine.
e. Text presenting in non serif font
That would be me.
f. Use of high contrasting colours in text
That would be me.
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2. Lecturer B
Engagement with Communication of Accommodations
1. How are you informed about the needs of a student that has registered with the
disability service?
I would get an e-mail from one of the support services, departments or sub
departments such as the region wide support service or from the assistive, from the
access office. I don’t tend to get anything from ____ for instances who is the, I
believe it's the assistant officer and things tend to come essentially from that
department.
And I would say I am, I don’t feel, I don’t have confidence that I always have a full
picture of all the students, not only I am not sure that I get whether all the students
are, provide, I am provided to mention about all the students and I don’t think I am
provided with the depth of information I need.
2. Do you know what action to take as a result of receiving this information?
In general yes to provide support and be at extra time or extra assistance in
interpreting an assignment or in deed an exam if you know, exam situation. But
some in terms of specific supports for individual conditions generally, generally not
you know -.
Unless I have being to a course, workshop that might give more information.
a. i) How do you know what to do with this information?
Well I would say look at websites, I would have a chat with the support,
with the student services particular department I am dealing with, I
would have a chat with the students and understand their needs, I would
consult with other academic members of staff not necessarily to get
info, if they have had experience of similar students but if they have had
experience with that particular student we can come to an idea about
what they might need.
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3. Have you ever contacted the disability service to clarify the information
they have provided you with?
Yes

4. Have you ever sought advice from the disability service to find online
resources?
Not for training resources but for general resources. Yeah not online resource.
I don’t think so because the reason I can, the reason for that is because either,
because that particular department, the student service department don’t have
something that would, that you know wouldn’t have the authority to put me on a
course that would expect us to apply to a line major for such courses so there is,
there is a missing chain there because we don’t, we work on more advice.
5. Do you have any suggestion on how the process of communication could be
improved upon?
Okay, I think firstly I am, there needs to be, we as some lecturers need to have an
overview of the range of different individual differences or unPC disabilities. I
know they are individual but there is a finite range I think and rather than have lots
of different workshops I think that has to be, we just I think that would be good to
have an overview of the range and with particular programs because the different
programs have, attract different individual conditions for AVMT for instance. We
have got data, we have had for many years, data of what type of students we tend to
get such as ones with dyslexia, dyspraxia and those coordination skills perhaps and
those are the ones to focus on.
And have and then you know communication how to spot those things, those
individual conditions without making an assessment but make the implying referral
in confidence.
6. Do students provide you with feedback on how successfully you have
accommodated them?
Yeah I have had one this year, I have had this current academy I have had better of
feedback yeah.
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b. Do the disability office provide you with feedback?
No.
c. Do you think this would this be useful?
It would be but I am not sure, I am not sure what kind of feedback whether the
feedback they would provide is useful. Because and they, it's a very difficult,
it's a very difficult line of trade between us as lecturers who aren’t qualified in
the true sense to make an assessment and for the, but we have that detail to, to
the knowledge of what the program is about and then with the access office on
that side they, it's the opposite, they have the qualification but don’t know
about the detail. So I don’t know whether .
I don’t think it is appropriate to be asking those questions I think it's more of a
feedback and concentration discussion afterwards.
Training
8. How do you get information on how to implement accommodations?
From the access office or from students service there is various problems but let's
say don’t get very much
9. Have you ever attended a disability office staff training event?
Yeah several yes.
Positive
i. What prompted you to attend the staff training event?
In recent years it's mainly because of students we have had with particular
conditions and I want to know, have more information about them and their
needs. In the past it may have been related to research I had conducted in an
area.
ii. How many training session a year would you attend?
On average about one but it varies, some years it could be two, it could be done
from -.
1. Do you only attend session on particular topics that
are of interest to you?
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These days yes.
iii. How useful are the training events?
They are reasonably useful and they trigger off responses to particular
situations maybe months later. So from that point of view that they are useful
and but they are from two generalists so it's difficult to implement them
directly.
iv. How could the training program in your institute be
improved upon?
What, yeah I suppose a more specific view would be appropriate and not
necessarily specific to particular students but to particular programs and if the,
if the access office or the center of services that we are talking about if they
were able to get better understanding of what our programs are about they
could give us more specific training for the program we are teaching them.
I think they need to absorb, do classroom observations.
Negative
i. Why not?
1. Time conflict/ too busy
2. Irrelevant topic
3. Conducted own research
4. Have never had an issue with providing support for
students
5. Other?
10. What would encourage you to attend more of the training session?
I think if they were stretched in a way that gave us an overview of various
conditions and were more directed towards what we actually do in the classroom
rather than they to generalists and yeah.
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11. Is there any link between the notification of a students accommodations
and the training that is currently offered to you?
Yeah I mean the language that is used to describe that condition is at paraphrase
within the material supplied on a particular course.
Interviewer: But is there any sort of temporal link between them, do they
happen concurrently there?
Oh no.
They tend to happen about in May and June, May every year but those, a lot of
them would happen in May, sometimes January but don’t really, I think that would
need to be more in the beginning of September.
12. How

do

you

know

if

you

have

successfully

implemented

an

accommodation?
I would, I get feedback from students is one way. I might see an evidence while I
submitted CA material or exam material.
And if the student manages to progress he does progress, I mean you could, they
could you know that’s not an issue necessarily on equal plain field but if they are
progressing then to see how that, how they are coping with similar material of more,
maybe more difficult in the later year and see them able to cope with it and deal
with it better.
Engagement with Training
13. How are you notified that staff training is taking place?
I get an email from different departments.
d. Is there a better way to inform you of upcoming training session?
No I think that’s probably the best way, but what we know is some sort of
newsletter and that gives you, keeps you informed about various initiatives that are
going along and maybe even staff, not staff, well yeah meetings you know
information meetings and discussion meetings.
14. Have you ever sought out training on a particular issue from the disability
service?
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No, but I suppose the closest I have come to this year is being I mainly did ask
about aspergers but the course came up timely so that was fine.
15. Have you ever not been able to attend the training because of time
constraints?
Yeah sometimes during the teaching year.
16. Would you consider attending a training session in another institute if one
were not available in your institute?
Yeah I would.
Resources
17. Are you aware of online resources such as templates, guidelines or the TIC
tool?
No.
Positive
a. How did you hear about these resources?
b. Of the online resources that you have utilized which ones would you
rate highly and which ones would you not rate very highly?
i. Is there anything in common between the better resources?
c. How useful have you found the recommended resources?
18. Has the disability office ever informed you about available online
resources?
I think yes but very rarely.
Positive
a. Which ones?
I think they are on aspergers, I think it was recommended to some -.
b. Have you ever been asked by the disability officer to provide
feedback on how useful the recommended resources were?
No.
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c. When the disability office is informing you of the needs of a
student, have they ever sent you on appropriate online training
resources?
No.
Negative
a. Do you think it would be useful to be informed about the available
online resources?
19. Have you any suggestion on how the online resources could be improved
upon?
Well that could be a catalogue of online resources, that could be nice to have a
database with web links to various different resources rather than and it being a
little bit hit or miss, it needs to be, I think our access office needs to say which one
is the best resource, which ones are not so good and directors are pointed towards
those on a regular basis to remind this.
Open Questions
20. As a lecturer what is the greatest difficulty you have accommodating a
student with additional needs?
It's to provide additional resources with equipment or and learning an assignment at
a different time in any class soon or extending the time on any class soon and or a
non, say non-traditional but a non, an unusual method of delivering that so I mean it
causes difficulties and kind of implement.
21. Do you think there is problem with the communication between the
students, lecturers, disability officers and online resources developers?
Clearly yes.
a. Why is this?
I think because the online resources could be anywhere in the world and most of our
access offices who have, our access people who have a very wide nudge of all these
different websites don’t necessarily, those they don’t necessarily tell us about and
that’s the problem and even if they do they don’t necessarily fit with what we are
doing here. So I think there is two goals, there is one between the resources
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providers and our access office here and then between access office and the
lecturers, things are not entitled specifically to programs.
b. How do you think it could be improved upon, if resources were not
an issue?
I think that we, I think if we had and we had a member of staff at center services on
dealing with disabilities but with experience of various programs would be a help or
if we had, if we were pointed, directed towards others in the sector who would have
more experience. For instance if we, if there was a disabilities officer in the sector,
you know in Ireland who dealt with engineering programs then we could go to that
person and get resources and advice.
c. Recognising the lack of resources in the area, do you think that
there needs to be more feedback in this process between the
stakeholders?
Yes and I think that everyone needs to share their experiences in one room,
maybe through a conference or a workshop or something.
22. If you encounter an issue when dealing with a student with an
accommodation that you have never encountered before, what is your first
point of contact?
a. Another lecturer
b. The disability service
c. The internet
d. Head of Department
e. Other
It depends on the condition, it depends on whether I have, whether I have come
across student with that condition before. It depends on whether I have confidence
in the, in the support service to provide that information. I don’t tend to.
Yeah I would and the first protocol would probably be, I would probably contact
the head of department just to let him, he or she know that that this is happening and
I might speak to another lecturer about the condition and internet service is a little
bit lower down on the scale and disability service it's fine but I don’t feel like there
is enough information from them.
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But I will give you a particular example with the aspergers situation. I actually
spoke to a friend who worked in that sector for some years and who had written a
post, an MA dissertation in this area or who had to – and had a lot of experience in
that area and she was able to pinpoint exactly the problem of, the issue of the
student exactly what the student was thinking and how the student would be and she
pinpointed exactly and I spoke to her because I didn’t have – it didn’t appear from
the websites from our website that there was enough experience within (remove) of
this, internally I was correct but we have colleagues at (remove) that helped us and I
was actually you know this is of, I did tell the student that if the student wasn’t
getting any joy from our access services that he could speak to my friend.
Of the, you know in a private arrangement because there was more chance of - I just
had a lot more confidence in him.
23. Is there a lecturer in your school who would be an advocate/ champion of
disability issues?
I would because of my, because of experience of writing, of working on, doing
research in this area, writing proposals and for European you know big projects ten
years ago and I would class myself as one of them and but we don’t currently have
somebody who is, I don’t, the moment I don’t think we have anybody who is
fulfilling that role.
That could be someone in learning science but I am not sure.
24. Are there incentives in your institute to encourage lecturers to attend
training on accommodation for students? (career progression)
No.
a. Do you have any suggestions on how this could be done?
Well one thing is that there the lecturers, I am not sure that, I can’t think of a
positive incentive to be honest with you because and there is no progression
route that would provide you know and incentivize in that way. But from a
negative point of view in a way I mean we have, one has to say first of all that
with the equal status act 2000, there is, we have an obligation to do so, we have
a legal obligation on making lecturers aware of the penalties, but what they
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could, liabilities that they could incur if they didn’t provide accommodations to
students and recognize that there are, ones the job will be easier if one
understood these conditions because and what you, what one may perceive as
being a difficult student or a student doesn’t engage which takes up, it could
take up an unknown amount of time, it's actually student that has an individual
difference that needs to be recognized and to be developed. And could actually
be of great benefit. So I would say in that way. These come from a training
date, say in June, the self-development day on 3rd of September for instance.
25. Here are a list of accommodations. Which ones do you think you should
act on?
a. Extra time in exams
For me to recommend to the invigilators.
b. A weaver for spelling a grammar
Me.
c. Use of a scribe
Just down to the access office.
d. Notes available in accessible electronic format
It's down to me but within advising guidance from the access office.
e. Text presenting in non serif font
It's done to me with instruction from the access office.
f. Use of high contrasting colours in text
For me with these wise guidance from the access office.
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3. Lecturer C
1. How are you informed about the needs of a student that has registered with the
disability service?
It would come via the Head of Department. So there’s a notification of profound
needs as soon as they note by listing and there is a summary chart that we get as
well as the detailed profound. So – and by also rollover, the information from one
year to the next. We kind of – we do a list each year, each – it’s updated during the
year. We keep an ongoing list. Yeah, because we have a lot.
2. Do you know what action to take as a result of receiving this information?
In terms of assessment, it usually focuses on assessment. So, practically speaking,
that means extra time for in-class tests and that will be the main implication, not
depending on the individual. It can be – it can vary, you know, in terms of what
you need to do but that would be in – a lot of our notifications would be dyslexia.
And that’s – so it’s – In a number of cases it’s just time.
i) How do you know what to do with this information?
Well, it says it.

It says on the exam accommodations or assessment

accommodations. It just says to make allowances for syntax and glamour and
time and so on, so it’s pretty clear.
3. Have you ever contacted the disability service to clarify the information
they have provided you with?
We’re seeing cases depending on the condition. You’ll have some conditions such
as Asperger's that you would -- we typically would go back and we just -- would
have to work because it’s – this is only the accommodation listing is simply
assessment which isn’t getting near the issue of teaching & learning. So in some
cases because there are – maybe admission further on the spectrum. You just have
to -- it just makes sense to go and talk to them, so in those situations, yes, within a
vast majority of cases, it’s fairly standard.
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So we also incorporate, I should say have to be carefully handled. We have a class
listing that we try and put all the information for our students on one place, an excel
spreadsheet. So we try to put as much information as possible in there for lecturers
only.
Interviewer: How is that different than the initial information on the
conditions that the individual students have?
Well the thing that I worry about as coordinator is let’s say we have, you know,
touching on 300 students with just short of 2,000 different module sitting as it were.
And all this information is coming and going and it does change during the year,
and we have kind of upwards of 50, 40 to 50 people in this…notified, we haven’t
talked about the non-notified yet. So they -- it logistically I am worried about it just
get overlooked. So I worked on this, having a class list which has, you know, as
much information as possible, but it is also saying that in one place you can just
find these accommodations there, so I was just making that basic information more
accessible for the lecturer. So that it doesn’t get overlooked. I know that sounds a
bit… And that can happen.
But then in terms of what do we do with it and how do we know. I mean, it would
be the teaching and learning sessions that (remove) organize.

So – but there

voluntary.
4. Have you ever sought advice from the disability service to find online
resources?
No
5. Do you have any suggestion on how the process of communication could be
improved upon?
I know for years there was reluctance as whether we could pass on this information.
There was clash between confidentiality and usability.

And the access office

personnel were very concerned about the confidentiality or the information, and I
was very concerned about the usability of it.
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But we seem to have kind of, I don’t know whether it’s just fallen between…But
we seem to have come to a working arrangement and I have sent them my class list
as to what we do. And it is password protected. But I mean, there is a risk, but I
think there’s a – if we do – if we don’t have the information accessible to lecturers
then it doesn’t get… Nothing happens. So there is that kind of – is like a kind of
thing.
6. Do students provide you with feedback on how successfully you have
accommodated them?
Only if it goes wrong. Now there would one or two exceptions over the years, it
maybe on Conferring Day and from the students or their families you might get that
would be kind of exceptional. But it's when it goes wrong.
a. Do the disability office provide you with feedback?
As to where it's going, right or wrong? Informally, yes, they would kind of be
supportive.
b. Do you think this would this be useful?
In terms of how it's working for specific students, a kind of a feedback loop. All
feedback loops are good, but it's just a question of – if it's won’t be another report.
If it was – if it was driven at improving things. Yes.
Training
8. How do you get information on how to implement accommodations?
How do – well, does this – the profile of needs has a section on the
accommodations. And then the summary also has and there kind of generic you
know, the sections about you know, about fairly generic for most students. So it's
kind of –
Well, like it's kind of self explanatory in terms of – if it's a one hour exam, you add
on 10% and you make allowances for the grammar and spelling and so on.
9. Have you ever attended a disability office staff training event?
Yes
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Positive
i.

What prompted you to attend the staff training event?

I just see it as important and that and it’s a relatively big issue for our program.
ii.

How many training session a year would you attend?

Off the top of my head about three – two to three.
i. Do you only attend session on particular topics that are of
interest to you?
No, it’s whatever is coming up in the program. Its depending on the condition.
iii. How useful are the training events?
They’re very good.
iv. How could the training program in your institute be
improved upon?
I don’t think the issue is with the quality of the programs. I think the issue is
with the participation and there’s a kind of a wider than kind of answer.
Negative
i)Why not?
Time conflict/ too busy
Irrelevant topic
Conducted own research
Have never had an issue with providing support for students
Other?
10. What would encourage you to attend more of the training session?
Well what would encourage more people to attend. I suppose you see it is
desperately important I think, but not everybody thinks that. And you can…its
either a carrot or a stick. In my observation of the system of academic world, if you
were to publish the number of sessions of people have attended even by individual
or by department or by – I think the natural competitiveness, I'm using the nice
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word. Might kick-in, whatever the talk, I mean that's – but that’s going about that's
base.
But the difficult is in my observation that is that the same group of people attended
and this is a wider issue.
11. Is there any link between the notification of a students accommodations
and the training that is currently offered to you?
Well, I make the link. I mean, personally, of course, the training would be open to
everybody.
So I’m not aware of a formal link between both, but of course, I mean the access
office, disability office would say what these particular issues are, it's a serious – Its
as clear as anything that these issues are important to us, be it dyslexia or aspersers
or whatever.
Interviewee: Just to clarify is there a temporary link between when you receive
the accommodations and when the training is offered?
Well, the accommodations come in October, November onwards and the training
then, training tends to be spread through the year. But they do try and do as an
appropriate time. But its also – like its lecturer availability as well, if you run it in
the October, November you won't get the attendance on it.
So then, you need to do the best, and I don't think there is a much what they can do.
12. How

do

you

know

if

you

have

successfully

implemented

an

accommodation?
It’s – I suppose it's by default. It's reliant on the student complaining if there’s a
problem. We don’t have a policing system as of such. Say if a lecture isn’t given
the extra 10% we don’t have… that’s left at lecturer level.
But then is a student too shy to ask or too embarrassed or is it done. We’ve had
issues like that in the past. Do you use different color paper and then you know the
stigmatization and all this again is a clash between confidentiality and efficiency,
flippantly I suppose you could say if the student passes, it’s a measure of success,
but I don’t think that’s fair. It’s a difficult question to answer.
Engagement with Training
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13. How are you notified that staff training is taking place?
(remove) sends around emails

i)Is there a better way to inform you of upcoming training session?
No. I found the notifications very good.
14. Have you ever sought out training on a particular issue from the disability
service?
Over the years, yeah, we’ve worked with disability on different issues that are very
relevant.
Interviewer: Did you do that because there wasn’t a training session coming up
on the particular issue?
We just kind of – we tend to work closely with (remove) and (remove) and the
team. So it just kind of happens naturally where it’s just such a big issue, it doesn’t
kind of left to just, you know, reaction. It tend to kind of just they will say, you got
25 in this category or you’ve got an extra three people that who haven’t had this
before. It just happens over a tea or coffee rather than in a formal way.
15. Have you ever not been able to attend the training because of time
constraints?
Yeah, well, one I automatically prioritize. You balance kind of beneficial from each
of these process staying at your desk and working on the teaching and learning.
So when that’s – just we could say that what every single no matter how good is it
possibly. Yeah, you do make -- I mean if there is only one student if I get on to 300
and somebody else is going, I won’t go.
16. Would you consider attending a training session in another institute if one
were not available in your institute?
Yeah, but what to be a very good reason. I just find the services here very good.
Resources
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17. Are you aware of online resources such as templates, guidelines or the TIC
tool?
Not the TIC tool, but I’m aware in general things like website on dyslexiaresearch.com and bits and bobs.
Positive
i)How did you hear about these resources?
Well, a student notified me, students notify me in some cases and then in some
of the training sessions they would refer to the online materials like AHEADs
website and so on.
ii)Of the online resources that you have utilized which ones would you rate
highly and which ones would you not rate very highly?
I wouldn’t – I have done a deep study of it. What I have found that the AHEAD
material was very useful.
i. Is there anything in common between the better resources?

iii. How useful have you found the recommended resources?
18. Has the disability office ever informed you about available online
resources?
Yes.
Positive
i. Which ones?
AHEAD and also the students here in the college did a very good dyslexia DVD,
after few years ago, and that was kind of good and that then leads you to it.
I think (remove) did some work as well on dyslexia. She used to do a workshop
on it a few years ago and again that moves you, you know, prompts us to look at
different online resource.
ii. Have you ever been asked by the disability officer to provide
feedback on how useful the recommended resources were?
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Not that I can recall.
iii. When the disability office is informing you of the needs of a
student, have they ever sent you on appropriate online
training resources?
No, not that I can remember.
Negative
i)Do you think it would be useful to be informed about the available online
resources?
19. Have you any suggestion on how the online resources could be improved
upon?
Yeah. This is how – this is kind of geared towards the online thing. I would say
that the biggest issue – I would say, number one is online resources, I would say,
less is better than more, is just have a very small number of approved resources and
keep it at that rather than number of ones here. Because I think the biggest issue is
getting lecture engagement in the issue.
And the easier you make that, the better. So I would say, it’s not so much. I'm sure
there are others, I mean, most resources are excellent, but I would just say, too
restricted because there’s an overwhelming feeling and I think lecturers may feel
that this is something kind of off to the side, if it takes a whole heap of work, they
won’t even start. So that’s trying to suck people in.
Open Questions
20. As a lecturer what is the greatest difficulty you have accommodating a
student with additional needs?
Well, it would be, I suppose the greatest difficulty would be the teaching approach,
because if say you've got a wide ability class, and you have half the class get it and
a quarter or a half don’t and just trying to – just trying to help the people who are
struggling while keeping the people who are get it engaged.
That's the – so it's kind of this wide range of ability is a very difficult issue to deal
with.
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21. Do you think there is problem with the communication between the
students, lecturers, disability officers and online resources developers?
I wouldn't see the online resources developers as members of the – of that big
kind of. To be honest maybe – that's maybe this is my approach. But I would see
them more as – that's the resources more on the side, but that's could be my
limitation now, but I think that here in the college this system appears to works very
well. We have a lot students and like I got a lot of complaints about lot of things,
but I tend not to get them about this area.
i) Why is this ?
ii) How do you think it could be improved upon, if resources were not
an issue?
iii) Recognising the lack of resources in the area, do you think that
there needs to be more feedback in this process between the stakeholders?
I think, this is my own blind spot a bit. But I would say that everybody in that loop,
is in my opinion with the exception of perhaps some lecturers might have needed –
mightn’t quite see it as being their job. Difficult to with workload, is that if there is
a disability office, some people may say, well, it’s the disability office’s job.
But just subject to that I would say that the people in that loop are pretty well on
tune and in sync. But the people there and that loop don’t make the decision about
resources.
22. If you encounter an issue when dealing with a student with an
accommodation that you have never encountered before, what is your first
point of contact?
i) Another lecturer
ii) The disability service
iii) The internet
iv) Head of Department
v) Other
Disability
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23. Is there a lecturer in your school who would be an advocate/ champion of
disability issues?
Yes
24. Are there incentives in your institute to encourage lecturers to attend
training on accommodation for students? (career progression)
Other then the intrinsic motivation. No. Other than the team thing and just doing
your job well. That’s no extrinsic rewards, just a no.
i) Do you have any suggestions on how this could be done?
Yeah. I think as if each department they published at the end of each academic year
how many sessions each department attended. And then just express it as compared
to the relative size of each department and your attendance per lecturer. I know
that’s awfully negative, but I mean that’s what I observe works in this place.
25. Here are a list of accommodations. Which ones do you think you should
act on?
1. Extra time in exams
Who should administer this? Lecturer.
2. A weaver for spelling a grammar
Lecturer.
3. Use of a scribe
That is a difficult issue. That would be the Student Academic Affairs office but for
an in-class test that’s a difficulty. For an in-class test the issue of scribe is a resource
problem. So we usually have to adapt or be flexible in situations like that. But the
numbers are such that we’re able to do that up to this point.
4. Notes available in accessible electronic format
Again, there has been very good training sessions on that. And that would be
working primarily the lecturer and working in together with the library.
5. Text presenting in non serif font
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Again, that would be lecturer first and library second.
6. Use of high contrasting colours in text
Lecturer.

Discussion
Interviewer: There certainly is. No and I’m of a similar belief that’s why I
sort of pursuing this sort of research myself. Because it was not only reflected
here, it’s from discussions I have with colleagues and other institutes and
universities, similar sort of things.
So I am looking at exactly how can we engage lecturers a bit more in the
overall process, maybe technology is a solution, maybe it is as you are saying a
bit more of a stick approach than a carrot.
Well technology……you really have to suck them in. It has to be real lowers
common denominator, because the battle is for the minds of the ….
Interviewer: The universities have a very different approach.
Yeah, and also that the – the caliber of student, I mean they are 500 points up. So I
mean, if this isn’t fair either but it tends to cut out a lot of people with needs.
Interviewer: This institute now have the highest participation rate of students
that have registered with disability service in the country.
And that’s registered.
Interviewer: I think business and humanities has the highest rate of any of
these schools. A lot of people – when I say that think it must be art, but it’s the
business and humanities.
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That’s why – that’s what we kind of work probably closely with all those issues. I
mean we don’t formal because I mean, (remove) and (remove) are in and out all the
time here. And the other issue is that we will have…. one of the sad issues that
comes up during the year, is that lecturers will come in and you’ll say what so and
so – has a problem. But the cost of assessment is too much.

As a small college I think we are doing excellent. But just in terms of I suppose see
we are also taking people from a wider spectrum as well and as you are saying. We
are just trying to do a good job. I mean it seems pretty much spaces are there and
the training courses that people don’t.
Interviewer: Some people are unsure of the usefulness of training.
When I meet the people at the top place value on it. You know either by…… you
know with the printing list. I’m in the top five every year –I just take a ticket on the
chin, but in a way it does kind of work. When I am doing my best, I am certainly in
top five, but it’s a very blunt way of doing it, but the top people are seeing to. Let’s
say somebody is really good at doing all this kind of thing and gets promoted.
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4. Lecturer D

Engagement with Communication of Accommodations
1. How are you informed about the needs of a student that has registered with the
disability service?
Well generally in the old days you will pick it up yourself really because the
disability service was very minimum. In recent years the office would probably
assign some, assign somebody to send a note to the head of department who would
send some kind of a note to all the lecturers who would be dealing with such a
person. So that’s, if you didn’t pick them up yourself in the class then the service
would help you to pick them up.
2. Do you know what action to take as a result of receiving this information?
Well, I wouldn’t again because I am an older person. Of course there was a very
little training with regard to disability needs.

It would be very much a

commonsense response if somebody let's say was deaf for instance I would ensure
that there was somebody there who was able to do the deaf sign language. I had
students in such, but in my time I didn’t have that many students with disability.
They just I suppose didn’t come I was dealing largely with postgraduate students.
They weren’t reaching that stage. But the odd one who did reach it, you either used
your noose to help them as far as you could. Or you ask somebody about it or you
asked whatever service was available and they would produce somebody who
would help you.
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i) How do you know what to do with this information?
Well I, in a way I didn’t know, I actually had to go looking for
guidance. Let’s say as to how best to deal with somebody who was
dyslexic, I would look it up maybe and see or I would ask somebody
within the disability area, I would ask a colleague who was interested, I
had a colleague who was specializing in special needs education and
usually they would be able to assist me. So largely in my time and I
mean I am at the end of my career, it would be been a word of mouth
usually just checking up with a colleague or going to disability office
and so far it has existed in the early days, but I am guessing there was
no such thing as a disability office.

3. Have you ever contacted the disability service to clarify the information they
have provided you with?
Not frequently, but I have actually spoken to the disability officer. Not formally,
but casually meeting him around the college or meeting him around the office or
you know it's, he was located not very far away from where I worked. So generally
it would, it would be casual it wouldn’t be a formal request.
4. Have you ever sought advice from the disability service to find online
resources?
Certain not, no. As I told you I at the end of my career. And that type
of online stuff wasn’t happening during my career.
5. Do you have any suggestion on how the process of communication could be
improved upon?
Yeah, I think staff should, first of all register with this disability service and actually
inform them as to what they were doing with particular buddies of students. And
then disability service would know what lectures people were giving and would
know what students, to whom they were lecturing and they would be able to link
that up with their database and therefore keep them informed about students with
disability who are in their area.
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6. Do students provide you with feedback on how successfully you have
accommodated them?
Well I have had experience of the art student who would come after a lecture, he
might look for some kind of follow up, explanation of something. Which indicated
that they were both interested and that in many cases they had through the
interpreter or through somebody else got the message, which I was trying to deliver,
I just wanted to elaborate it so I would feel that an affirmation of some kind.
i. Do the disability office provide you with feedback?
Certainly not in my experience, but it's some fair in a way I am not
represented because the disability office was really only gathering
momentum as I was coming to the end of my career.

ii. Do you think this would this be useful?
Training
8. How do you get information on how to implement accommodations?
Well certainly in the early part of my career there was no information, whatsoever,
except to what you went and found yourself. As time went on the disability office
was established and its basic as suppose purpose was to make sure that staff were
properly informed, sometimes even trained in how they react to different situations
where you are dealing with disability either physical, psychological or even mental
and disabilities of, linguistic disability, I would have known about it as I study
linguistics, there were other disabilities that I would have to go and get information
on. But I went not many formal training programs in my time.
9. Have you ever attended a disability office staff training event?
No, but I have had a lecture by somebody who is specialized in special needs
education. That wasn’t provided by disability service, there was a colleague, who
made a presentation on different aspects.
Positive
i. What prompted you to attend the staff training event?
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ii. How many training session a year would you attend?
1. Do you only attend session on particular topics that
are of interest to you?
iii. How useful are the training events?
iv. How could the training program in your institute be
improved upon?
Negative
i. Why not?
1. Time conflict/ too busy
2. Irrelevant topic
3. Conducted own research
4. Have never had an issue with providing support for
students
5. Other?
Well there would be two things in it. As I told you I dealt with
postgraduate students.
So that in many cases it would have been an irrelevant, it was a
very small minority of disabled students who came to do masters
degree or PhD’s. Now there were one or two in a diploma course
in which I was teaching and I would have been informed about
those. And as I said I would have sort information about whatever
disability it was or either through my own research or my contact
with colleagues or by getting in touch with some specialist.
In the last number of years I don’t remember ever having a
disability student. Because I had only smaller classes. Specialist
classes.
10. What would encourage you to attend more of the training session?
11. Is there any link between the notification of a students accommodations and
the training that is currently offered to you?
12. How do you know if you have successfully implemented an accommodation?
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Engagement with Training
13. How are you notified that staff training is taking place?
If I have, I certainly didn’t attend this. I’d say I haven’t, no.
i. Is there a better way to inform you of upcoming training
session?
14. Have you ever sought out training on a particular issue from the disability
service?
15. Have you ever not been able to attend the training because of time constraints?
16. Would you consider attending a training session in another institute if one
were not available in your institute?
Resources
17. Are you aware of online resources such as templates, guidelines or the TIC
tool?
Positive
i. How did you hear about these resources?
ii. Of the online resources that you have utilized which ones would you
rate highly and which ones would you not rate very highly?
i. Is there anything in common between the better resources?
iii.

How useful have you found the recommended resources?

18. Has the disability office ever informed you about available online resources?
Positive
i. Which ones?
ii. Have you ever been asked by the disability officer to provide
feedback on how useful the recommended resources were?
iii. When the disability office is informing you of the needs of a
student, have they ever sent you on appropriate online training
resources?
Negative
i. Do you think it would be useful to be informed about the available
online resources?
19. Have you any suggestion on how the online resources could be improved upon?
ii.
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Open Questions
20. As a lecturer what is the greatest difficulty you have accommodating a student
with additional needs?
Well I suppose in a way these people need extra care, extra time and sometimes if
you are in a large class it's very hard to give them that. Sometimes they are
reluctant to come forward and identify themselves and it's, I suppose, it's not easy in
large classes or homes that are a hundred and fifty to cope so that a lot of what, the
support that they would get would come from the disability office and if there was
any special occasion that I would need to support them then they would like to ask
me or the disability office would have to let me know.
21. Do you think there is problem with the communication between the students,
lecturers, disability officers and online resources developers?
I think that depends on the personnel. You know it's very much a matter of how
lecturers regard to disability office, the emphasis they place on proper care of
people with disability and their own capacity for dealing with, people with
disabilities so it's a, it's, you can’t just give one answer.
I suppose there would be on occasion, but it would be largely due to either, I
suppose personality difficulties on the fact that people are so busy.
i. Why is this ?
ii. How do you think it could be improved upon, if resources were not
an issue?
iii. Recognising the lack of resources in the area, do you think that
there needs to be more feedback in this process between the
stakeholders?
22. If you encounter an issue when dealing with a student with an accommodation
that you have never encountered before, what is your first point of contact?
i. Another lecturer
ii. The disability service
iii. The internet
iv. Head of Department
v. Other
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23. Is there a lecturer in your school who would be an advocate/ champion of
disability issues?
Absolutely, yeah we have somebody who is, he just in a way, he over emphasizes.
He actually has disability in his family. So he runs programs on inclusion and
generally gives significant emphasis to all aspects of disability.
Interviewer: Have you ever contacted him for information?
Oh yeah I have known him very well. I would discuss issues with him yeah. Well
there might be issues even beyond students to be just general issues with disability
yeah.
24. Are there incentives in your institute to encourage lecturers to attend training
on accommodation for students? (career progression)
Yeah, I think I don’t know of any concrete incentives provided to people, but I
think generally people would be made aware and most well meaning people would
be highly supportive of advancing people with disability to the best that you know,
but it wouldn’t really have very much to do with their own career path in any
particular incentives in that direction.
i.

Do you have any suggestions on how this could be done?

25. Here are a list of accommodations. Which ones do you think you should act
on?
i.

Extra time in exams

ii.

A weaver for spelling a grammar

iii.

Use of a scribe

iv.

Notes available in accessible electronic format

v.

Text presenting in non serif font

vi.

Use of high contrasting colours in text

Discussion
I didn’t have that much experience with disability. Yeah we would have gotten, in
my time I would say we might have like say at max about four people in the H dip
and I was teaching all the H dip people as one stage. Now in later years I was only
teaching people doing the teaching of Irish. So none of them I had come across had
a disability.
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APPENDIX I LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
AHEAD

Association of Higher Education Access and Disability

ALISON

Academic and Learning Support Officers Network

CAPSL

Centre for Academic Practice and Student Learning

DARE

Disability Access Route to Education

DAWN

Disability Advisors Working Network

HEI

Higher Education Institutions

SIF

Strategic Innovation Fund

SpLD

Specific Learning Difficulty
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